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•
1. Introduction and Scope of Work

•
This is the final report covering progress and activities carried out under the HydrA
Dissemination Sub-Contract made between the European Small Hydropower Association
(ESHA) and the Institute of Hydrology (1H).

The formalities covering this work are contained in a documentsignedby NERC (for the Institute
of Hydrology) on 22/1/98 and countersigned by ESHA on 2/2/98. The initial part of that
document sets out the objective and scope in these terms (before continuing with daails about
paymaits and legal matters).

'Whereas within the framework of the Altener Programme of the European
Community the European Small Hydropower Association has concluded a
contract (4.1030/D196-005) with the Commission of the European
Communities ("Commission") on the 31 July 1996 for the dissemination of
the software "HydrA" developed for UK and Spain under the ATLAS Phase
II contract (4.1030/E/95-006) hereinafter together called the "EEC-Contract"
which has been formally incorporated into this Sub-Contract as Annex A and
B thereto;

and

contribute to the achievement of the requirements of the EEC-Contract
(Annex A) together with the European Small Hydropower Association
performing the EEC-Contract (Annex A) in accordance with the terms and
conditions as stated in this Sub-Contract.

2) Terms and Conditions

Unless otherwise agreed, the Parties shall be bound smutatis mulandis" by
the terms and conditions of the EEC-Contract (Annex A) including Annex I,
(Work Programme) and any special conditions which may be agreed as a
separate Annex thereto, which form part of the Sub-Contract as Annex A,
but excluding particular provisions of the EEC-Contract between the
Commission and European Small Hydropower Association (such as
provisions referring to ESHA as main Contractor).

3) Scope

The Institute of Hydrology shall perform and complete its share of the work
under this Sub-Contract in accordance with the respective requirements of
the Budget and Work Programme al Annex 1 of the EEC-Contract
(Annex A)."

The Annex 1 referred to above is included in the report as Annex A.

•
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whereas the European Small Hydropower Association and the Commission
have agreed that the Institute of Hydrology as a Sub-Contractor shall
perform part of the work contracted for under the EEC-Contract (Annex A),
the following is hereby agreed between European Small Hydropower
Association and the Institute of Hydrology.

1) Objective of the Sub-Contract

The objective of this Sub-Contract is for the Institute of Hydrology to



The aim of the contract was to ensure wide dissemination of HydrA (the European Atlas of
Small-scale Hydropower Resources) via software and docummtation in the UK and Spain.

HydrA software was developed on behalf of ESHA under Phase II of its European Atlas project

which was awarded at the end of 1993 and started formally in 1995. HydrA was designed to
enable local authorities, water resource planners and potential investors to assessthe feasibility of

developing small hydropower schemes anywhere in the countries for which it has been developoi.

This report summarises activities undertaken throughout the dissemination contract and provides
details of income and expenditure for both start-up costs and running costs. This document

constitutes the final report under this sub-contract and covers our contribution to the reporting

requirements specified in ESHA's contract with EEC; that states, inter alba

"4. Undertake to transmit to the Commission, in tnplicate, vAthin three months of
completion of the project and not later than 15 July 1998 (in accordance with
budget rules, the validity of the appropriations committed to this project is
limited);

a report on the use of the above mentioned financial assistance;

an account statement certified by the person in charge of the body
receiving the contribution, or a financial statement together with duly
certified supporting documents indicating the nature and amount of each
item of expenditure and the corresponding income (including the amount
of the Commission grant);

where applicable, the trustee's annual report."

(This report goes beyond the Interim Report (February 1998) in which we provided details of

both start-up and dissemination activities from the start of the contract up to January 1998.)
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2. Activity Programme

The Institute of Hydrology has undertaken a wide range of activities designed to disseminate the
HydrA software. This chapter describes in successive sections:

• start-up activities

on-going activities

promotion

Start-up activities, largely in the first year, were followed by on-going support activities in years

two and three. Additional and complementary promotion work was financed by the Institute to
further widen the knowledge of HydrA among likely users. Both the sub-contract work and the
supplemental activities are described below.

Section 3.4 looks at the vanations between planned and actual activities and examines the reasons

behind these.

2.1 START-UP ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN

Our proposal listed eleven project start-up items (a to k in Annex A para II.1) that were to be
carried out; these have all been completed. The paragraphs below give more detail of each of
those activities, using the original order in which they were listed.

Samples of deliverables (i.e manual, manual cover, publicity brochure in both English and

Spanish) were provided to ESHA either with the Interim Report, or as a supplement to it, in
February 1998. However, copies of the publicity brochure are also included in this report for

convenient reference, and because of their importance in conveying the essenceof HydrA's value
(Annex B)

2.1.1 Design and produce a manualcover

Manual covers were designed by our staff, taking into account current trends in the software
industry with this type of material when it has to be produced in relatively small print runs. The

plastic cover, hiding the ring binding, permits a spine title to be inserted. This enables the HydrA

manual to be readily identified on the user's shelf.

An attractive colour cover design was adopted incorporating the logos of the Altener programme,

of ESHA and the Institute (together with its parent body), The photograph deliberately illustrates
the HydrA software features in showing both a river and a turbine.

The English and Spanish language versions of the cover that were produced under this project

were similar in layout and content. Sufficient were printed to cover those likely to be sold during

and slightly beyond the contract period.

The covers used some of the same graphics and logos as the publicity brochure and other

publicity material (see below), in order to establish an easily recognisable product identity.

•
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2.1.2 Design disk label and logo

It was necessary for our staff to produce floppy disk labels for each of the versions, both English
and Spanish, of HydrA t.hat were released. This involved, over the course of the project, two
Spanish versions and three English versions. The current version reference number is v1.05 for
both language editions.

•
Such labels need to be to an industry standard and hence show:

• title

version number

• installation instnictions

contact for telephone support

The existing Institute of Hydrology disk label design was modified to cope with additional logos
for Altener and ESHA recognition.

2.1.3 Determine pricing structure

Following advice from a meeting in October 1996 in Spain between representatives of ESHA,
Centro de Estudios y Experimentación de Obras PUblicas (CEDEX) and Internacional de
Ingenieria y Estudios Tecnicos S.A. (INTECSA) to the effect that there would be problems
distinguishing between academic and non-academic organisations in Spain, it was suggested that
there should be a single price and licence for all copies of the software. In the interests of
consistency, and because of the relatively low price of the software, it was further suggested and
agreed that the same approach would be taken in the UK.

Following our written proposal of 24 October 1996 to Dr Eric Wilson (Project Manager on
behalf of ESHA) of a price of /330+VAT, this was accepted and adopted for all sales. That
price then corresponded to a figure of 400 ECU (+VAT) and was approval by Altener.

2.1.4 Design and produce publicity literature

A four page publicity brochure was designed and printed in both English and Spanish. 3000
brochures were printed in English and another 500 in Spanish. These have beendistributed in the
cost-effective manner adopted for all the publicity material published by the Institute of
Hydrology. This includes a maihng with the workshop invitation, distribution through the
Institute's staff contacts, placement at key relevant conferences and exhibitions, and their
additional availability through the display stand at our Wallingford headquarters. Copies also
went to the ESHA secretariat. This brochure has been widely distributed at conferences and
exhibitions in the UK and overseas by the Institute of Hydrology and by APPA (the Spanish
Hydropower Association) in Spain. Copies of both the English and Spanish brochures have been
made available via the Institute's World Wide Web (WWW) pages (section 2.3.6).

A brief description of the HydrA software is also included in the Institute's Software Sales and
Support general publicity brochure; the text was included in our Interim Report. This is backed
by a web page listing of Institute of Hydrology software packages, which cross-refers to the
HydrA web page illustrated in section 2.3.6.

•
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110 2.1.5 Produce an installation program for software distribution

In order to ensure simple and trouble-free installation of the HydrA software on users' personal
computers (PCs), a tailor-made installation program was created. This was re-created for each

release version of the software in order to ensure that any new or changed files would be installed

correctly.

•
To prevent unlicensed use of the HydrA software, the Institute of Hydrology's standard copy

protection mechanism was added to each issued copy of the software.

Production of the installation program for the Spanish version of HydrA also necessitated

changes to the master installation routine and to the copy protection program in order to enable
messages to be displayed in languages other than English.

• 2.1.6 Test pre-release versions

In order to ensure that installation programs for new software, or software updates, will install

without incident, it is Institute of Hydrology procedure to test each installation program
thoroughly.

This is done by producing a standard software issue, as would be produced in response to a
customer order, and then using the installation program to sa up the software, and check the
basic functionality of the program, on a "clean" machine. (The "clean" machine has a choice of

operating environments (Windows 3.1, Windows 95 and Windows NT); however by definition it

has no software or files other than those issued with the operating system. This allows the

Institute of Hydrology to ensure that the software is not dependent on files or programs which
may have been installed by other software packages.)

11111
This has proven very effective in ensuring subsequent trouble-free installation for software users

2.1.7 Set up a database for recording clients and queries

Details of callers and the nature of contacts (requests for information, quotations, orders, requests

for assistance, etc.) relating to HydrA were logged on the Supporthne software acquired from

Logical Software Ltd. This enabled us to identify any recurring difficulty (and so address
improvements) and to trace requests that are repeated from a single organisation

A typical enquiry log is shown as Figure I. Four priority scales are used as follows:

PRIORITY Rating Logic

I Urgent Bug causing failure
2 High Date critical order/secondary bug
3 Medium Firm order/desired enhancement
4 Low Typical non-urgent enquiry

•

•

•
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2.1.8 Print manuals

The draft English manual produced as part of the Phase II contract was checked and corrected
to bring it into line with the release version of the software. Further changes, including
addition of version control, a disclaimer and a legal notice, were also made to ensure that the
manual was consistent, easy-to-use and professional in appearance.

The resulting manual, 90 pages long, was then reduced to A5 format and 100 copies were
printed.

Once completed, the English manual was passed to Dr Celso Penche, (ESHA's Spanish
representative) who kindly translated the manual into Spanish. The translated manual was then
re-reviewed to ensure consistency with the Spanish version of the software. The finished
Spanish manual is 104 pages long. It was printed (25 copies) and bound in a similar fashion to
the English manual, save that the Spanish language versions of the manual covers and spines
were utilised.

Issued manuals, in both English and Spanish, were enclosed in a white A5, 3-ring binder:
transparent wallets on front and spine took the printed title inserts referred to in section 2.1.1.
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2.1.9 Product familiarityfor help desk assistance

Institute of Hydrology software sales and support staff, who provide a dedicated Help Desk
service for users of Institute of Hydrology software products, spent time becoming familiar with

the software in order to be able to respond to enquiries and provide a first line support service for

customer queries

•
This was achieved by:

Institute of Hydrology sales and support staff' attending the launch workshop,

spending time experimenting with the software and its supplied sample data files,

• testing the installation program.

2.1.10. Providesupport and assistanceat product launchworkshops

Although the proposal merely called for Institute of Hydrology staff to provide support and
assistance at product launch workshops, the Institute of Hydrology organised and ran a product

launch workshop in the UK in March 1997. This was well attended.

In an effort to promote further uptake of the HydrA software, a second UK workshop was

organised in early 1998. Unfortunately, this had to be cancelled due to lack of response.

•
Significant attempts, (including a visit to Spain and approaches to a number of Spanish
organisations and individuals) were made to organise an equivalent Spanish event, but these were

unsuccessful. The fact that such a workshop could not be run in Spain will almost certainly have
contributed significantly to the lack of uptake of the software in Spain. Chapter 4 (Conclusions)

offers some speculative analysis of the reasons why attempts to run this workshop proved
ultimately unsuccessful.

Further detail about the UK workshops (including the promotional literature, plus details of
speakers and attendees) is provided in section 2.3.

•
2.1.11. Provide demonstrationsat exhibitions/conferences

Institute of Hydrology scientific staff have attended a number of hydropower and alternative

energy conferences and exhibitions in order to publicise and demonstrate HydrA. The venues for

these events have been located in the UK, Europe (including Italy, Spain, Greece France) and

even as far afield as India. Further detail about conference attendance and provision of
demonstrations is provided m section 2.3.10.

Interested visitors to the Institute have also received demonstrations of the software.
A demonstration version of the software was also produced and made available.

•
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2.2 ON-GOING AcTIVITIES

This section describes the activities undertaken in providing software to purchasers and in
providing after-sales support.

The costs of supporting each copy of the software sold were detailed in Section 11.2 of the

original proposal (included as Annex A). These costs cover a number of activities (e.g. staff time
in preparing orders for despatch, staff time to provide helpdesk support, costs of materials (disks,
binders, labels etc) and carriage costs).

The funding for these activities was intended to be provided through the income from sales of
software, plus income from maintenance agreements. However, volume of sales has not been in
line with initial predictions and therefore these activities have been partly funded by the Institute
in order to ensure that customers receive high-quality customer service.

•

41111
2.2.1 Software Sales

In the UK a total of 25 customers have bought copies of the software. Four of these have bought
sae licaices or multiple copies of the software. Four copies of the Spanish version of the
software have also been sold Customers include environmental agencies, higher education
institutes, energy authorities and hydropower consultancies. A complete list of all purchasers of
the software is included as Annex F.

A copy of the software has been supplied free of charge to a number of individuals who have
been instrumental in developing and/or promoting the software. These include:

• Kieron Hanson (of Hydroplan, hydropower consultants) who carried out preliminary beta
testing of the UK version.

Dr Celso Penche (hydropower consultant, Spain) who was of great assistance in translating
the manual and related documentation

Andrea Lamberti (MSc student, Barcelona) who assisted with development of an Italian
version

•
A copy has been provided free of charge to several post-graduate students at UK universities
(e g. Nottingham, Liverpool) for use in connection with their research projects.

For several other university students, a retrieval service has also been provided. This allowed the

student to specify a catchment which Institute of Hydrology scientific staff then ran through the
HydrA program, relaying details of the results to enquirer.

10
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2.2.2 Distribution of general software update

Through operational use of the software a number of minor errors were identified and some
cosmetic/layout improvements identified. These corrections were incorporated into a revised
version of the software which was distributed free of charge as part of the maintenance
agreement The last general release version was v1.05

•

1110 2.2.3 Software Support

The total number of help-desk calls relating to HydrA now totals approximately 90 Analysis of
calls logged shows the following breakdown.

specific product enquiries (i.e. relating to HydrA rather
than Institute of Hydrology software generally) 28

software orders 30

requests for demonstration disks 8

support (difficulties in installing the software or in
understanding the application of the methodology) 16

•
copy protection 6

Approximately one quarter of specific product enquiries were converted to software sales.

Given the Institute of Hydrology's experience with other newly-released software products, the
number of support calls has been noticeably low. Most of these have been directly resolvable by
first line support (Help Desk) or second line support (Institute of Hydrology scientific staff),
without recourse to third-line support (programmer). This testifies to the high quality of the
software program and the thoroughness of the pre-release testing.

•
2.3 PROMOTION

The activities described under this section are, in part, funded by the set-up costs provided by this
contract. The remainder have been funded by the Institute of Hydrology in the interests of
promoting the HydrA software and methodology as widely as possible

2.3.1 Launch

•
In January 1997 the Institute held two Open Days. The first of these was for commercial
customers (including environmental protection agencies, local authorities, and major consultancy
firms). The second was for academic customers (including universities, colleges and research
institutes). In all, over a thousand invitations were issued, and over a hundred customers
accepted the invitation. This event was used to introduce the HydrA (UK) software ahead of its
formal launch at the workshop in March 1997. A 30 minute presentation about the HydrA
project and software was given on both days; the software was on permanent view during both
days and interested customers were able to see it demonstrated.

The first order for HydrA was placed at this event.•
I 1•
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It had been hoped that ETSU, a member of the Organisation for the Promotion of Energy
Technologies (OPET) network, would provide some promotional input to this event by means of
a mailshot. Unfortunately it transpired that this would have attracted a siguficant, unbudgeted
cost and therefore did not go ahead. However, information about the workshop was sent by the
Institute of Hydrology to a list of selected companies (e.g. water companies, energy authorities,
environmental protection ago:16es, universities and consultants) specifically known to have an
interest in hydropower. A copy of the workshop flyer is included as Annex C(i).

A total of 22 delegates registered for the workshop which was divided into two complementary
sessions. Annex C(ii) provides a complete list of registrants and the organisations that they
represented.

The first session, "Small Hydropower Assessment: Review", was attended by 19 delegates. This
session provided an appreciation of the software by giving an overview of the HydrA
development and a brief description of the methods which are embodied in the software. Guest
speakers from ESHA, the Environment Agency and ETSU covered themes such as EU policy on
renewable energy, EA policy on small scale hydropower and renewable energy tariffs in the UK.
The full list of speakers is included as Annex C(iii)

The second session, "Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical Workshop", was attended by 9
of the 19 delegates from the first session. This second session was aimed at potential operational
users of the software and provided an in-depth review of the methods for estimating the
hydrological regime from which hydropower potential can be derived.

From the course assessment forms completed following the launch workshop, the two-day
workshop was well received •

•

•
Prior to the launch of the software, and frequently thereafter, the Institute of Hydrology has
submitted press releases, articles and entries to a number of hydropower-related publications in
its endeavours to ensure that the HydrA product received as much media coverage as possible.
These submissions are described below.

At the time of the UK launch a press release was sent to a number of industry publications, such
as International Water Power and Dam Construction andInternational Journal on Hydropower
& Dams.

The Institute of Hydrology Software Newsletter, usually produced annually by the Institute of
Hydrology Software Section, has carried features about the HydrA software both before and
since the launch.

In order to maintain and promotethe visibility of the software, papers regarding the HydrA
software and the underlying hydrological methods have been submitted to various scientific and
industry journals, such as International Water Power & Darn Construction and International
Journal on Hydropower and Darns.

•
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2.3.2 Launch Workshop

A two-day technical workshop was held in March 1997 to launch the UK version of the software

2.3.3 Press coverage
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An entry for HydrA has also appeared in Hydro Review Worldwide's 1998-99 Worldwide Hydro

Directory

A complete list of published papers is included as Annex D. A further list of press releases and

articles in trade publications appears as Annex E(i)

2.3.4 Further UK Technical Workshop

Hoping to further promote HydrA, the Institute of Hydrology assisted Water Training

International (the organisation which provided the venue and facilities for the first UK HydrA

workshop) with the organisation of a further workshop scheduled for lune 1998. Invitations were

sent to a number of potentially interested attendees, and information about the workshop was
disseminated in journals and article(s). Unfortunately, the workshop had to be cancelled due to
lack of response.

2.3.5 Launch and Workshop in Spain

It was hoped dissemination in Spain could be initiated by running a launch workshop along the

lines of the previous successful workshop in the UK.

A number of organisations and individuals were approached with a view to further this attempt.

Unfortunately these attempts did not bear fruit.

Instituto para la DiversificaciOn y Ahorro de la Energia (IDAE), the Spanish OPET, was

approached to provide names and address of individuals or organisations which might have an
interest in HydrA, for the purpose of a planned mail-shot in late 1996. However no response was
received

In October 1996 a meeting with CEDEX and INTECSA (data providers for the Spanish version
of HydrA) was held in Spain in order to agree how HydrA should be disseminated in Spain.

1DAE were invited to the meeting but did not attend or respond. INTECSA saw little benefit in
disseminating the software and therefore declined. CEDEX were prepared to consider

disseminating HydrA as part of a range of packages. The Institute of Hydrology responded with

a proposal along these lines in November 1996, but ultimately this opening did not materialise

APPA agreed to distribute a copy of the Spanish brochure to each of its members and canvass for
interest in a workshop. A supply of 200 brochures and further information about how workshops

might be run and financed was provided in May 1997.

Celso Penche also approached LABEIN (a technical research centre in Bilbao) about
disseminating the software but nothing came of it.

2.3.6 World Wide Web page

A page about HydrA has been added to the Institute's WWW pages. This provides some basic

information about the software and allows enquirers to download the brochure if they so wish, or
send an e-mail directly to the Institute if they have a query which is not answered by the WWW

page. The direct address of this page is:

http://www.nwl .ac.ukhh/www/productshproducts.html.

The page is offered in both English and Spanish.
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2.3.7 Demonstration software disk

An easy-to-run user demonstration, which runs from a single 3.5"disk, was produced in &irly
1998. This demonstration disk allows the software to be demonstrated without risk of
commercial misuse. The demonstration capability has been achieved by providing limited data
grids and some specific demonstration data files. Documentation on using the demonstration has
also been produced, and is included as Annex B(i). The demonstration, which runs in English or
Spanish, is available on request to interested parties.

2.3.8 Response to Enquiries

As section 2.2.3 shows the Institute has received a number of enquiries specifically about the
HydrA software. These have come via fax, e-mail and phone. Each such enquiry is dealt with
individually, with brochures being sent out or queries answered as appropriate.

The Institute also receives many general requests for information about its software products.
The full software list and a brochure pack (including a HydrA brochure) is the required response
for many such enquirers.

•

2.3.9 Permanent brochure display

•
A display stand is maintained in the reception area at the Institute of Hydrology. A supply of
HydrA brochures is maintained here for visitors to peruse and/or take away. Supplies of the most
recent newsletter which featured an article about HydrA are also maintained in the Institute's
reception area.

111
2.3.10 Exhibitions & Conferences

Throughout the penod of the dissemination contract Institute of Hydrology scientific staff have
attended relevant hydropower and alternative energy conferences such as Hidroenergia '95 (Italy)
and Low-Head Hydropower (1997) (UK). Institute of Hydrology staff have also attended
conferences at a number of venues elsewhere in Europe and also in India. Where possible,
exhibition space has been hired to allow the software to be demonstrated, or the software has
been demonstrated on stands hired by ESHA. At several conferences, for example Hidroenergia
'95, formal papers were presented. (The complete list of published papers (Annex D) includes
details of such papers.)

Attendance at exhibitions and conferences has provided the opportunity for Institute of Hydrology
staff to make presentations to large audiences about the software and the underlying hydrological
methods, distribute demonstration disks and publicity information about them and demonstrate
the software to a large number of potential users.

Attendance at these conferences has contributed greatly to the generation of interest in the
software and has been significant in contributing to levels of sales.

The complete list of conferences attended is provided as Annex E(ii).•
•
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2.3.11 Other Demonstrations

As well as demonstrating the software at conferences and exhibitions, a number of
demonstrations have been provided at the Institute of Hydrology for representatives of
organisations visiting the Institute of Hydrology. Those organisations directly involved with
hydro topics include the UK Department of Trade and Industry. ENEL and AEM (both from the
Italian electricity industry) and the Portuguese Institute of Water.

Visiting scientists from the UK and overseas, members of the press (New Civil Engineer) and
other visitors to the Institute of Hydrology have received HydrA brochures and demonstration
disks. Besides the IH Software Open Days in January 1997, the following groups have had
presentations:

August 1996 Hilly Hydro Project (Nepalese delegation)

October 1996 Ministry of Water Resources China (7 delegates)
November 1997 Hydrology Project India (13 participants)
December 1997 Finnish delegation (6 people)

•

2.4 VARIATIONS AGAINST PLANNED ACTIVITIES

There were several areas of activity where time and/or costs were not expended as originally
planned. They were:

2.4.1 Product launch workshops and marketing:

The Institute of Hydrology proposal (Section 1) stated that "marketing and training for the
product will be undertaken separately and are not covered in this proposal". Section 5 of the
proposal went on to detail a marketing exercise which was expected to be carried out by MAE in
Spain and ETSU in the UK.

Given these provisions, it was not anticipated that the Institute of Hydrology would be involved in
marketing or training, beyond supporting the initiatives of others.

Unfortunately, the expected initiatives did not come to fruition, and so the Institute of Hydrology
undertook the time and expense of organising and running the UK launch workshop as well as
attending as guests. Further sigiificant, but equally unbudgeted, amounts of time were spent
trying to organise a workshop in Spain but these efforts were in vain. Additional efforts were
also made to organise a second UK workshop.

Details about the UK launch workshops and attempts to organise a Spanish workshop are
provided in section 2 3

During the course of the project, Institute of Hydrology staff presented papers and demonstrated
the software at nine international conferences and workshops in Spain, the UK and other
countries. Given the small amount of time allowed for this activity, the staff time and expenses
for attendance at most of these events had to be funded from alternative sources.

Given that product launch workshops and marketing were clearly not covered under the
dissemination contract, it can be seen that considerable additional expense and effort has been
incurred by the Institute of Hydrology in undertaking these activities.

•
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2.4.2 Preparation of the manual

Although a draft manual had been produced as part of the Phase II contract, a significant amount

of further effort was also required to bring the manual into line with software changes (generated

from beta testing and translation issues) and to convert the draft into a finished manual of a

professional standard which would be suitable for issue to end-users.

•

•
In order to minimise initial storage requirements and in order to apply a degree of caution

regarding expected levels of software sales (initially estimated as 600), a smaller number of

manuals were printed than originally scheduled. In the light of low levels of software sales, there

has been no requi rematt to print further copies.

•

Additional time and effort was required to produce the manual, plus supporting documentation

and release program, in Spanish. The manual (and supporting documentation) was translated

into Spanish by Celso Penche. Again, this took more time than anticipated and took time to put

into the correct format for the manual.

•

2.4.3 Printing manuals
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3. Financial Report

A summary of costs (manpower and expenditure) and income against the HydrA project is
presented in Table I. The figures below relate to both start-up activities and running costs.
However the proportion of expenditure relating to start-up activities versus running costs varies
over time:

•
1996/97 - start-up activities only
1997/98 - start-up activities and running costs
1998199 - running costs only.

Table I

Year

96/97

97/98

98/99

TOTAL

Income

Sales (UK)
Sales (Spain)

Sales (UK)
Sales (Spain)
ESHA contract

Sales (UK)
Sales (Spain)
ESHA contract

660

5,606
1,320
6,073

990

6,500
£21,149

Ex enditure

Staff time
Expenses
Printing
Misc.
Staff ti me
Expenses
Printing
Consultancy
Other
Corn utin , char e
Staff tune
Computing charge

7,378
120

1,218
25

14,755 
309

1,972
547
117

1,000
4,363

375

£3 179

Financial information certified by:

1110
Frank M. Law

Deputy Director, Institute of Hydrology

5
•

•
•
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4. Conclusions

The HydrA software package provides a rapid means of estimating hydropower potential at any

location in Spain or the UK. Written for PCs running Windows 3.1 or above, the software

reaches the widest possible audience. Its user-friendly, icon-driven interface leads the user easily

through the initial steps of hydropower design, from defining the catchment boundary,

automatically deriving a flow duration curve to selecting appropriate turbines and estimating

power and energy outputs. Priced very reasonably at 400 ECU, the software is affordable to

even the smallest hydropower consultancy.

Prior to this dissemination contract, and prior to public release, the software was beta tested

thoroughly by consultants in Spain and the UK. The testers gained familiarity with the software

in a very short time and were able to provide good constructive comments. They quickly realised,

with HydrA, assessments that would normally take a matter of days, weeks or even months, could

be carried out in just one or two hours. Some minor changes were, of course, required but the

effort of testing was worthwhile with the resulting software being extremely robust and reliable.

In the three years that the software has been in operational use, there have been very few

problems reported by users with most concerning the application of the software rather than bugs

in the software itself. The software has also been extensively and successfully tested for Year

2000 compliance.

Although initial hopes for the number of sales of HydrA were overestimated, the software has a

reasonably solid user base of 25 paying customers in the UK. A number of short-term loan

copies have also been provided to individual students from British universities who have

requested the software for their undergraduate or postgraduate projects. The response in Spain,

where only four copies have been sold, has been most disappointing. Reasons for this are

considered later. As can be seen in the Financial Report (Chapter 3), the shortfall in sales has

resulted in Institute of Hydrology expenditure (in pursuance of the contract) exceeding income by

a considerable margin. The financial loss has been covered by the Institute at no extra cost to the

client.

The shortfall in sales occurred despite some very active promotion work by the Institute of

Hydrology. During the course of the project, Institute of Hydrology staff demonstrated the

software at 9 international conferences and workshops in Spain, the United Kingdom and other

countries. With a limited budget available for such activity, attendance at most events was

funded from alternative sources. Some 30 papers, articles or press releases were published in 15

international and national publications and a WWW page, dedicated to HydrA, was implemented

on the Institute of Hydrology web-site. A total of 1200 English and Spanish language brochures

have been distributed. Mail-shots to a potential user-base were made in the UK and through

APPA in Spain. A two-day launch workshop held in the UK in March 1997 registered 22

delegates from 18 different companies and organisations. Plans for a similar workshop in Spain

were abandoned due to lack of interest.

The actions described clearly show that the Institute of Hydrology not only fulfilled but exceeded

its contractual obligations to disseminate and promote the HydrA software. A major

disappointment of the project was, of course, the lack of response in Spain. The problems in

Spain, cannot be attributed to one single factor but may be due to a combination of several, as

follows:

•
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•
• A critical factor has been the inability to identify a Spanish stakeholder who was able to

actively disseminate the software. Although two local organisations, CEDEX and

1NTECSA, were involved during the development of the hydrological model, neither had

national responsibility for software dissemination. Furthermore, the dissemination was not
supported by the OPET network in Spain. IDAE, the member of the OPET network

recommended by Altener, were approached by both ESHA and the Institute of Hydrology but
ultimately provided no assistance toward the dissemination of HydrA. The involvement of

IDAE, was a key assumption for the dissemination of HydrA in Spain and their failure to

contribute may have been sigMficant. Some assistance was, however, provided by APPA

who kindly distributed 200 Spanish language brochures to its members. However, the
response of APPA members to the suggestion of a Spanish launch workshop was less than

encouraging, causing the initiative to be abandoned.

A second reason may be related to the hydrological method within HydrA being new to the
Spanish hydropower market. The regional flow estimation method is a statistical approach

for estimating the flow regime at ungauged sites. It is used extensively in the European water
industry and is regarded internationally as a reliable means for determining the river flow at
sites where no observed data is available. The method, which has beendescribed in many

scientific journals, is recommended in the European Commission (DGXVI1) report,

"Layman's Guidebook on How to Develop a Small Hydro Site". Nevertheless, lack of
familiarity with the method could explain the Spanish reaction to the software, despite the full

support of both Altener and the Spanish representative in ESHA.

With many packages now freely available over the WWW, the price of HydrA may also be a
factor to explain the poor sales in Spain, even though the cost would probably have been

recovered with the very first commercial application of the software.

During the three years of the HydrA dissemination contract, the developmmt of the European
Atlas of Small Scale Hydropower Potential has continued as a separate project. With that project

approaching completion, HydrA will soon be available for Austria, Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg,
Portugal and the Republic of Ireland as well as for Spain and the UK Learning from the

experiences of this (dissemination) contract, the proposal for the dissemination of the new version

of HydrA has a fundamentally different strategy. Briefly, it is proposed that the HydrA software
and associated User Guides will be freely available over the WWW, with users given the option

to pay for product support. Stakeholders will be sub-contracted, and adequately resourced to
undertake local promotional activities and conduct launch workshops in each of the five new
countries plus Spain. It is hoped that this approach will see a far greater uptake of the software

and encourage the development of small-scale hydro in each of the cotmtnes. Ultimately this
would help the European Union to attain its objective of a 12% contribution from renewable energy

sources to the gross inland energy consumption by the year 2010.

20•
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Institute of Hydrology Proposal [withoutAppendices]

410
dated 27/10/95

This became Annex I: Budget and Work Programme of the relevant EEC contract under which

•

ESHA sub-contracted these proposed activities to the NERC Institute of Hydrology.
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Introduction

This proposal by the European Small Hydropower Association (ESHA) is made with the aim
of ensuring wide dissemination of the European Atlas software and documentation, for
practical application, in the UK and Spain. ESHA has been responsible for Phase I and II
of the Atlas and the Institute of Hydrology amhas been its principal sub-contractor for
Phase II. It is proposed to appoint the UK Institute of Hydrology OH) as the sub-contractor
for this proposal also.

The proposal is to provide a distribution system for HYDRA, the software developed in Phase
II, and subsequently release the product, at an agreed price; to advise customers and manage
after-sales support and maintenance. Marketing and training for the product will be
undertaken separately and are not covered in this proposal. It is assumed that the product is
stable and that dissemination costs are not intended to recoupincome for further development.
The sale price only includes modest programming time for bug fixing to the current version.

Background

The European Atlas of Small-Scale Hydropower Resourceswill enable local authorities, water
resource planners and potential investors to assess the feasibility of developing small
hydropower schemes anywhere in the countries for which it has been developed. It is a
menu-driven software package for an IBM-compatible PC (386 or equivalent) and
incorporates methods for deriving flow duration curves at ungauged sites and provides a
means of using these curves to estimate hydropower potential. The current phase (Phase II)
of the development, which is due for completion in December 1995, has focused on
developing the Atlas for Spain and the United Kingdom. HYDRA is the property of the EU's
DGXVII (the owners). This document is drawn up in response to a request by the owners for
a proposal for the dissemination and distribution of the HYDRA software in Spain and the
United Kingdom.

Relevant Expertise

ESHA is now recognised as the main channel for dissemination of information and promotion
of all matters relating to small hydropower in the EU. It has representatives of all Europe's
national hydropower associations on its Governing Boardand has contacts and members in
all the member states. Its constituent members together constitute the widest array of
expertise in small hydropower in the world.

•The Institute of Hydrology OH)is the UK's leading centrefor hydrological research and one
of the most prestigious hydrological research organisations in the world. In 1988 Hi formed
a hydrology software group, IH Software, which supplies software development, sales and
support skills in support of the IH research groups. Historically, II-ISoftware has provided
software for funded research, and has also provide "off-the-shelr software products to
encourage the use of II-I researched results by outside practitioners. The software provision
is supported by marketing and publicity to ensure interestedclients are aware of the product,
and is followed up by a high standard of quality in customer support.



During the last two years the software salesand support service hasexpanded to cover other
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology Institutes' software, and the portfolio of products is now
11 in total. The sales and support team man a help desk with an answer-phonesystem during
non office hours. An e-mail address, fax and telephone line are available for users' queries,
and information is publicised on the World Wide Web. The HYDRA package was developed
under the supervision of the IH Software manager.

4. The HYDRA Product

The software will be provided as a package running under Microsoft Windows 3.1, or
above, and will be supplied on 31/2" DD diskettes. The computer should have the following
minimum configuration:

Memory: 2 Mb (conventional); 4Mb preferred
Processor:
Hard disk:

80386SX chip @ 20 Mhz or better
20 Mb

Graphics card: VGA, EGA or compatible
Operating System: Microsoft Windows 3.1 or above
Floppy disk drive: 31/2' DD
Output device: Industry standard output devices should be supported

The software enables the user to:

•	 Calculate climate characteristics and flow characteristics for natural catchments based
on digitised catchment boundaries or a file of coordinate pairs;

• View and alter existing catchment boundary, climate, flow and power definitions;

•	 Select processing options which allow modules to be run sequentially with automatic
generation of reports;

Run estimation procedures using the specified catchment, flow andpower definitions;

Generate reports and graphs for all results on the screen and on hardcopy;

•
Delete existing data results files;

• Select the language (English or Spanish) of operation.

The United Kingdom version of HYDRA will be supplied on 2 x 31/2"DD diskettes and will
be accompanied with one copy of the HYDRA user manual written in English.

It is envisaged that the Spanish version of the software will be supplied on 4 x 31/2" DD
diskettes and will be accompanied with one copy of the HYDRA user manual written in
Spanish.

The purchaser, in Spain or the United Kingdom, will automatically be eligible for one year's
free support and maintenance through the IH Helpdesk.

•

•
•



The HYDRA Market

A marketing exercise will need to be carried out to identify groups of people with an interest
in HYDRA and to publicise the availability of the software to them. It is assumed that this
exercise will be carried out by IDAE in Spain and ETSU in the United Kingdom. For the
marketing exercise, it will be necessary to identify the product strengths and weaknesses.
Market competitors are unlikely but a market survey should be made if this has not already
been done.

The day to day management for HYDRA sales and support will be the sole responsibility of
the IH Software Manager who will appoint a HYDRA Sales and Support Manager. This
manager will monitor and report about HYDRA sales and marketing to ESHA and DGXVII
at regular 3 monthly intervals.

Licensing

Licences for the software will be issued for a period of 15 years. Use of HYDRA will be
unrestricted. Educational and academic licences will be available but use of these will be
restricted to non commercial applications. A licence agreement similar to the standard IH
software licence will be issued as shown in Appendix A.

The software will be copy protected using the current IH software protection system (see
Appendix 13). The software protection is not transferable to other floppy discs and so protects
those with copyright from illegal or unlicensed copies of the software being produced and
operated. The software copy protection is flexible, allowing multiple installations from one
set of discs, if multiple licences are required. It also allows the pre-programmed removal of
copy protection after a certain date or a specified numberof executions of the program. This
is useful for providing demonstration versions to clients.

Quality Assurance

The provision of software sales and support services will be subject to established QA
procedures within the IH Software section.

Software Support and Maintenance

It is recommended that the software is sold with one year's free support and maintenance
contract. The provision of one year's support and maintenance enables all users to achieve
a working package with help from scientists and programmers. Most user problems are
experienced during installation and learning a package.

Software support and maintenance shall be the responsibility of the IH software section. An
example maintenance contract is shown in Appendix C. A one year renewable maintenance
contract will be available for any user who wishes to take out an additional maintenance
contract with the Institute of Hydrology once the first year has lapsed.



•

The software section will receive and file all queries from the users and all bug reports and
suggestions. There will be an identified scientific support within IH who will supply all
scientific inputs required to identify bugs and answer user scientific queries. There will be
an identified program support person who will be capable of locating and fixing bugs and
provide future development as required.

All bug reports shall be gauged for severity by the HYDRA sales and support manager with
inputs from the scientific support and the programming support staff. Catastrophic bugs
should be fixed as soon as possible, bugs causing incorrect results should be notified
immediately and fixed within 3 months, and minor bugs (titles, wording etc.) which do not
affect the results should be part of the next upgrade exercise. A dedicated e-mail, FAX and
telephone line are set-up for IH software sales and support including an answer-phone for out
of office hours use. All bug reports and queries will be recorded withboth the customer and
in the product file.

•

9. Promotion

Promotion of the product, once it has been released, will be required to create a high degree
of awareness of HYDRA amongst potential user groups. This will increase and support the
effective utilisation of HYDRA. To this end IH Software will develop a plan of promotional
actions including mail-drops, attendance at conferences, workshops, demonstrations, etc. with
the agreement of ESHA, and to support other marketing initiatives. Promotion can include
advertising through the WWW OH already has WWW pages and mayexpand these to include
HYDRA information and link to other suitable WWW pages as required) and bulletin boards.

10. Pricing Structure

A pricing structure will be necessary to cover multiple sales, network use, educational
licences etc. The suggested price for the software is estimated assuming that initial set up
costs will be covered externally by DGXVII, but that the running costsof dissemination and
maintenance of the product will be covered by the sale price. The estimatealso relies on the
expected sales of at least 600 packages (300 in Spain, 300 in the United Kingdom). It is
proposed that a pricing structure be set up with full commercial licence and educational
licence (See Licences).

•
•
•

•

•

•
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11. Costs

11.1 SET-UP COSTS

There are several tasks which need to be completed beforethe package can be made available
for release. These are:-

Item

Design and produce a manualcover (with spline) to
fit standard IH user manualplasticwallet.

Design disk label and logo to suit packageand agree
with ESIIMIH

Breakdown

2 mandays 0 ECU 400
plusECU 1000printing
costsfor 600 copies

1mandays 0 ECU 400

Cost ECU

1800.00

400.00

C.

d.

Determine pricing structure((or multiplecopies,
educationaldiscountetc.) and agree with all parties

Design and produce publicityliteratureto send to
interested clients and for mail-shots. Additional
translation costs may be incurred.

1mandays 0 ECU 400400.00

2 mandays 0 ECU 4002340.00
plusECU 1540printing
costsfor full colourA4
document(see AppendixD)

Produce a program for makingup thc release
versions (to ensure every UKand Spanishrelease
version is identical)

Test the first release versionsof UK and Spanish
package, to ensure the product is being produced
correctly.

Setting up the database for recordingclientsand
queries

Print 600 manuals, black and white, BOpages (300
English and 300 Spanish)

Product familiarityfor help desk assistance

J. Provide support and assistanceat product launch
workshops

k. Provide demonstrationsat exhibitions/conferences,
info on WWW etc.

TOTAL SET-UP COSTS ECU

I manday S ECU400

I manday 0 ECU400

I manday 5 ECU400

ECU5000

2 mandays 0 ECU 400

4 mandays 0 ECU 400
plusT&S 5 ECU 1200

mandays 0 ECU 400
plusT&S 0 ECU2400

400.00

400.00

400.00

5000.00

800.00

2800.00

5600.00

20,340.00



11.2 RUNNING COSTS

There are also on-going running costs incurred by supplying the product which will
be recovered in the purchase price. It is assumed that a 600 copies of the software
will be sold over a period of 3 years. Costs for the printing of User Manuals are not
considered within Running Costs having already been included in the Set-Up.

Educational
costsECU

Commercial
cost ECU

176.00 308.00

3.50 3.50,

3.50 3.50-

4.50 4.50

0.00 33.00

0.00 44.00

33.00 33.00

220.00 430.00

The running costs are therefore:-

Item Breakdown

Send out publicity material on 0.4 man day @ 440 ECU
request and answer queries for educational (includes
regarding product capability only installation support)
Produce the release version and 0.7 0 440 ECU man
Entry of information onto day for full release to
database reflect extra support
Provide first line user support

and one years front line

maintenance including sending

out bug fixes and newslcUcrs.

Cost of discs and labels 3.00 each

1. Plastic disc walla and manual 3.00 each
binder

Post and packing 4.00 each

Provide expert hydrological 15 man days per year 0
support. This is required if the 440 ECU. Assuming 200

query cannot be sortcd through pachages a year for 3
the front line help support, and years, cost per package =

will not be available to 33 ECU
educational users

Programming support, this will 20 man days per year
be required in the case of bug 440 ECU. assuming 200
fixing as a result of users bug packages a year for 3

reports ycars = 44 ECU per

package

Administration and invoicing, 15 man days per year 0

includes overall 11-1project 440 ECU. Assuming 200
management and the issuing and packages per year for 3

follow up of invoices and years cost per package =
payments by accounts, plus 3 31 ECU

monthly accounting reports to

ESHA.

TOTAL RUNNING COSTS ECU

In the event of more than the initial 600 being sold some provision will need to be made for
another print run of the User Manuals.
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HydrA V1.0 - Demonstration Software Guidance Notes

1. INTRODUCTION

THIS DOCUMENT

The demonstration version of HydrA enables the user to investigatethe functionality of the
software through a structured tutorial using an example catchment. This note provides
detailed instructions for running the demonstration software and obtaining results. Any
queries or problems should be directed to the address on the final pageof this document.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFTWARE

The European Atlas of Small Scale Hydropower Resources has been developed as a tool
which will enable local authorities, water resource planners and potential investors to assess

110 the feasibility of developing small hydropower schemes within the European Union (EU).
The software is currently operational for the UK and Spain, and will be operational in Italy
during 1998.

HydrA is a user-friendly software package which can be run on a PC running Windows",
and requires very little hydrological knowledge and limited experience of hydropower
design in order to use it. The modular design of the software enables the user to obtain
estimates of catchment, flow and turbine characteristics very quickly from several different
points of entry, simply by selecting the appropriate icons and completing a series of
dialogue boxes.

HydrA incorporates facilities which allow data to be entered and edited interactively or to
be retrieved from existing data files and edited if required. The results of the analysis are
quickly displayed on the screen, and may be written to a file for use by other applications.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

The software has been designed to run on a personal computer from within the Microsoft
Windows' environment. The computer should have a minimum of:

Memory: Minimum of 2 Mb (conventional);4 Mb recommended
Processor: 80386SX chip @ 20 MHz
Hard disk: 20 Mb
Graphics card:



VGA, EGA or compatible

Operating system: Windows Version 3.1 or above
Floppy disc drive: 31/2"DD
Output device: Flexible; most industry standard outputdevicesare supported

•
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE

There are three key elements in the estimation of hydropower potential at a site: the
estimation of catchment characteristics; the derivation of the overall flow regime and the
estimation of the power and energy output for the specified flow conditions. The program
has been structured so that each of these elements may be considered by a separate module.
The components of these modules are illustrated in Figure 1.

CATCHMENT
CHARACTERISTIC
ESTIMATION
MODULE

DEFINE CATCHMENT BOUNDARY

ESTIMATE CATCHMENT AREA

OVERLAY CATCHMENT BOUNDARY ONTO
THEMATIC MAPS TO CALCULATE CATCHMENT

AVERAGE STATISTICS

LOW FLOW STATISTIC
DERIVED FROM

RELATIONSHIP WITH SOILS

AVERAGE ANNUAL
RAINFALL

AVERAGE ANNUAL
POTENTIAL

EVAPORATION

FLOW REGIME
ESTIMATION
MODULE IDENTIFY STANDARDISED

FLOW DURATION TYPE CURVE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE
ESTIMATED LOW FLOW

STATISTIC

ESTIMATE MEAN FLOW USING
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

RAINFALL AND EVAPORATION
SCALED BY CATCHMENT AREA

PLOT FLOW DURATION CURVE IN
ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE UNITS

POWER POTENTIAL
ESTIMATION
MODULE DEFINE SUITABLE HEAD AND FLOW

CONDITIONS FOR THE SITE

CALCULATE DESIGN FLOW
RANGE (RATED FLOW) AT

THE SITE

IDENTIFY SUITABLE
TURBINES FOR GIVEN FLOW

AND HEAD CONDITIONS

FOR EACH TURBINE TYPE
CALCULATE MAXIMUM POWER

AND RATED CAPACITY

IDENTIFY USEABLE REGION OF
THE FLOW DURATION CURVE

FOR EACH TURBINE TYPE

FOR EACH TURBINE TYPE. INTEGRATE OVER
THE USEABLE PORTION OF THE FDC TO
CALCULATE ANNUAL AVERAGE ENERGY

OUTPUT

Figure I Structure of the HydrA program
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2. RUNNING THE HYDRA DEMONSTRATION
SOFTWARE

The demonstration software is desiened to be run under the Microsoft Windows'
environment. It will run only from a floppy disk drive (A: or B). There is no limitation on
the number of times that the demonstration software may be run.

The demonstration software can be used with the demonstration data files (or user-defined
files based on a subset of the demonstration catchment) as described in the following
section. Auempts to perform a hydropower assessment of a user-defined catchment outside
the specified area will be unsuccessful.

PREPARATION

The demonstration software requires the presence of a file called VBRUN300.DLL in the
\WINDOWS \SYSTEM directory on your computer. If your computer does not have this
file, please copy the VBRUN300.DLL file provided on the demonstration disk to your
\WINDOWS \SYSTEM directory.

RUNNING THE HYDRA DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE

The software is supplied on a 3.5" floppy disk, from which it must be run as described
below. (Please substitute drive letter as appropriate for your computer.)

Insert Disk into drive A: ;

From Program Manager or File Manager, select File then select Run. (For Windows
95, select Run from the Taskbar);

At the command line prompt, type A:\HYDRA followed by ENTER or the OK button;

Click on the button marked " > > " to start the software and to display the HydrA
Application Shell from which all the HydrA functions can be run.

BASIC USAGE OF THE HYDRA SOFTWARE

From the Application Shell the user is able to:

Define boundaries, climate characteristics and flow characteristics for new catchments;

View/alter existing catchment boundary, climate, flow and power definitions;

Select processing options which allow modules to be run sequentially with automatic
generation of reports;

Run the estimation procedures using the saved catchment, flow and power definitions;

3 March 1998
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Generate reports and graphs for all results, on the screen and as hard copy.

Delete existing data and results files;

Choose the lammage in which subsequent text will be written. (At present, British and
Spanish language versions are available.)

1The user may choose these options from the pull-down menu bar, or from the tool bar.

Menu bar

To use the menu bar, use the mouse to move the cursor-arrow to a menu option, then press
the left mouse-button. Alternatively, press the ALT button, followed by the underlined
letter in the chosen key word. To initiate processing for any option, highlight the option
using the mouse or arrow buttons, then press the leftmouse-button or press ENTER.

Tool bar

The tool bar comprises a series of icons which correspond to the menu options. To select an
option move the mouse-pointer over the chosen icon, then press the left mouse-button. As
the mouse-pointer moves over the tool bar icons, the function of each icon is shown in the
information box on the tool bar. The icons are displayed in Table 1.

The HydrA tool bar iconsTable 1

Function

Input new data

Retrieve existing data

Delete files

Processing options

Run calculations

Generate summary results

Languaue option

Quit


Catchment Catchment
Dermition Characteristics

Flow and Power
Regime

P-11

0,1

March 1998 4
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3. TUTORIAL

0
The following step-by-step procedures guide the user through each of the modules for
obtaining estimates of catchment characteristics (area, rainfall, evaporation and low flow
statistics), flow characteristics (mean flow and flow duration curve) and power potential at a
site. The demonstration software incorporates climate and low flow grids covering a small
part of Hydrometric Area 33 - East Anglia, UK.

The HydrA software is provided with a set of template files (included on the disk) that
contain sample data and can be retrieved and manipulated by the user to investigate the
functionality of the software. The files are found in A: \HYDRA \DATA and are listed in
Table 2.

Table 2 Data templates

Template File Name Description

Catchment demo.cbf Provides the co-ordinates of the catchment boundary for
boundary file input to the catchment analysis module . The file may be

viewed and altered through the catchment definition
dialogue.

Catchment deino.ccf Provides estimated catchment characteristics for input to the
characteristics file 	 flow-regime module . The file may be viewed and altered

through the catchment characteristics dialogue.

Flow-regime demo.frr Provides co-ordinates of the flow duration curve for input to
results file the power-potential module. The file may be viewed and

altered through the flow-regime dialogue.

Power-potential demo.ppr Provides results displayed in the power-potential report, but
results file 	 principally for export of power-potential results into

word-processors or spreadsheets, when saved as .csv or .txt.

•

STEP 1 DEFINING THE CATCHMENT

In general, the first stage in the estimation procedure is to identify the site(s) of interest
from maps. It is recommended that 1:50 000 scale maps or better would provide the most
appropriate base maps from which to determine the catchment boundary. Once the site has
been chosen, the topographic catchment boundary needs to be defined, using contours and
spot heights to guide the process. Having identified the boundary, the co-ordinates of the
boundary can then be entered into the software.

In order to save the user having to do this, HydrA is provided with a template catchment
boundary file (demo.cbe that can be loaded and edited. This file contains a definition of the
Ouzel catchment at Willen within Hydrometric Arca 33. To load the file:

Select Data from the menu, then select Catchment Definitions, or

Select the View/Alter Catchment Definitions icon from the toolbar.

3. Enter A: \hydra \data \demo.cbf in the dialogue box to load and view the catchment

5 March 1998
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boundary,

4 Edit the file, if wished, as described below. Alternatively quit the edit to leave the file
unchanged.

If the user wishes to create their own catchment boundary file, they can do so as described
in the following steps. However, the defined catchment defined by the user must be within
the area covered by the Ouzel at Willen catchment for the demonstration software to work.

Select Data from the menu bar, then select New Catchment Definition, or

Select the Input New Catchment definition icon from the toolbar.

A dialogue box will be displayed into which you should enter the following:

A name or description for the site;
The grid reference system to be used, either GB, NI or UTM Zone;
A National identifier to indicate the country, either GB or E;
The x-y co-ordinates of the catchment boundary in metres. The first co-ordinate pair
needs to be repeated to close the loop.

To move around the boxes use the cursor or the TAB key. Points can be inserted or
deleted by pressine the Insert Pt or Delete Pt buttons (respectively).

4. To save the file, press Save. Then select drive A:, plus the appropriate directory and file
name. By default, the file will be saved as a binary file with a .cbt. extension. To read the
data in applications other than HydrA, then the file can be saved as text or commas-
separated variable format by selecting the appropriate file type from the list.

In the full system, it is also possible to load a .txt or .csv file that has been created
externally to HydrA provided that the file is in a specified format However this is beyond
the scope of the demonstration software.

STEP 2 SE777NG PROCESSING OPTIONS

The user can control the way that the modules can be run by checkine the appropriate
options in the dialogue boxes. These options include being prompted to run the next module
and displaying the report automatically. To change theoptions:

Select the appropriate modules from the Options menu, or

Select the relevant processing options icon(s) from the toolbar.

STEP 3 CONFIRMING TURBINE CHARACTERISTICS

The HydrA software incorporates the efficiency characteristics of the individual components
(generator, gearbox and transformer) required for eight common turbine types. This
information is required when determining the power output from the turbines at each site.
The data can be displayed by:

March 1998 6
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1 Selecting Data from the menu bar, then Generating Gear Details, or:

2. Selecting the View/Alter Generating Gear Details icon from thetoolbar.

The numbers in the boxes can be edited, for example to represent a reduction in efficiency411 with age of the equipment. Use the TAB keys or mouse to move between boxes and then
press the Save button to retain the changes.

STEP 4 C,4LCUL4TING CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The physical characteristics of a catchment control the amount of water available and the
response of the catchment through the year. HydrA can determine the characteristics by
overlaying the catchment boundary onto maps of rainfall, evaporation and low flow
response (held within the system) and calculating the average of all the cell values that fall
within the catchment boundary. To calculate the catchmentcharacteristics:

Select Run! from the menu bar, followed by Catchment Analysis, or

Select the Run catchment analysis icon from the toolbar

3 Enter the appropriate drive, directory, file type and filename of the catchment boundary
file in the dialogue box;

•
The catchment will be drawn on the screen and the cells within the catchment will be
identified (displayed in green). Once the display has been completed, the distribution of the
rainfall, potential evaporation and low flow response across the catchmentcan be displayed
by selecting the appropriate button. Moving the cursor over the catchment will display the

5 value in each cell.

To display the catchment average values, press the Report button. To continue, press the
Save button and enter details of the drive, directory, file type and filename for the
catchment characteristics file. By default, this will be saved as a binary file with the .ccf
extension. To use this data in other packages, specify that the data should be saved as text
or comma-separated variable format.

4111 Assuming the appropriate options have been selected, you will nowbe asked whether you
want to run the Flow Analysis module. Press Yes to continue.

If you do not wish to accept the estimated values derived within thesoftware, for example if
local data is available, press No, overwrite the values, and then re-savethe file. To do this:

1. Select Data from the menu bar, followed by Catchment Characteristics, or;

2. Select the View/Alter Catchment Characteristics icon from thetoolbar;

3. Enter the appropriate drive, directory, file type and filename of the catchment
characteristic file to be edited;

1111 4. Alter the values in the boxes, using the TAB or mouse keys to move around the dialogue
box;

•
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Press Save to continue, and either overwrite the existing file (you will be prompted to
confirm this) or Save As with new filename.

S'IEP 5 CALCULATING FLOW CHARACIERISTICS

Using the catchment characteristics already determined, it is possible to determine the flow
profile at a site. To run the Flow Analysis module:

Run the Catchment Analysis module as described above;

Select Run! from the menu bar, followed by Flow Regime Calculation;

Select the Run Flow Regime Calculation from thetoolbar.

In the case of 2 & 3, the user will be prompted to enter the filename of the catchment
characteristics file.

The flow duration curve will be displayed, showing the flow aeainst the percentaee of time
that the discharge is equalled or exceeded. The curve can be interrogated to identify
particular flows from specified percentage exceedence,or vice-versa To do this, select the
appropriate button in the top right hand corner of the screen and enter either a flow (in
cubic metres per second or as a percentage of the meanflow) or the percentaee exceedence.
then press Run.

To continue, press Save to retain the co-ordinates of (heflow duration curve in a tile. Enter
the appropriate disk, directory, file type and filenameand press Save.

Assumine the appropriate options have been selected, you will now he asked whether you
want to run the Power Potential Analysis module. PressYes to continue. Choosing No will
return you the Application Shell.

In common with the Catchment Characteristics module, it is possible to overwrite the co-
ordinates of the flow duration curve, if gauged data isavailable.

STEP 6 CALCULATING POWER POTENTIAL

The final step is to determine how much of the total flow is available to generate electricity
(the useable part of the flow duration curve), the capacity of the turbine(s) and the power
output from the turbine(s). To do this:

I . Run the Catchment Analysis and the Flow Regime modules as described above;

Select Run! from the menu bar, then select Power Potential Calculation;

Select the Run Power Potential Calculation icon from the toolbar;

If 2 or 3 are selected, then you will be prompted to enter the filename as described above.

A dialogue box will be displayed, into which the user is prompted to enter values for the
provisional rated flow (by default this will be set initially at the mean flow), the minimum
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residual flow to remain in the river and the gross hydraulic head. The flows can be entered
as either a flow in cumecs or in terms of the percentage exceedence, such as Q95. The nett
head is determined as a percentage of the gross head. The default value is set at 93%, but
this can be altered depending on losses through the system.

When all the boxes have been filled, it is possible to display the turbines that are appropriate
under the specified flow conditions for the site. To do this, press the Plot on Head/Flow
Graph button. The specified head and flow conditions will be plotted on the manufactures
operation envelopes for the common turbine types. Press Quit to continue. Then press
Process to calculate the energy output.

If the appropriate run-time options have been selected, then a list of the generating gear
details for the selected turbines will be displayed. Press Process to continue to display a
summary of the energy output for each turbine. A full report is obtained by pressing
Report.

The full report gives details of the flow conditions on which the energy statistics are based
and the energy statistics, including the gross/nett annual average output, the maximum
power, the rated capacity and the minimum operation flow for all turbines that are
appropriate for the site.
The power information can also be displayed with the turbine efficiency curves, which are
selected by pressing the Plot Power/Flow Graph button. The efficiency curves and
power/energy statistics for each of the different turbine types can be selected by choosing
the appropriate buttons from the list. The operational flow limits for each of the turbines
can be superimposed on the flow duration curve, by pressing the Plot Flow-Duration
Curve button. Both the power/flow curves and the useable flow duration curves can be
printed by pressing the Print button. To return to the main Power Potential Report, press
the Quit button.

The data can be saved by pressing the Save button. In common with the other modules, the
data can be saved as the default, which has the .ppr extension, or as text or comma-

", 	 separated variable format for input into other applications. Once the data has been saved,
you can then print the results using a standard printer, by pressing the Print button.•
STEP 7 QUITTING THE APPLICATION

Press Quit to return to the Application Shell.

To close the application, and return to the Windows program manager or other application,
select Quit from the menu bar or select the Quit icon from the tool bar.2

•

110

1110
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HydrA V1.0 - Demonstration Software Guidance Notes
•

FURTHER INFORMATR"

For further information about HydrA or for any queries relating to the demonstration
software, please contact:

Software Sales and Support.
Institute of Hydrology.
Wallingford,
OXON OXIO 8BB

Tel: 01491 838800
Fax: 01491 692424
E-Mail: softdev@ioh.ac.uk
Telex: 444293 ENVRE G

March 1998 10
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a Institute of

A workshop is being held on 20-21 March, 1997 at Water Training International,
Tadley Court, Nr. Basingstoke, Hampshire to publicly launch the UK version ofHydrA, a new PC package for low flow and hydropower estimation, developed by
the Institute of Hydrology on behalf of the European Small Hydropower
Association (ESHA) and the ALTENER Committee of the European Union. The
workshop will be divided into two complementary sessions:

SP745 - Small Hydropower Assessment: Review will be of interest to powerutility managers, hydropower consultants, environmental regulators, academicsand others who have an interest in the design of small scale hydropower schemesand is aimed at promoting an awareness of small scale hydropower and providing
an introduction to the HydrA software and the principles of estimatinghydropower potential;

SP746 - Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical Workshop aimed at potential
operational users of the software, including hydropower consultants, engineers andtechnicians, incorporates SP745 and provides a more detailed review of themethods for estimating the hydrological regime and hydropower potential, with
practical experience using the software.

Full details of the timetable and content of each day are attached.
The cost of the workshop will be:

SP745 20 Mar '97 £40 to include lunch and refreshments
SP746 20-21 Mar '97 El 79 to include attendance on SP745, overnight

accommodation and all meals

Hydrology

To attend, please complete and return the attached Booking Formto:

Water Training International,
Tadley Court,

Tel: 0118 981 3011
Fax: 0118 982 0755

Tadley.

RG26 3TB.
UK

1110

Small Hydropower Assessment
Review and Technical Workshop

•
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Small Hydropower Assessment: Review

Overview

A two day workshop is being held to describe
HydrA, a new low flow and hydropower
estimation tool developed by the Institute of
Hydrology on behalf of the European Small
Hydropower Association (ESHA) and the
ALTENER Committee of the European Union.
The workshop will be divided into two
complementary sessions - Small Hydropower
Assessment: Review and Small Hydropower
Assessment: Technical Workshop. Small
Hydropower Assessment: Review, aims to
provide an appreciation of the software by
giving an overview of the HydrA development
and a brief description of the methods which
are embodied within the software. The
second part, entitled Small Hydropower
Assessment: Technical Workshop, is aimed at
potential operational users of the software
and provides an in-depth review of the
methods for estimating the hydrological
regime from which hydropower potential can
be derived.

Small Hydropower Assessment: Review will
benefit

Power utility managers, hydropower
consultants, civil engineers, electrical
engineers, enVironmental regulators,
academics arid others who have an interest in
the design of small scale hydropower
schemes.

(Maximum number of delegates: 50)

Small Hydmpower Assessment: Review will
cover

Introduction to EU policy on
renewable energy;
Definition of the problem from
ESHA's perspective:
Background to the project;
Demonstration of the HydrA
software;
The principles of estimating the
hydrological regime;
Calculating the hydropower potential;
Environment Agency policy on small
scale hydropower;
Renewable energy tarif fs in the UK.

Training Methods

Small Hydropower Assessment: Review will
be led by staff from the Institute of Hydrology
and will consist of lectures and
demonstrations only with invited guest
speakers.

Date and Location

Small Hydropower Assessment: Review will
be held on Thursday, 20 March 1997, at
Water Training International, Tadley Court,
Tadley, Basingstoke, Hampshire.

Timetable

10:00-10:30
10:30-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:30
15:30-16:00

Registration
Morning session
Lunch

Afternoon session
Open discussion and informal
demonstrations

Small Hydropower Assessment: Review will
cost:

E40 per person including morning cof fee,
lunch and afternoon tea.



Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical Workshop
(incorporating Small Hydropower Assessment: Review)

Training methods

Overview

A two day workshop is being held to describe
HydrA, a new low flow and hydropower
estimation tool developed by the Institute of
Hydrology on behalf of the European Small
Hydropower Association (ESHA) and the
ALTENER Committee of the European Union.
The workshop will be divided into two
complementary sessions - Small Hydropower
Assessment: Review and Small Hydropower
Assessment: Technical Workshop. Small
Hydropower Assessment: Technical
Workshop, is aimed at potential operational
users of the software and provides an in-
depth review of the methods for estimating
the hydrological regime from which
hydropower potential can be derived.
Delegates attending Sma// Hydropower
Assessment: Technical Workshop will be
required to attend the first part of the
workshop, Small Hydropower Assessment:
Review.

Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical
Workshop will benefit

Potential users of the system including
hydropower consultants, engineers and
technicians.

(Maximum number of delegates: 20)

Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical
Workshop will cover

Manual derivation of the hydrological
regime, as defined by the flow
duration curve, from flow data;
Manual derivation of catchment
characteristics;
Manual derivation of the flow
duration curve from catchment
characteristics;
Alternative methods for estimating
the flow duration curve;
Hydropower estimation from the flow
duration curve;
Hands-on introduction to the HydrA
software;

HydrA in practice. 


The workshop will be led by staff from the
Institute of Hydrology. Small Hydropower
Assessment: Technical Workshop will feature
practical sessions on the derivation of the
hydrological regime at a proposed site and the
subsequent calculation of the hydropower
potential. Hands-on experience of using the
software will be provided in the afternoon
session. All course materials will be provided.
Delegates are each asked to bring a scientific
calculator.

Date and Location

Small Hydropower Assessment Technical
Workshop will be held on Thursday and
Friday, 20-21 March 1997, at Water Training
International, Tadley Court, Tadley,
Basingstoke, Hampshire

Timetable

DAY 1

10:00-10:30 Registration

Small Hydropower Assessment: Review
10:30-1 3:00 Morning session
13:00-14:00 Lunch
14:00-15:30 Afternoon session
15:30-16:00 Open discussion and inf ormal

demonstrations

Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical
Workshop
16:30-18:00 Evening session

DAY 2

09:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-17:00

17.00-17:30

Morning Session

Lunch

Afternoon session

Informal discussion

Small Hydropower Assessment: Technical
Workshop will cost

£179 per person including the cost of
attending Small Hydropower Assessment:
Review, overmght accommodation and all
meals.
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List of Registrants

Name Organisation Address

P. Wyllie

M McCourt

T. Clare

J. Henisworth Binnie, Black & Veatch

R. Arrowsmith BritishWaterways

D. Williams

A. Plommer
R. Spence

R. Murchie

A. Thompsett,
H. \Vest

P. Cowley

R. Simms

1. Carter,
1.Davison

R.V. Weeks

B. Graham,
A. Hunter

R.C. Brown

T L Shaw

S. Dunthorne

S. Cryer

Energy Power Resources
Ltd

Environment Agency

Environment Agency

Hyder Plc

IT Power Ltd

Massey University N.Z.

Montgomery Watson Ltd.

Rote, Kennard & Lapworth

Scottish Agicultural College

SEPA

Shawater Limited

Sir Alexander Gibb &
Partners

South West Water Services
Ltd

12Copperwood, Harford, 5G13 7HZ

NEL Nasmyth Building, Scottish Enterprise Technology
Park. East Kilbride, Glasgow, G75 OQU

60 Bellingham Road, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 51P

Grosvenor House, 69 London Road, Redhill, Surrey,
RH I ILQ

Water Development Section, Willow Grange, Church Road.
Watford, WDI 3QA

White Cottage, Crocdkernew, Newport, Gwent, NP I 9UF

Sapphire East 550 Streetsbrook Road,Solihull.
West Midlands, B9I IQT

Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road,Worthing,
West Sussex, BNI I ILD

PO Box 295, Alexandra Gate, Rover Way, Cardiff. CF2 2UE

The Warren, Bramshill Road, Eversley, Hants, RG27 OPR

ETSU 154, Harwell, Didcot, Oxon, OXI I ORA

Terriers House, 201 Amersham Road, High Wycombe,
Bucks, HPI3 5Al

214Sutton Court Road, Sutton, Surrey, SM I 455

Wcst Mains Road, Edinburnfi, Scotland, EH9 3.1G

Grasser House, Fodderty Way, Dingwall Business Park,
Dingwall, 1V159XB

The Old Vicarage, Ston Easton, Nr Bath, BA3 4DN

Earley House, London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG 1BL

Peninsula House, Rydon Lane, Exeter, EX2 7HR
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SmallHydropowerAssessment:TechnicalWorkshop
Tadley,20 - 21 March 1997

Presentationsbeingmadeby:

EricWilsonMember of ESHA
WilsonEnergyAssociatesLtd

MarkAllingtonProject Manager,Hydro
ETSU

• AlanGustard ProjectManager




Instituteof Hydrology
•





GwynWilliams WaterResourcesManager

•




EnvironmentAgency,MidlandRegion




GwynRees ProjectLeader




Instituteof Hydrology

• KarcnCroker HydrologicalModeller




Instituteof Hydrology
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Annex D

Published papers covering HydrA Dissemination

ALLCHIN, M., IRVING, K.M., YOUNG, A. 1995. European Atlas of Small-Scale
Hydropower Resources Technical Reference and User Guide. pp9O. (also translated into
Spanish)

GUSTARD, A., IRVING, K.M., REES, H.G., YOUNG, A 1995. Hydrological models for
small-scale hydropower assessment. In: Proc. Hidroenergia '95. Sep 1995. Milan. (Following)

Institute of Hydrology 1996. Publicity brochure - HydrA: European atlas of small-scale
hydropower resources. (Annex B (i))

Institute of Hydrology 1997. Publicity brochure - HydrAl Atlas europeo de recursos  mini-
hidráulicos. (Annex B(i))

REES, H.G. 1997. HYDRA - Rapid assessment of small scale hydropower potential. In World
Directory of Renewable Energy Suppliers and Services 1997, James and James Science
Publishers, London, UK. 78 - 80 pp.

ALLCHIN, NI., IRVING, K.M., YOUNG, A. 1998. HydrA VI 0: Atlas Europeo del Potential
Hidroeléctrico con Pequenas Canrales: Referaicia Tecnica y Guii del Usuario, 104pp.

CROKER, K.M. and REES, H.G. 1998. Software package puts small hydro on the map.
International Water Power & Dam Construction (March 1998), p.40-41.

•

•

GUSTARD, A., CROKER, K.M., REES, H.G. 1998. Developing regional design techniques for
estimating hydropower potential. In: Proc. of International Symposium on Hydrology of
Ungauged Streams in Hilly Regions for Small Hydropower Development New Delhi, India, 9-
10 March, 1998. 1-9pp. (Following)

•

REES, H.G., CROKER, K.M. 1998. Software for small-scale hydropower estimation. In: Proc.
of International Symposium on Hydrology of Ungauged Streams in Hilly Regions for Small
Hydropower Development New Delhi, India, 9-10 March, 1998. 11-20pp. (Following)

REES, H.& and CROKER, K.M. 1998. HydrA - rapid assessment of small-scale hydropower
potential. Mt of Hydropower and Dams, 5 (I).

•

•

CROKER, K.M., REES, H.G. and GUSTARD, A. 1998. Developing hydrological models in
Spain for small-scale hydropower assessment: Small Hydro '98, Athens, Greece, 16-18
November 1998 12pp. (Following)

REES, H.G. 1998. "HydrA - The European Atlas of Small Hydropower Potential" - Presentation
at the European Commission Conference on "Renewable Energies Technologies and Strategies
in Central and Eastern European Countries", Sophia-Antipolis, France, 19-21 October 1998.
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(Paper to be added in tSESSION)

Hydrological models for small scale
hydropower assessment

Authors:Dr A Gustard, Ms K Irving, Mr G Rees,Mr AYoung

Institute of Hydrology,MacleanBuilding,CrowmarshGifford,WalTmgford,
Oxon0110 8BB,UK

ABSTRACT

The assessmentof hydropowezgenerationporimrialof a site requiresa knowledgeof the
distributionof flowsin the river andthe relationshipbetweendie flowsandthe generating
capacityof turbines.

This paperdescribesthe developmentof regionalhydrologicalmodelswhichcanbe usedto
estimateflowsat siteswhereretardeddata is not availableandsummarisestechniquesfor
hydropowerestimation.The approachwillbe illustratedusinga casesmdybasedon analysis
of datafromthe UKfor incorporationintohydropowerdesignsoftwarecalledHydrA.

ACKNOWLEDGENCENTS

The EuropeanAtlasof Small-ScaleHydropowerResourceshasbeendevelopedon behalfof
the EtiropeanSmallHydropowerAssociation(ESHA)by theInstituteof Hydrologywith
funding from the European Union (DGXVH)ALTENERProgramme. The overall
managementof the projecthas beenundertakenby ProfessorEric Wilson(WilsonEnergy
AssociatesLtd, UK). Historicaltime-seriesdataof gaugedflows,catchmentcharacteristic
infomution and climatemapswereprovidedby Dr I. Memenezde Embdit(INTECSA,
Spain),Dr TeodoroEstrela(CEDEX,Spain)andProfessorVirgilioAnselmo(Verdeacqua,

TNTRODUCITON

In assessingthehydrologicalpotentialof a proposedsitefor a smallhydropowerscheme,the
objectiveof thewaterresourceplanneris to determinewhetherthere isasufficientdischarge
in the river to drivethe generatingturbines. Aneffective techniqueavailableto characterise
the distributionof flowsover the wholerangeis a flowdurationcurve. This identifiesthe
percentageof time that a givendischarge,sufficientto operatethe nirbines,is exceeded.
Suitablerangesof dischargescanthenbe usedto definethesizeof theturbinesthat would
be requiredat the site. Wherelong recordsof measuredriver flowsare availableat the
designsite thentheseprovidedatafromwhichthe flowdurationcurvecanbe derived.

However,thereare a largenumberungaugedsinesandsiteswhererecordsare too shortto
provideestimatesof the longtermdistributionof riverflows.
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Hydrologicalanalyseshave beenundertakenas part of the EuropeanAtlasof Small-ScaleHydropowerResourcesproject. Theseanalysesweredirectedat revisingthe estimationof
flowstatisficsin theUK, using existingmethodsdevelopedbytheInstituteofHydrology,and
developingsimilarestimationproceduresfor Spain..

Theoverallobjectivesof the projecthavebeento:

Establish databases of river flow data, gangingstation information,catchment
characteristicdata for countriesin the EU labial fundingfrom the ALTENER
Committeehas been availableto developdatabasesfor theUK, SpainandItaly;

Developmethodsfor estimatingtheflowregimefor=gaugedrarrhmentswithinthe
UK and Spain;

Identifycurrentengineeringmethodsfor estimatinghydropowergenerationpotential;

Developsoftwareto implementthesemethodsforungangedlocations.

This paper presents an overview of objectives1 and2 concentratingon databaseand
estimationproceduresdevelopedfor the UKonly. Objectives3 and4 willbeconsideredin
a supplementarypaper. The opinionsexpressedare thoseof the Authorsand are not
necessarilythoseof ESHAor theALTENERCommittee.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The developmentof hydrologicaldesignmethodsby tbeInstituteofHydrology(LowFlow
StudyReport, 1980)identifiedthatoncelowflowsare expressedasa percentageof thelong-
term meanflow (MF), the dependenceonthe climaticvariabilityacrossthecountryandthe
size of the catthmentis removed, andthereforethe successfulestimationat anungaugedsite
withinthe UK is largelydependenton the natureof thegeologyof thecatchment_

The designmethodswere updatedto incorporateadvancesin thehydrologicalclassification
of soils, representedby a provisionalHydrologyOf Soil TYpes(HOST)classification
(Boormana at, 1991)anddescribedinmoredetailin followingsections,andtheavailability
of damto the endof 1989. MethodsweredevelopedwhichrelateHOSTto themeasuredlow
flow responseof gaugedcatchmentsat the nationalscale. The resultswerepublishedin
Report 108,LowFlowEstimationintheUnitedKingdomwithintheTHreportseries(Gustard
a at, 1992).

These methods have been developedinto a PC softwarepachge, tvUcroLOW FLOWS
(Young, 1992, Sekulina at, 1992),whichhas been widelyadoptedas a waterresources
evaluationandplanningtool by theUK waterindustry.Themethodshavealsobeenapplied
withinthe Baden-Wdruemburgarea(Wesselinka a/., 1994)of Germanyinthedevelopment
of a regionalversionof the Micro LOWFLOWSsoftwarepachge.

The estimationproceduresupdatedwithinthe frameworkof the ESEIAprojectincorporate
recenthydrological dart to the end of 1992andhaveincorporatedthefinalHydrologyOfSoil
Types (HOST)hydrologicalresponseclassificationof theUK(Younga at, 1995).
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•
I HE UK DATABASES

The river flow database

Gaugedflowdataup to theendof 1992fromtheUKNationalRiver FlowArchive(heldby
the Instituteof Hydrology)wereusedfromwhicha datasetofgaugingstationrecordswere
identifiedas havinggoodqualitydataandrelativelynaturalriverflowsfromwhichreliable
naturalflowstatisticswerecalculated.Theprincipalartificialinfluenceswhichaffecttheflow
regime includesurfacewaterand groundwaterabstractions,surface waterdischargesand
impoundingreservoirstnictures.Asetofqualityindiceswereestablishedfortheclassification
of the gaugingstations(Gustarda at, 1992)used in Report108 to identifyUK gauged
catchmentswhichsatisfytheseconstraints.Additionalconstraintswereplacedon the datato
ensurethe analysiswouldnotbe influencedbycatchmentsizeandlengthofrecord.Thetotal
numberof gaugedflowrecordsavailableforthisstudywas727.

During the period 1988-92,the UK sufferedan extremedrought period (Instituteof
Hydrology,-1992).Throughtheuseof flowdataupto the endof 1992thecurrentstudyhas
incorporatedthe impactof this recentthoughtperiodonhistoricalflowstatistics.

The UK HOST hydrologicalresponseelicsification

The physical properties of soils are very important in influencingthe hydrological
characteristicsof a catrhmentby controllingthe storageand transmissionof water and
affectingthe chemicalpropertiesof thewater.(Boormana al., 1994).Thesoilassociations
of EnglandandWaleshavebeenmappedatascaleof 1:250000by theSonSurveyandLand
ResearchCentre(SSLRC)andthosein ScotlandbytheMacaulayLandUseResearchInstitute
(MLURI).A collaborativeprojectbetweentheInstituteof Hydrology,SSLRC,MLURIand
the Departmentof Agriculturein NorthernIrelandcategorisedthe sonsinto 29 discrete
groupsto representdifferentphysicalpropertiesandthehydrologicalresponseof soils.The
classificationsystemis referredto as the HydrologyOf SoilTypes (HOST)classification
(Boorman& Hollis,1990and Boormanetal., 1991).In NorthernIrelandthe soil mapping
has not been completed,howevera provisionalHOST maphas beenprepared for the
province.

•
Climatic data

As a consequenceof the temperatemaritimeclimateof the UK,it hasbeenfoundthat long
term avenge annualclimatedataaresufficientto characteriseclimaticvariationsacrossthe
UK (Instituteof Hydrology,1980& Gustarda al., 1992).

52")
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•
The HOST projecthas finaliseda nationaldatabasecontainingof theproportionsof each
HOST class in every 1 km grid cellwithinthe UK. The proportionof eachHOSTclass
withingaugedcatchmentsin theUKhasalsobeenderivedfromwhichtheproportionsof the
29 HOSTclasseswithineachof the727catchmentsselectedin this stidywereobtained.

The finalHOSTclassificationoffersasignificantimprovementas a resultof coveragehaving
been extendedto includeNorthernIreland;thefractionalextentof allHOSTclasseswithin
each 1 km' cell is mappedand stored,andthe mappingof soilassociationsbeneathurban
areasand assignmentof theseto HOSTclasseshasbeenundertaken.



Maps of standard period (1941-1970) average annual rainfall (SAAR) at 1:625 000 scale
covering the UK are available from the Meteorological Office and were published in the

Flood Studies Report (NERC, 1975). The maps were digitised at the Institute of Hydrology
and a 1 km' grid was derived from the digitised isohyetaldata. The grid stores precipitation
data to a resolution of 1 ram.

Potential evaporation is estimated from the Meteorological Office 1:2 000 000 map

(provisional version) of average annual potential evaporanon which is based on the Penman
equation with a surface albedo of 0.25. The map has been digitised at the Institute of
Hydrology and a 1 km' grid derived using a polynomial fitting method. Although the data are

held to a resolution of 1 mm the error in estimating PE from the map is of the order of
25 ram

THE HYDROLOGICAL ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY

Standardised low flow statistic

In the UK, (1111980 & Gustard er a/., 1992) identifledthat Q95 (the flow exceeded 95% of
the time) (expressed as a percentage of the long term meanflow) could be used as the key

low flow statistic used to identify the flow duration curve at an ungauged. In order to
estimate the standardised Q95 flow statistic, multivariate regression models have been derived
by relating Q95 to the distribution of HOST classes withinthese catchments. In developing
the models, HOST classes with similar low flow responsewere amalgamated to give 10 Low
Flow HOST Groups and two additional groups representingthe anal extent of urbanisation
and lakes.

Flow duration curves

Within the UK the gradient of a flow duration curve iscontrolled by the catchment low flow

response, as represented by the magnitude of the standardised Q95 flow. Having estimated
the value of Q95, the appropriate flow duration curve can be selected from the set of type

curves, illustrated in Figure 1. These curves represent typicalgeological conditions and were
derived by calculating the flow duration curves (expressedas a percentage of mean flow) for
the low flow graded stations using gauged flow data andpooling them into 16 classes based
on the value of standardised Q95. The family of type curves were derived by smoothing the
pooled flow duration cures and interpolating between themsuch that 20 curves were generated
which were equally spaced at the Q95 value using gaugedflow data_

Mean flow

The final step in the estimation method is to determine avalue of mean flow to scale the flow

duration curve. The mean flow is calculated using a catchment water balance methodology
where the long term average annual runoff is the differencebetween average annual rainfall
(SAAR) and actual evaporation (ALE).
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Catchment values of SAAR and potential evaporationare estimatedfrom the IJK
Meter°logicalOfficemaps(discussedpreviously). Actualevaporationis estimatedfrom
potentialevaporationusingascalingfaaor (r)wherer isa functionof catchmentrainfall.The
valueof r increaseswithSW andhenceincreasingwmrravailability.Forcatchmentswith
annualaveragerainfallinexcessof850mmyr-1it isassumedthatactualevaporationis equal
to the potentialevaporationas a resultof relativelyshortperiodswhenevaporationis limited
by soil moisturedeficit.This relationshipbetweenr and SAAR,calibratedon the flow
recordsfromhighqualitygaugingstations,is givenby:

r = (0.00061x SAAR)+ 0.475 for SAAR< 850ram (1)
r = 1.0 for SAAR 850mm

and actualevaporationis calculatedusing:

AE = r x PE 


The averageannualrunoffdepth(AARDin millimetres)overthe catchmentis convertedto
meanflow in nit's' by:

MF - AARDx AREA
31536 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE Q95 LOW FLOWSTATISTIC AND BOST

Linear least square multiple regressionanalysishas beenundertakento relatethe Q95 statisticwith the Hydrology of Soil Type (HOST) classification using the flow records from 727gauging stations in the UK. The relationship between Q95 and HOST within a catchment canbe described by a linear relationshipof the form_

Q95 = a 4 b 110511 + 	 -r . 1:105129 y . 110ST97 + z HOST98 (4)

Where: HOST1-29 represent the proportional anent of the 29 HOST classes
HOST97 reprents the proportional extent of urban areas
110S198 represents the proportional extent of lakes within the catchment

The results of this analysis indicated that the model explained 54% of the variance with afactorial standard error of 7.422. Negative-parameter estimates and high standard crorsreflected HOST classes which are not well represented within the UK_ These HOST classesaccount for a mean coverage of Iess than 1% of the soils within the UK and generally lessthan 30% coverage at their maximum occurrence within gauged catchments. The HOSTclasses were therefore grouped into 12 low flow response unirs based on similar physical
characteristics, in order to improve both the sample size and proportional represenmtionwithin the catchments of the HOST classes.

When Q95 is regressed against the Low Flow HOST Groups the new model explains 51%
of the variance with an overall model factorial standard error of 7371. The parameterestimates of the model are presented in Table I. Grouping the HOST classes dots not
significantly improve the explanation of variance of the overall model but the factorialstandard errors associated with the individual parameter estimates are reduced compared withthe full HOST data set and no negative parameter estimateshave been calculated. The revisedQ95 regression model has been used to estimate the Q95 flow for 1 kr' grid squaresthroughout the UK, illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 1 Q95 esrimales for Low Row HOST Groups

Low Flow HOST Group Q95 Parameter s.e or paramour

LFIEGI 38.10 1.7
LEHG2. 29.18 25
LFHG3 58.06 -.LE
L.FFIG-t 27.63 3.1
LFHG5 41.13 5.2
LFHG6 12.07 5 c
LFHG7 9.69 0.8
LFHG8 1.95 1.9
LFHG9 15.73 23
LFHGIO 6 08 1.5
LFHG11 15.25 2.4
LFHG12 6231 275
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The impact of incorporating the final HOST classification, flow data from the 1989-92

drought and increased record lengths are considered in Table 2.

Table 3 Staranaryresultsof Q95 moil,1




N R: rinseData set HOSTclassiracitica

Q95ran Provisional HOST 659 5734 7.427

Q95Nr9 final HOST 659 58.35 7282

QCSincluding NI Emal HOST 693 5823 7_321

Q95,97: finAl HOST 727 5131 7371
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The impact of incorporating the final HOST classification is to irarginally increase the fit ofthe model. More significantly the model increases the confidence with which the parameter
estimates have been estimated and reduces the residual errors, especially in the permeablerhalk and limestone catchments.

However, the impact of the 1989-92 drought and the secsidviry of shorter flow rr-ords to thedrought are dominant factors in accounting for the high variance and marginal fit of the
model. The drought showed a clear NW/SE divide, therefore long term Q95 flows, inparticular in the Chalk areas of scnithem and eastern England, have been more severelyaffected than catchments in the north_ Experience has shown that Q95 calculated from flow
records of less than 10-15 years duration are lOcelyto undergo significant change as additionaldata from an extreme event like the 1989-92 drought are added.

The additional gauging stations included in the 1992 dataset have Q95 values which are close
to the mean of the distribution, where the sample size is already sufficient to descnle these
flow regimes, and thus they do not contribute signifirantly to increasing the representativeness
of the sample set_

SOF AWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIGN PROCEDURES

The above design procedures, plus standard equations for calculating the generafing powerof turbines, have been incorporated into a public domain software application called HydrAwhich ha.s been developed as a tool to assist in the assessment of hydropower potential atungauged sites in Europe.

The software has b=a designed such thm users with little or no hydrological knowledge andlimited experience of hydropower design are able to make estimates of catchmentcharacteristics, flow profiles and turbine information. In order to achieve this, the software
stores the grids of standard period rainfall and potential evaporation, the derived Q95 grid forthe UK, the standard flow duration curves and a set of efficiency and operating specificationsfor standard turbines.

The software operates within a Microsoft Windows environment and allows the user to:

Define a catchment boundary for the site of interest, either read from a file or enteredinteractively through an editor;

Estimate the key catchment characteristics, includingarea, mean Eow, Q95, average
rainfall and potential evaporation using the geographical databases (Figure 3);

Use the estimated Q95 and mean flow values to identify and plot the appropriate flow
duration curve for the site;

Use the flow duration curve to identify a suitable flow range within which common
turbine types will operate then calculate the power oumut for these conditions. This
is done using standard design procedures and default trbine operational data.
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CONCLUSIONS

Methods have been developed for the estimation of low flow statistics in the UK based on the
relationship between the Q95 statistic and the HOST classification. Recent developments in
availability of a final HOST classification to include Northern Ireland and the proportional
extent of soa types within urban areas has resulted in a model for Q95 in which the parameter
estimates for HOST are estimated with increased confidence. However, the impact of the
drought in the UK during 1989-92 has decreased the explained variance of the model.

The estimation procedures for Spain will be developed based on similar principles to relate
CEC soil classes to a low flow statistic calculated using data from Spaaish gauging stations.
Type curves will also be used as the basis of flow duration curve estimation in Spain derived
from pooled flow duration curves.

The software is currently being tested in the UK and will soon be available for Spain
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ABSTRACT

TheEuropean Small Hydropower Association (ESHA) is keen to promote investment in small-scale

hydropower development across Europe. With funding from the ALTENER Committee of the

European Union, ESHA commissioned the Institute of Hydrology (IH) to develop the European

Atlas of Small-Scale Hydropower Resources. Referred to as HydrA, the Atlas is a menu-driven PC-

based package that provides an automated procedure for assessing the feasibility of developing

hydropower schemes in Europe. In particular, the software provides the capabilities to determine

whether there is an adequate supply of water available for driving turbines, whether the resource can

be sustained over a significant period of time and the generating capabilities of the turbines within the

specified hydrological conditions.

The software is currently operational in the UK and Spain and a version of the software covering Italy

will be available in 1998. This paper describes the development of the regional hydrological models in

Spain for estimating flows at ungauged sites (i.e. where recorded flow data are not available) and the

subsequent implementation of the models within the HydrA software.

•
1 INTRODUCTION

The feasibility of a small nm-of-river hydropower scheme will depend on whether there is an adequate

supply of water available to drive the turbines. A reliable method for determining the hydrological

conditions at the proposed site is of critical importance. A generally accepted method for

characterising the hydrological regime is to determine the cumulative frequency distribution of flows,

expressed as a percentage of time that the specified flows are equalled or exceeded. The relationship is

more commonly referred to as the flow duration curve and provides a graphical representation of the

complete flow regime between low and high flows. The flow duration curve can be derived directly

from time series of measured daily river flows. However, many sites that may be suitable for

hydropower schemes are located in remote areas where flow measurements are limited or unavailable.

Through an Altener funded (EU-DGXVII) project on behalf of the European Small Hydropower

Association (ESHA), the Institute of Hydrology has developed a PC-based software package (named

HydrA) which overcomes this problem. Through the development of regional low flow models, the

software is able to provide an automated procedure for assessing the hydrological regime, thus

allowing users to estimate both the hydrological and hydropower potential at any ungauged site. The

overall estimation procedure for deriving the flow duration curve for an ungauged location considers

the physical characteristics of the catchment to determine a synthetic flow duration curve. The method
is summarised in Figure 1.1.

•
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Figure 1.1 Estimation of theflow duration curve at anungauged location

The regional low flow models make use of rainfall and evaporative losses, which are important in

determining the mean available water resource. The fractional extent of soils v.ithin catchments are also

considered, since they tend to reflect the hydrogeological characteristics which influence the distribution

of flows through the year and the shape of the flow duration curve (Gustard et al, 1992, Boomian &

Hollis, 1990). The rainfall and potential evaporation information is incorporated within the software in

the form of grids with a cell resolation of lkm by lkm. The soil information is represented within the

software by a grid of the standardised low flow statistic, derived throueh the regional modelling.

The principles of the estimation procedure can be applied to any country, although the source data and

hydrological models will be different. In order to develop the software for a particular region, it is

necessary to establish databases of the river flow data, gauging station information, catchment

boundaries, catchment characteristic data (rainfall, temperature, potential evaporation etc) and undertake

statistical analyses of the assembled data. This paper describes the development of thc regional

hydrological models from catchment data for Spain and the subsequent implementation of the models

within the HydrA software.

2 ESTABLISHING THE SPANISH DATABASES

2.1 River flow database

A data set of gauged daily flow records for 198 catchments, provided by Spanish civil engineering

consultants (IbITECSA) in co-operation with the Centros de Estudios y Experimentaticion de Obras

POblicas (CEDEX), was available for use in the analysis. The catchments were initially selected on the

following basis:

FRACTIONAL EXTENT AVERAGE ANNUAL

OF SOIL CLASSES RAINFALL
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•
I . Catchment size of less than 2000 km2, but greater than 5 km2, in order to limit the impact of

large variations in climate and artificial influence, while avoiding the possibility of introducing
errors due to small catchments;

Daily flow records of 10 years or more to ensure that the flow statistics are representative of
the long-term flow regime;

Minimal artificial influences to ensure that the flow regime is not affected by major
abstractions, discharges, reservoirs and transfers between catchments;

The data were assessed further by IH in order to ensure that hydrological models were reliable and
sufficiently representative of the environmental conditions. The selection of the 'usable' catchments
was based on the following:

1.	 the hydrometric quality of the flow records: gauging stations should not he affected by weed
growth, sluice gate operation etc and should have reliable stage-discharge relationships so that
the flow regime is not distorted. Anomalies were identified through inspection of daily
hydrographs, flow duration curves and double mass plots of flow. Grades A to C (A being
good and C being poor quality data) were assigned to the gauging station data. Only stations
which demonstrated serious anomalies, i.e. graded C overall were excluded;

2, comparison of quoted catchment rainfall with gauged flow data: catchments were excluded
from the data set if the mean flow for the catchment (expressed inmillimetres of annual
runoff) exceeded the catchment rainfall. Catchments were also excluded from the data set411 where the losses (rainfall - runoff) were excessive.

Following these further quality control checks, a total of 144 stations remained available for use in the
analysis.

2.2 Catchment boundaries

Catchment boundaries were drawn and digitised for each of the 198 selected catchments. The41110boundaries were used to derive climate and soil statistics for the catchments to be used within the
analysis.

2.3 Climatic data

The Atlas Climatico de Espana (1983) contains maps of mean annual and monthly rainfall, average
annual evaporation and other climate data at a scale of 1:3 million or 1:6 million scale. These maps
were derived from data for the period 1931-1960 from 5000 measuring stations. The Institute of
Hydrology digitised the annual average rainfall and annual average evaporation maps and generated
lkm grids from the isoline maps.

Additional maps of standard period (1961-1990) average annual rainfall (SAAR) and monthly rainfall
at 1:625,000 scale covering Spain were also provided by CEDEX in the form of 1 km2 grids. These
grids provided more up-to-date rainfall data than were provided in the Atlas and were therefore used
for deriving catchment average rainfall totals for use in the analysis. The catchment average values of
evaporation were derived using the lkm grids from the Atlas.
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2.4 Soils data

Previous studies (for example, Boorman a al. 1994) have shown that the physical properties of soils
are important in influencing the hydrological characteristics of a catchment by controlling the storage
and transport of water. The Soil Map of the European Communities (CEC, 1985), based on the
FAO/Unesco Soil Classification of the World (FAO, 1975). was used in the present study. Available
as an ARC/INFO coverage, the maps were used to extract the fractional extent of different soil types
in each catchment for use in the analysis

3 DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONAL HYDROLOGICAL MODELS

'The hydrological suitability of a proposed site for a small hydropower scheme is dependent upon
whether there is an adequate supply of water available to drive the turbines and whether the resource
can be sustained over a significant period of time. Where no gauged flow data are available, the flow
duration curve needs to be derived from hydrological models. This Section describes the development
of the regional hydrological models for Spain.

3.1 Estimation of the flow duration curve

The flow duration curve represents the cumulative frequency distribution of flows over the whole flow
range. The shape of the standardised flow duration curve (i.e. where flows are expressed as a
percentage of the mean flow) is principally controlled by the hydrogeology of the catchment. The
response can be characterised by a low flow statistic, which in Spain is the standardised Q90, the flow
equalled or exceeded for 90 percent of the time. The analysis focuses on defining a relationship
between the Q90 and soils.

Spain can be separated into two hydrologically homogeneous regions: the northern, mountain region
(the Green Iberia) and the central and southern region (the Grey Iberia). As a result, two models were
developed, one for each of these regions A total of 29 sods are represented in Spain, however only
19 soils are represented within the gauged catchments used in the study. The proportional extent of
soils in Spain is given in Table 3.1.

Stepwise regression analysis was undertaken in order to identify the individual soil types which were
the most significant in each region. This identified that only five soil units (common to both regions)
were significant. These five units account for 60% of the total area in Spain. The relationship between
the Q90 and these soil units is given in Equation 1 and the corresponding parameter estimates for the
significant soils are given in Table 3.2.

Q90 = a . U + h .Bh c .1d + d (Bq + Bm) (Equation 1)

Where

a-d are the parameter estimates for the soil types
U, Bh etc represent the fractional extent of the soil types within the catchments
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Table 3.1Proportional extent of soils in Spain

SoilNationallyWithin gaugedcatchmentsSoilNationally.Within gaugedcatchmentsII.WholeGreenGreyWholeGreenGreyPercentageareaPercentage area
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Once the low flow statistic has been determined, the flow duration curve can be defined. By grouping
together flow duration curves derived for catchments with similar geological characteristics, a family
of flow duration curves can be derived. Flow duration curves derived from gauged data for the
Spanish catchments were grouped together based on Q90 and a mean (pooled) flow duration curve for
each group was calculated. From the pooled curves a set of smooth type curves were derived by
interpolating between the pooled curves such that the logarithm of Q90 was equally spaced, illustrated

4111 in Figure 3.1.
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3.2 Estimation of the mean flow in Spain

[he runoff from a catchment is a function ot the rainfall (input) and evaporation (output) across the

catchment. A number of different approaches for estimating the runoff for a catchment using rainfall

and potential evaporation have been considered in order to identify which is the most appropriate for

estimating the runoff (and hence mean flow) in Spain These include the Budyko equation. the Lurc-

Pike equation, direct regression models and the water balance approach

(onceptually. the water balance model is the simplest model in which the runoff is the d Terence

between the standard annual average raintA (SAAR) and the losses (or actual evaporation - AE) to

the catchment i.e.

Runoff = SAAR - Losses (Equation 2a)

where

Losses = r PE (Equation 2b)

custard et al (1980 and 1992) suggested that the value of r was dependent upon the rainfall i e that

the water availability increased. Me amount of water available for evaporation was imtreaed as soil

mou,ture del-kits \\ ere replenished When the rainfall reaches a certain point. the soil moisture deficits

are sati‘hed and the losses (or actual es aporanom ii, ill he equal to the potential e\ aporation i.e.r

Hual, tine po,sihle tii dini\e values of r tr ea,in gaming station bt.
itaaaa"l 2a ma,

liquata in 2h and riz-arran,:ing the Huai' Rere,a,ion awN si> sas thin-. undertaken .li!:crIllitle

imear ielatiothdup betv.een r and ramtali tdr Spain. given

= I 004.141=.Rainfall Equation 2,(1



A second approach defined a regression model to estimate the mean flow directly from the rainfall and
potential evaporation data and catchment area:

MF = 7.98 x 104 x SAAR' x PE' 6°' x Area°86° (Equation 3)

Budyko (referenced in Estrela et al 1995) developed an equation for estimating runoff within region.%
in the USSR, given by:

Runoff = SAAR e ( PUSAAR)
(Equation 4a)

Since this equation was developed using catchments in the USSR, it cannot be assumed to represent
the flow regime in Spain. Therefore, the fit of the model was optimised against the observed runoff
for the Spanish gauging stations. The optimised Budyko model for Spain is now given by

Runoff = SAAR . e (-ONPE/SAAR) (Equation 4b)

The Turc-Pike (1954, referenced in Dooge, 1989) equation is used for estimating actual evaporation
that can then be incorporated into a water balance model to derive runoff:

SAAR 

Runoff = SAAR (Equation 5)

1+ (SAAR )21

PE )

A comparison of the performance of the different models was undertaken by looking at the
relationship between the observed and predicted flows. The errors associated with the models can be
expressed in terms of a bias between the predicted and observed runoff where the bias is calculated for
each station using Equation 6. The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 3.3.

Bias —
Predicted Runoff

x100%
Observed Runoff

Table 3.3Estimated bias for each of the runoff models

(Equation 6)

Predictedagainst Observed Runoff




N Mean Bias S.D of Bias le f.s.e

Regression 144 104.89 33.55 79.46 1.36

Water Balance 144 107.98 37.42 80.62 1.39

Calibrated Budyko 144 103.57 38.88 80.85 1.38

Calibrated Turc-Pike 144 118.68 44.78 85.46 1.38

From Table 3.3, all the models show a tendency to over-predict the runoff (mean bias > 100%).
With the exception of the Turc-Pike model, the mean of the predicted runoff values is within 10% of
the observed runoff values. The explained variance and factorial standard errors are also very close
for each of these models. Therefore, the behaviour of the models was investigated to identify how
well these reflected the observed data. Based on the response of the models and the results from Table
3.3, it was identified that the Budyko equation (Equation 4b) was the most appropriate model for
calculating the runoff in Spain. The relationship between observed and predicted flows is illustrated in
Figure 3.2 and the distribution of runoff across Spain is illustrated in Figure 33.
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The spatial distribution of the errors identified that the model over-predicts the runoff in areas where
rainfall is less than 1000 mm but performs better in the mountain regions of Northern Spain where the
predicted runoff is within 10% of the observed runoff for many catchments. In order to calculate the

mean flow in cubic metres per second (m3s1), the runoff, expressed in tnilfimetres per year over the

catchment, needs to be converted using the equation:

1000 

MF= Runoff. . Area (Equation 7)

60.60.24.365

4 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIGN METHODS

The previous Sections have shown how the regional low flow models make use of the hydrological
properties of soils to calculate the low flow statistic from which to determine the flow duration curve
and the rainfall and evaporative losses to determine the mean flow at an ungauged location. In order to
apply these models automatically, the input data and calculation algorithms have been incorporated into
the HydrA software.

The rainfall and potential evaporation maps are incorporated within the software as grids at a cell

resolution of lkm by lkm, referenced in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) co-ordinate system.

With the UTM system, the globe is divided into 60 zones, each spanning six degrees of longitude.

Spain spans three UTM zones (29, 30 and 31), therefore, the rainfall and potential evaporation grids

have been projected in the three zones and are stored separately within the software. The grids overlap

each other, which enables catchments with boundaries that cross from one UTM zone to another to be

defined relative to a single UTM zone only.

The soil coverage was convened to a grid with a cell resolution of 1km x I km. By applying Equation

1 and the parameter estimates given in Table 3.2 to each cell of the soil grid, a grid of Q90 was

derived for the Green and Grey Iberia. These grids were combined to provide coverage for the whole

of the country. In common with the rainfall and evaporation grids, the grid was projected to each of

the three UTM zones and archived separately within the software.

To access this information, the user simply needs to enter the UTM co-ordinates defining the
catchment boundary upstream of the site on the river being considered. HydrA overlays thc boundary
onto the grids to determine catchment average estimates of rainfall, potential evaporation and Q90.
An example of the calculation of average rainfall for a catchment in Spain is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Within the software the flow duration type curves are stored as an array of seventeen co-ordinate

pairs. Using the estimated catchment average Q90 the appropriate type curve(s) can be identified from
the array. If the Q90 does not correspond exactly to a single type curve, then the two adjacent curves
are selected. The synthetic flow duration curve for the site is then generated by interpolating between
these two curves, so that it passes through the correct Q90 value. The flow values from this curve are
expressed as a percentage of the mean flow. By inserting the derived values of catchment rainfall,
potential evaporation into Equation 4b and then inserting the derived runoff and area into Equation 7,
the mean flow for the catchment can be calculated. This is used to re-scale the selected flow duration
curve to cubic metres per second.

The purpose of deriving the flow duration curve is to be able to assess whether the selected location is

suitable for hydropower generation. Therefore, the selected flow duration curve is analysed using

conventional techniques to determine the volume of water available for hydropower generation as

illustrated in Figure 4.2. Standard equations and turbine information are incorporated within the

software for deriving the hydropower potential of the site.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

HydrA has been developed by the Institute of Hydrology as a tool for automaticallyassessing the
feasibility of hydropower schemes in Europe. The software has already been completed for the UK.
Spain and Italy through the development of regional hydrological models for determining the flow
regime at ungauged locations in each country. In Spain, databases of river flowdata, gauging station
information. catchment boundaries, climate (rainfall and potential evaporation)and soils were collated
and used as the basis for the statistical analysis to dctermine relationships betweenflow statistics and
catchment characteristics.

The method for deriving thc flow duration curve in Spain is based on the selectionof the relevant curve
from a family of typical flow duration curves, which is dependent upon the magnitudeof the Q90. The
relationship between Q90 and soils was determined. Although there are 28 differentsoil units in Spain,
only five of them were found to provide a significant contribution to the low flow regime. The
distribution of soils indicated two distinct regions, therefore separate models were derived for each
region, thus providing better estimates of Q90 in each region compared to a singlemodel for the whole
of the country.

Four methods of estimating runoff were considered in Spain, but the calibrated Budyko equation was
identified as being the most appropriate. The model performs well over the wholeof Spain, with a mean
bias (i.e. the ratio of predicted to observed runoff) of 104%,and in particular, inthemountain regions of
the north east where hydropower schemes are more likely to be located.

As with any model, thc results of the analysis in Spain are limited by the qualityof the input data.
Improvements could potentially be made with longer time series data from a greaternumber of gauging
stations. In addition, the analysis would have benefited from more detailed datarelating to the climate
and hydrogeology of Spain. However, such 'ideal' data were not available and the models were
developed based on the best available data that could be collated at the time. In spiteof these limitations,
the regional flow estimation methods described in this paper represent a si2nificant advance byproviding rapid method of deriving tangible estimatesof the flow conditions at ungaugedsites anywhere
in Spain. Therefore, as a feasibility tool, HydrA wouldbe invaluable.
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ABSTRACT

The assessment of hydropower generation potential of a site requires a knowledge of the
distribution of flows in the river and the relationship between the flows and the generating
capacity of turbines. This paper describes the developmentofregional hydrologicalmodels which
can be used to estimate flows at sites where recorded data is not available and summarises
techniques for hydropower estimation. The approach is illustratedusing a case study based on
analysis of data from the UK for incorporation into hydropowerdesign software called HydrA.
The technique has been developed in other European countries and the feasibility of developing
the method in India and Nepal is being evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

A key aspect of assessing the hydropower potential of a proposed small hydropower scheme is
to determine whether there is a sufficient discharge in the riverto drive the generating turbines.
The most appropriate analysis for this task is to derive the flow duration curve - a graph which
plots the discharge against the percentage of time that the discharge is exceeded. Where long
records of measured river flows are available at the design site then these provide data from
which the flow duration curve can be derived. However, thereare a large number of ungauged
sites where there is a need to estimate the flow duration curve from the characteristics of the
upstream catchment area. This paper describes the result of a hydrological study which has
developed a technique for estimating the flow duration curve for use in hydropowerdesign. Rees
et aL (1998) describes the software components which enable the design engineer to use this
technique to estimate the power potential of an ungauged site.

The overall objectives of the project have been to:

I. Establish databases of river flow data, gauging station information, catchment
characteristic data for countries in Europe.

. .
Develop methods for estimating the flow duration curvefor ungauged catchments within
the UK, Spain and Italy.

Identify current engineering methods for estimating hydropower generation potential;

Develop software to implement these methods for ungauged locations.

This paper presents an overview of objectives I and 2 illustrated by reference to database
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development and estimationproceduresdeveloped in the UK.
•

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

•The developmentof hydrologicaldesign methods (Gustard
et at, 1992) intheUK, identifiedthat

the spatial variabilityof low flows (expressed as a percentage of the long-termmean flow) are
controlled primarily by the physical properties of the soils and the geologyof the catchment.
These characteristics have been grouped into 29 HOST (Hydrology of Soil Types) classes
following a major study of UK soils and their hydrological response (Boormanet al.. 1991).
Relationships were developed between low flow response and HOST classesat gauged sites
which can be appliedat ungaugedsites using the HOST data base.

These methodshavebeendevelopedintoa PC softwarepackage,Micro LOWFLOWS (Young,
1992,Sekulinet at, 1992),which has been widely adoptedas a water resourcesevaluation and
planningtool by the UK water industry.The methods have also been appliedwithin the Baden-
Wurttemburgarea(Wesselinket al., 1994)of Germanyin the developmentof a regional version
of the Micro LOWFLOWS software package.

THE UK DATABASES

The river flow database

•Gauged flowdataup to the end of 1992from the UK National River FlowArchive (held by theInstituteof Hydrology)withgoodqualitydata and relativelynaturalriver flowswere used in the
study.The principalartificialinfluenceswhichaffect the flow regime includesurface water and
groundwaterabstractions,surfacewater discharges and impounding reservoirstructures. Flow
records which were significantlyinfluenced by these factors were removed from the database
leaving a data set of 727 daily flow records.

The UK HOST hydrological response classification

The physicalpropertiesof soilsare very importantin influencingthe hydrologicalcharacteristics
of a catchmentby controllingthe storageand transmissionof water (Boormanet al., 1994).The

•soil associations of England and Wales have been mapped at a scale of 1:250000 by the SoilSurvey and Land ResearchCentre (SSLRC) and those in Scotland by theMacaulay Land Use
ResearchInstitute(MLUR1).A collaborativeprojectbetweenthe InstituteofHydrology,SSLRC,
MLURI and the Departmentof Agriculture in Northern Ireland categorised the soils into 29
discretegroups.Eachgrouphaddifferentphysicalpropertiesand a distincthydrologicalresponse.

•The classificationsystem is referred to as the HydrologyOf Soil Types (HOST)classification(Boorman & Hollis, 1990 and Boormanet al., 199)).

The HOST project has finalised a national database containing the proportions of each HOST
class in every 1 km2 grid cell within the UK. The proportion of each of the 29 HOST classes

•

2
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within 727 gauged catchments in the UK was derived by overlaying digital topographic
catchmeht boundaries over the HOST grid using ARC INFO.

Climatic data

As a consequence of the temperate maritime climate of the UK, it has been found that long term
average annual climate data are sufficient to characterise climatic variations across the UK
(Institute of Hydrology, 1980 & Gustard et al., 1992). Maps of standard period (1941-1970)
average annual rainfall (SAAR) at 1:625 000 scale covering the UK are available from the
Meteorological Office and were published in the Flood StudiesReport (NERC, 1975). The maps
were digitised at the Institute of Hydrology and a 1 km' grid was derived from the digitised
isohyetal data. The grid stores precipitation data to a resolution of 1 mm.

Potential evaporation is estimated from the Meteorological Office 1:2 000 000 map (provisional
version) of average annual potential evaporation which is based on the Penman equation with a
surface albedo of 0.25. The map has been digitised at the Institute of Hydrology and a I km2grid
derived using a polynomial fitting method. Although the dataare held to a resolution of 1 mm
the error in estimating PE from the map is of the order of 25 mm.

THE HYDROLOGICAL ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY

The 95 percentile low flow

In the UK Q95 (the flow exceeded 95% of the time, expressed as a percentage of the long term
mean flow) has been used as a key low flow statistic in regional hydrology (IH 1980 & Gustard
et al., 1992). Linear least square multiple regression analysis has been used to relate the Q95
(estimated from flow records from 727 gauging stations in the UK) to the Hydrology of Soil Type
(HOST) classification. The relationship between Q95 and HOST within a catchment can be
described by a linear relationship of the form:

Q95 = a + b . HOSTI + + x . HOST29 + y . HOST97 + z . HOST98 (4)

Where: HOST1-29 represent the proportional extent of the 29 HOST classes
HOST97 represents the proportional extent of urban areas
HOST98 represents the proportional extent of lakes within the catchment

The results of this analysis indicated that the model explained 54% of the variance of the
standardised Q95 with a factorial standard error of 7.6% of the mean flow. Negative parameter
estimates and high standard errors reflected HOST classes whichare not well represented. These
HOST classes account for a mean coverage of less than 1% of the soils and generally less than
30% coverage at their maximum occurrence within gauged catchrnents. The HOST classes were
grouped into 12 low flow response units based on similar physical characteristics, in order to
improve both the sample size and proportional representation within the catchments of the HOST
classes. The parameter estimates of the model are presented in Table I. Grouping the HOST

3



•
• classes does not significantly improve the explanation of variance of the overall model but thefactorial standard errors associated with the individual parameter estimates arereduced compared

with the full HOST data set and no negative parameter estimates have been calculated. The
revised Q95 regression model has been applied to the UK HOST grid to estimate the Q95 flow
for 1 km' grid squares throughout the UK, illustrated in Figure I.

• Table I Q95 estimates for Low Flow HOST Groups

Low Flow HOST GroupQ95 Parameters.e of parameter
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Flow daration curves

110The gradient of the flow duration curve represents the variance of daily flowsand in the UK can
be estimated from the value of the standardised Q95 flow. (Steep flow duration curves have low
values of Q95). Flow duration type curves (Figure 2) were derived by calculating all 727 flow
duration curves (expressed as a percentage of mean flow) from the gauged flowdata and pooling

•them into 16 classes based on the value of standardised Q95. The family of type curves werederived by smoothing the pooled flow duration curves and interpolating between them such that
20 curves were generated which were equally spaced at the Q95 value usinggauged flow data.
The appropriate flow duration type curve can be estimated at the ungauged site from the value
of the estimated Q95 (Figure I).

Mean flow

The final step in the estimation method is to determine the mean flow in m' sd to scale the flow
duration curve. The mean flow is calculated using a catchment water balance where the long term
average annual runoff is the difference between average annual rainfall (SAAR) and actual
evaporation (AF.).
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Figure I Distribution of Q95 in the UK

Catchment values of SAAR and potential evaporation are estimated from the UK Meterological
Office maps (discussed previously). Actual evaporation is estimated from potential evaporation
using a scaling factor (r) where r is a function of catchment rainfall. The value of r increases with
SAAR and hence increasing water availability. For catchments with annual average rainfall in
excess of 850 mm yr', it is assumed that actual evaporation isequal to the potential evaporation
as a result of relatively short periods when evaporation is limited by soil moisture deficit. This
relationship between r aid SAAR, calibrated on the flow records from high quality gauging
stations, is given by:

r = (0.00061 x SAAR) + 0.475 for SAAR < 850ram (1)
r = 1.0 for SAAR 850 mm

and actual evaporation is calculated using:

r x PE (2)
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The average annual runoff depth (AARD in millimetres) over the catchment is calculated from
the difference between SAAR and AE and is converted to mean flow in m's using the
topographic catchment area.
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Figure 2 Flow duration type curves

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIGN PROCEDURES

The above design procedures,plus standardequations for calculating thegenerating power of
turbines,have been incorporatedinto a public domain software applicationcalled HydrA which
has been developed as a tool to assist in the assessment of hydropowerpotentialat ungauged sites
in Europe (Rees et at, 1998). The software has been designed such thatusers with little or no
hydrological knowledge and limitedexperience of hydropowerdesign areableto make estimates
of catchmentcharacteristics,flow profiles and turbineinformation. In order to achieve this, the
software stores the grids of standard period rainfall and potential evaporation, the derived Q95
grid for the UK, the standard flow duration curves a.nd a set of efficiency and operating
specifications for standard turbines.

The software operates within a Microsoft Windows environment and allows the user to:

6



Define a catchment boundary for the site of interest, either read from a file or entered

interactively through an editor;

Estimate the key catchment characteristics, including area, mean flow, Q95, average

rainfall and potential evaporation using the geographical databases (Figure 3);

Use the estimated Q95 and mean flow values to identify and plot the appropriate flow

duration curve for the site;

Use the flow duration curve to identify a suitable flow range within which common

turbine types will operate then calculate the power output for these conditions. This is

done using standard design procedures and default turbine operational data.

Site:

Hydrometric area 33: Gauge
number 015

Grid cells each 1km by 1km

Boundary start / finish
point:

R ainf all scale:

753 mm

690 mm

627 mm

Display:

o Initial plot

10 Potential evaporation

CI95 (relative)

Press 'Report or 'Quit' to
continue

Figure 3 Catchment characteristic estimation

CONCLUSIONS

Methods have been described for the estimation of low flow statistics in the UK based on the

relationship between the Q95 statistic and the 11051 classification. An estimation procedure for

Spain and Italy has been developed based on similar principles to relate soil classes (from a CEC



•
map of the soils of the European Union) to a low flow statistic calculated using data from Spanish
and Italian gauging stations. The methodology is generic but requires adaption to the hydrological
regimes of particular regions and the main physical controls on the hydrological response. For
example, in Spain where Q95 is frequently zero, the 90 percentile from the flow duration curve
was used as the key variable and the greater climatic influence on low flows was accommodated
by dividing Spain into two climatic regions. The design procedure is now being extended to
Austria, Belgium, Ireland and Portugal in Europe and its feasibility is being evaluated in
Himachel Pradesh in India and in Nepal.

•
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Abstract

Determining whether there is a sufficient supply of water is essential when evaluating a
proposed hydropower site. A common approach for accessing water availability is by deriving .
a flow duration curve for the site. Where long-term river flow data are available, the flow
duration curve can be obtained directly from observed records. However, mostpotential sites
have no flow data and methods for deriving a synthetic flow duration curve mustbe used. This
paper describes a software package which allows the user to rapidly derive the flow duration
curve and, hence, the hydropower potential at any location in Spain or the United Kingdom.
While the software is country-specific, it is designed in such a way that it could be applied in
any country.

1. Introduction

With the aim of reducing carbon and sulphur emissions from fossil fuels, the European Union
(EU) is actively encouraging the uptake of renewable energy sources such as small-scale hydro,
solar, wind and wave power. Europe has considerable hydropower resources that remain
unexploited. While many EU countries have already utilised their least-cost resources, about
376 TWh is still technically exploitable (CEC, 1994). Small-scale hydro accounts for
approximately 21% of this potential.

In an effort to harness this small hydro potential, the European Small Hydropower Association
(ESHA), with fmancial support from the EU's Altener Programme, commissioned the Institute
of Hydrology to develop the European Atlas of Small-scale Hydropower Resources. It was
decided that that the Atlas should be developed as an easy-to-use software package which would
enable the user to rapidly assess the feasiblity of proposed small-scale hydropower schemes at
any gauged or ungauged site in Europe. The Atlas is being developed in phases, with Spain and
the UnitedKingdom the focus of the first three-year development phase. Following the
successful completion of Phase 1, the European Atlas of Small-scale Hydropower Resources
was launched in March 1997.

The software, named HydrA, was developed to run on IBM compatible PCs within a Microsoft
Windows environment. Aimed at hydropower consultants, electricity utilities, environmental
agencies and investors, the design principle for the software was that it should easy to use by
those with minimal hydrological knowledge. This is helped by the provision of a user-friendly
man-machine interface (MMI) which allows the user to navigate the software simply by using
a mouse to point and click onto a series of pull-down menus or screen-icons.

HydrA broadly follows procedures laid out in the "Layman's Guidebookonhow to developa
small hydro site" (ESHA, 1994). It incorporates regional flow estimation models, which allow

I I•



a synthetic flow duration curve (fdc) to be derived at anysite in Spain or the United Kingdom,
and methods for determining hydropower potential from thefdc. The regionalmodels are derived
from a multi-variate regression analysis of long-term river flow data and key catchment
characteristics, as described in Gustard et (11.(l998). Thesoftware is also able to calculate the
hydropower potential of sites where gauged river flow datais available.

HydrA comprises four main modules. These are describedindetail in the remainder of this paper.

Catchment Characteristics module

This module enables the user to estimate the physical characteristicof the ungauged catchment.
A pre-requisite is for the user to enter the upstream catchmentboundary for the proposed site
as a set of (s,y) coordinate pairs. Embedded within the software are 1 km x 1 km grids of
average annual rainfall, potential evaporation and a standardised low flow statistic. HydrA
overlays the user-deftned boundary onto the grids to determinea catchment estimate of average
annual rainfall, potential evaporation (PE) and the low flow statistic (see Figure 1). The
catchment estimates of rainfall and potential evaporation areused in an empirical relationship to
calculate the mean flow for the catchment (Gustard et al., 1998).

For the United Kingdom version of the software, the 95-percentile flow (i.e. Q95, the flow
which is equalled or exceeded 95% of the time), expressed as a proportion of the mean flow,
is used as the standardised low flow statistic. As described inthe paper by Gustard et al. (1998),
a 1 km x lkm grid of Q95, derived from a multi-variate regressionrelationship between observed
Q95 and the proportion of soil types within catchment, is anintegralpart of the HydrA software.
For Spain, where due to drier conditions Q95 is often zero, agridof the 90-percentile flow (Q90)
is used.

Flow Regime Estimation module

This module takes mean flow and the Q95 (or Q90 for Spain), calculated in the Catchment
Characteristics module, to derive a synthetic flow duration curvefor the site.

The Q95, when standardised by the mean flow, provides a goodindication of the hydrological
response of a catchment. A high value of Q95 relative to themean flow generally represents a
permeable catchment which is characterised by a flat flow duration curve. Conversely, a low
value of Q95 (relative to the mean flow) would represent an impermeablecatchment with a steep
flow duration curve (see Figure 2). The observation, that the shapeof the flow duration curve is
a function of the catchment hydrogeology (Institute of Hydrology, 1980;Gustard et al , 1992),
is the essence of the regional estimation method that is incorporatedin the HydrA software.

By pooling the flow duration curves from gauged data, 20 typicalstandardised type curves were
generated for the UK (Gustard et aL, 1992). The type curves represent the flow regimes for the
whole range of catchment permeabilities, from the most permeable catchment to the most
impermeable. In Spain, 2 sets of type curves were defined: one set for the wetter, northern
regions of the country; the other for the drier, southern parts. The standardised type curves are
hard-coded into the HydrA software.

12



So. for any given estimate of Q95 (or Q90), as calculated in the Catchment Characterisitics
module. HydrA will automatically refer to the set of standardised type curves and identify an
appropriate flow duration curve for the site. The mean flow estimate for the catchment, also
calculated in the Catchment Characteristics module, is then used to re-scale the standardised type
curve and assign real values to thc chosen flow duration curve. This "synthetic" curve
characterises the flow regime at the proposed site and is used as the basis for all subsequent
hydropower calculations.

Should flow data exist for the site concerned an alternative facility is available within HydrA
which allows the user to enter the gauged flow duration curve directly. Throught an input form
the user may enter 17 values of flow against corresponding exceedence probabilities. The flow
duration curve, thus defined, may then be used, in the same way as any synthetically derived
curve, for subsequent hydropower calculations.

4. Turbine Selection module

Having established a characteristic flow duration curve for the site, the software then determines
how much of the water can be used for power generation.

First, the residual flow must be entered by the user. This is the minimum flow that must be
maintained in the river to sustain the ecology and the requirements of downstream consumers.
Any flow above this value could be used for generation. However, no turbine is able to operate
efficiently in all conditions. Many can only operate upwards from about 60% of their maximum
design (rated) flow (ESHA, 1994). The larger the rated flow, the larger the cut-off at low flow.
Within the software, the rated discharge is provisionally set at the level of the mean flow,
although this may be altered by the user. As shown in Figure 3, the usable part of the flow
duration curve is defined by the residual flow, the rated flow and the minimum turbine flow.

The user is also required to enter the gross (hydraulic) head that is available at the site. Head
losses may also be considered by entering an estimate of the nett head as a proportion of the gross
head. By default, the nett head is assumed to be 93% of the gross.

The software contains typical operational envelopes and flow-efficiency curves for eight common
types of turbine (Figure 4). A display option is available for the user to visually compare the
stated head and flow conditions with the turbines' operational envelopes. The turbine types
supported are:

Cross flow;
• Francis Open Flume;

Francis Spiral Case;
Kaplan;
Felton;

Propellor;
• Semi-Kaplan; and

Turgo.

• The selection of the appropriate turbines is done automatically by the software.

•
13•
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5. Power Potential module

This module calculates the hydropower potential of the site. For each selected turbine, averageannual energy potential and peak power generation are calculated by combining informationfrom the useable part of the flow duration curve with the flow-efficiencyrelationship, hydraulichead and acceleration due to gravity.

The gross average annual energy (E in kWh) is given by:

E = fn (Q, 11, /turbine llgarboa Tlgerentor + Thransfornier, h)

where:

'turbine

/limbo*

llgernor

itramfonner

= flow (in m'S') for incremental steps on the flow duration curve
= specified head (in m)
= turbine efficiency, a function of Q
= gearbox efficiency, constant for specified turbine type
= generator efficiency, constant for specified turbine type
= transformer efficiency, constant for specified turbine type
= number of hours in the year

Within HydrA this calculation is achieved by dividing the area under the usable flow durationcurve into vertical 5% incremental strips starting from the origin. The final strip will intersectthe flow duration curve at Q„,„ or which ever is larger. For each strip the flow (Q) iscalculated, the corresponding turbine value is defined from the relevant efficiency curve andthe energy contribution (AE) is calculated using the equation.

AE = NV,. Q H • !turbine? rl gearbox • 11 generator • • 11transformer • 7 • h

where:
W, = width of strip I

= 0.05 for all strips except the last one
= 0.05 to 0.005. for the last strip

Q, = width of strip i
h = number of hours in a year
y = specific weight of water (9.81 kNm3)

The software contains details of the efficiencies of the generatingequipment (gearbox, generator.transformer) associated with each turbine type. Allowance can also be made for downtime dueto maintenance or repair. The default settings, based on figuresprovided by manufacturers,maybe edited if necessary.

The final output from the HydrA software is a single sheet report giving estimates of gross andnett annual average energy output (MWt). maximum power output(kW) and ratedcapacity(kW)for each of the selected turbines. By comparing the performanceof each turbine the user is ableto make an informed decision on which turbine is appropriate for the site. The output can bewritten to a file and, if necessary, used in other external packages for economicassessment.

14
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A flow chart outlining the steps of the HydrA estimation procedure. asdescribed is sections 2,
3, 4 and 5, is given in Figure 5.

6. Conclusion

As well as providing a rapid hydrological assessment of potential hydropower sites, HydrA
enablesusersto:

• compare the power output for different turbine types atdifferent locations;
suggestpreliminary designs for the sites, including the most suitableturbine to use;
select key sites for more detailed investigation;
reduceexpenditure on unnecessaryhydrological surveys.

The generic nature of the flow estimation methods within HydrA and the modular design of the
softwaremeansthat, data permitting,similarapplicationscouldbe developedalmost anywhere.
In the latest phase of the Altener funded project, HydrA is being developed in Austria,
Belgium, Ireland, Italy and Portugal. Another project, to develop a HydrA style tool in the
Indian state of Himachal Pradesh and the Narayani basin of Nepal, is presently being
considered. Other countrieswhich have also shown interest in developingtheir own version of
the software include Albania, Lithuania, Slovakia, Fiji and the Philippines.

•
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Annex E (i)

Press Releases & Articles in Trade Publications

Journal

HRW

Hydro Review Worldwide

"Software package can help assess

hydropower potential"

HRW

Hydro Review Worldwide
"New information Resources for hydro

professionals" (Ed. Edward Fulton)

ESHA Info

"HydrA offers rapid assessment of

hydropower potential"

ESHA Info

- Atlas europeo dc recursos minihidriulicos"

The World Directory Of Renewable Energy
Suppliers and Services 1997

"HydrA -. rapid assessment of small scale
hydropower potential"

International Water Power and Dam
Construction

"Software package puts small hydro on the
map"

International Journal on Hydropower & Dams
Calendar entry for technical workshop

International Journal on Hydropower & Dams

"Rapid assessment of small hydro potential"

Publisher

HRW

410 Archibald Street

Kansas City
MO 64111-3046

USA

HRW

410 Archibald Street

Kansas City

MO 64111-3046

USA

European Small Hydropower Association
Rue Try Ansquel 5

B 5030 Gembloux-Lonzee

Belgium

European Small Hydropower Association

Rue Try Ansquct 5

B 5030 Gembloux-Lonzee
Belgium

James & James (Science Publishers) Ltd
35-37 William Road

London

NW I 3ER

UK

Wilmington Business Publishing
Wilmington House

Church Hill

Dartford

DA2 7EF

UK

Aqua-Media International Ltd

Westmead House

Westmead Road

Sutton

SM1 411-1

Aqua-Media International Ltd

Westmead House

Westmead Road

Sutton

SM1 4.11-1

Edition/Date Page Nos

October 1996 54

1997-98 26-36

Directory

No 18 6-7

1996

No 18 7-8

1996

Feb 1997 78-80

March 1998 40-41

Vol 4, Issue 1 107

1997

Vol 5, Issue I 108

1998
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Journal Publisher Edit ion/Date Page Nos

Scientific Report 10
1995-96

Institute of Hydrology

"European atlas of small-scale hydropower"

Institute of Hydrology
Software Newsletter

Institute of Hydrology
Software Newsletter

Institute of I lydrology

"Estimating water availability for small-scale
hydropower production"

ESliA Info

"The role of the European Small Ilydropower
Association (ESIIA) " by ESHA -

ESHA Info

"La vie de FESHA" by George Babalis

HAW

Hydro Review Worldwide
"Hidmenergra looks at world of opportunity"
by Eric Wilson

Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building

Crowmarsh Gifford

Wallingford

OXIO 8BB

Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building

Crowmarsh Gifford

Wallingford

OXIO 8BB

Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building
Crowmarsh Gifford

Wallingford

OXIO 8BB

Institute of Hydrology
Maclean Building

Crowrnarsh Gifford
Wallingford

OXIO 8BB

European Small Hydropower Association
Ruc "fry Ansquet 5
B 5030 Gembloux-Lonzee
Belgium

European Small Hydropower Association
Rue Try Ansquet 5
B 5030 Crembloux-Lonzee
Belgium

IIRW

410 Archibald Street
Kansas City

MO 64111-3046

USA

Autumn 1996

Winter 1997 3

Scientific Report 15-16
1997-98

No 10 15
1993

No 10 30

1993

Winter 1995 47

REPSO VISION India REPSO Vol 3, 15
"Hydrology of ungauged streams" by Dr Winrock International April 1998
Na 'du New Delhi

India

International Water Power and Dam
Construction

"A tough time for small hydro" by Janet
Wood

Wilming4on Business Publishing
Wilmington House
Church Hill

Dartford

DA2 7EF

UK

December 199837
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Annex E (ii)

International Conferences attended

•

Hidrocnergia '95. 41 International Conference and Exhibition. Sept 18-20,1995. Milan, Italy.
(Presentation of paper & software exhibited on ESHA stand)

The Altener Programme: Renewable Energy Entering the 21" Century. Nov 25-27, 1996.
Barcelona, Spain. (Software exhibited on ESHA stand)

Low-Head Hydropower: New Approaches and Innovative Technologies and Programmes. Apr
17-18, 1997. London, UK. (Exhibition stand where sofmare demonstrated to interested parties)

Hidroenergia '97. 51 International Conference and Exhibition. Sept 29-Oct 20, 1997. Dublin,
Ireland (Software exhibited on ESHA/13HA stand)

Small Hydro '98. International Conference and Exhibition. Nov 16-18, 1998. Athens, Greece.
(Presentation of paper di Software demonstrated to interested parties)

International Energy Agency workshop on Implementing Agreement for Hydropower
Technologies and Programmes: Small Scale Hydro Resources and Technologies. Oct 13-14,
1998. Nice, France. (Software demonstration)

European Commission conference on Renewable Energies Technologies and Strategies in Eastern
and Central European Countries. Oct 19-21, 1998. Sophia-Antipolis, France. (Software
demonstration)

International Symposium on Hydrology of ungauged Streams in Hilly Regions for Small
Hydropower Development. Mar 9-10 1998. New Delhi, India. (Two paper presentation &
software demonstrations)

•
•
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Small Hydro
Software package can help
assess hydropower potential

The European Atlas of Small
Hydropower Resources is being
expanded to include Austria,
Belgium, Greece, Italy, and
Portugal. The Atlas, a computer
software program, is designed to
enable local authorities, water
resource planners, and potential
investors to assess the feasibil-
ity of developing small hydro
schemes at a given site within
the European Union.

The Atlas incorporates meth-
ods for estimating range of river
flows at the ungaged site (repre-
sented by the flow duration
curve) and standard engineering
design procedure for estimating
the generating potential for a
range of common turbine types.

A non-technical developer
using the software, in one hour,
can obtain a good first estimate
of installed capacity and annual
energy production for any site
on a river in Spain or in the
United Kingdom — the first
countries included in the system.

A consortium of contractors
under the project management
of Wilson Energy Associates Ltd.
of the United Kingdom develop-



ed the Atlas for the two coun-



tries, and a preliminary data-



base for Italy The software is
now being prepared for release.

Preliminary collection of data
for Austria, Belgium, Greece,
Portugal, and the rest of Italy
began in early 1996. The Atlas
including those countries is to
be completed in early 1998.

The consortium, working on
behalf of the European Small
Hydropower Association (ESHA).
includes Internacional de Ingen-
iera y Estudios Tecnicos, SA
(INTECSA), Spain and Verde-




acqua, Italy. The Institute of
Hydrology, in the United King-
dom, was responsible for hydro-
logical analysis and software
development. Wilson Energy
Associates collated turbine data
and defined procedures for esti-
mating generation potential.

ESHA is managing a contract
with the European Commission,
Altener Programme of DGXVII
for the development of the
European Atlas.

Japanese gover ... ent
approves new hydro project

A Japanese government panel
has approved construction plans
for a small hydroelectric project
that will be located in Japan's
Wakayama Prefecture. Japan's
Economic Planning Agency
approved construction plans for
the 13.8-row plant in August.

Kansai Electric Power Co.
will develop the Shintakatsuo
Power Station. Construction on
the run-of-river project isex-
pected to begin in March 1997.
The project is scheduled to enter
service in May 1999.

Guntur Branch Canal
Project advances

Plans call for five small hydro-
power plants totaling 8.25 Imwto
be built on an irrigation canal in
southern India. The first power-
house in the Guntur Branch
Canal Project scheduled for com-
missioning likely is to enter ser-
vice by December 1996. The fifth
powerhouse is expected to enter
service by June 1997.

K.C.P. Ltd., Madras, India,
owns the Guntur Branch Canal.
The company also will own and
operate the power plants, which
will be constructed with private
financing.

Sulzer Hydro (Sulzer Hovel 


Hydro Ltd.) will supply complete
turbine, generator, switchgear,
controls, and grid interfacing
equipment under the terms of
a US$7.1 million equipment dec-
tro-mechanical contract. The
company also will erect and com-
mission the project's 11 750-Kw
compact bulb turbine-generator
sets, which will operate under
net heads of from 3.5 to 5.2
meters. Although the project's
total rated capacity is 8.25 hfw,
a 10percent overload will boost
generation to nearly 9.1 mw.

A US$2.7 million civil works
contract covers construction of
all five powerhouses, inlet and
outlet gates for each of the pow-
erhouses, and bypasses. The
powerhouses are designed to
permit flow to be passed in the
event of station shutdown.

II° BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORT

The state government of
Himachal Pradesh, India,
has signed memorandums with
14 private investors for more
than 50 small hydro projects in
Kangra (16.44 mw), Kinnaur
(17 mw),Kullu (10.8 mw), Mandi
(0.55 mw), Shimla (18.1 mw),
and Sirmour (6.96 row) for a
total installed capacity of more
than 69 Mtv.

The Himachal Pradesh
Energy Development Agency,
an agency of the State Science
and Technology Department that
reviewed proposals, has approved
the allotment of 139 small hydro
sites to 29 private investors. The
total estimated generating poten-
tial of the 139 approved sites is
155 mw,

The owner of seven small
hydropower plants on the island
ofJava in Indonesia has com-
pleted modernizing the plants.
Sulzer Hydro replaced 11 run- j

54 HRW / October 1996•
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New Information Resources
For the Hydro Professional

117: ;try v
-esources

Information can serve to

instruct, solve problems, lend
understanding, or offer new
perspectives. With this article,

HRW helps you access hydro-
related information that has be-
come available recently. We have
identified a selection of books and
publications and computer software
that can prove valuable to you.

Where possible, prices, in local
currency and U.S. dollars, are
included for each featured resource.
The box on page 32 provides con-
tact information for the organiza-
tions from which the resources are
available.

This article does not attempt to
be all-inclusive, but is representa-
tive of the information resources
currently available. We welcome
your suggestions of additional
resources for future coverage.
Maintaining a flow of information
about hydro improves all levels of
the industry.

Books and Publications

The books and publications featured
in this article have been divided into
three categories: references, project
assessment and finance, and opera-
tions and maintenance.

Ed Fulton is an associate editor for

HRIN.

References

The World Directory of Renewable
Energy Suppliers and Services
1997 lists more than 6,000 com-
panies worldwide that supply sys-
tems or components, or who offer
design, installation, and consul-
tancy services in renewable energy
technologies.

The listings are divided by tech-
nology: hydro and wave, biomass,
geothermal, instrumentation and
metering, energy storage, photo-
voltaics, solar, thermal, and wind. An
"Ato Z"listing then provides fullcon-
tact information for each company

The book, published in 1997,also
contains a list of nonprofit organiza-
tions supporting the renewables
industries. An extensive editorial
section offers articles examining
each technology, and discussing its
role in world energy generation.

The book is available from James
& James Science Publishers Ltd.
The cost is 75 pounds (US$120).

The Council of Power Utilities of
India in January 1997 published
Profile of Power Utilities and Non-
Utilities in India 1997, a 300- page
examination of power generation in
India now and in the future.

The first section of the book pro-
vides an analysis ofcurrent electric-
ity consumption, moves to forecasts
for capacity needs in the future, and


ends with a discussion of scenarios
for meeting those needs. Hy-
droelectric, thermal, nuclear gener-
ation, renewables, and transmis-
sion and distribution systems are
discussed in detail.

A second section, though not
extensive, reports on the status of
non-utility generators, which are
defined as companies that generate
power for their own use and do not
supply power to the public. One
portion of this section profiles the
Bhoruka Power Corporation Ltd. in
Bangalore, which supplies indus-
tries with power from several small
hydro stations. A point the book
makes is that small hydro offers
a solution to increasing capacitv
needs in primarily rural areas.

The bulk of the book is the third
section, where the country is bro-
ken into five regions and examined
indetail. The book lists electric util-
ities serving each region, and the
specific power needs of the states,
major cities, and rural areas in each
region.

A final section might be the most
helpful for hydro professionals
desiring to work in India. The sec-
tion provides a list of the names,
addresses, telephone numbers and
facsimile numbers, and the name of
the top executive of power supply
organizations and state electricity
boards in the country.

Appendices at the back of the
bookcontain graphs and tables that
support the editorial material pre-
sented earlier.

The book is distributed by the
Councilof Power Utilities (of India)

26 1-1RW/ 1997-98Directory



and the Central Board of Irrigation
& Power (of India). The cost is 8,620
rupees (US$250).

Power Development in India:
1995-96 chronicles advances and
regressions in the electric energy
industry in the country during the
first half of the 1990s. Probably the
most far-reaching development dis-
cussed in the book is the rise of pri-
vate sector financing brought on by
funding deficiencies within the gov-
ernment of India.

The book was published by the
Council of Power Utilities (CPU)
and the Central Board of Irrigation
& Power (CBI&P). Similar books
have been published periodically by
CBI&P since India's independence,
with the last appearing in 1989.

In the forward to the current
book, C.V.J. Varma, secretary gen-
eral of CPU and member secretary of
CBI&P, states the background of the
energy sector entering the 1990s. In
its eighth five-year plan, the govern-
ment in the late 1980s allocated
79,589 rupees (US$24.9 billion) to
develop new capacity of 30,537 rvitv
and associated transmission and dis-
tribution works. When that target
had to be scaled back because of cap-
ital, management, and organiza-

. tional inadequacies, the government
mounted incentive packages to
encourage private investment.

The book traces the rapid growth
of the power supply in India from
independence (1948) through 1995.
Thermal generation remains the
most significant source, but hydro-
power generation is growing at a
much faster rate than thermal.

Authors of the book conclude that
the need for massive capital invest-
ment in power capacity will have to
include the mobilization of funds
from private national and interna-
tional financing agencies. An
"annexure" lists 83 hydropower
schemes — including rehabilitations,
extensions, or greenfield projects —
that have received various levels of
approval from government agencies, 


but which are not yet funded.
The book is distributed by the

Council of Power Utilities. The cost
is 6,897 rupees (US$200).

The Hydraulic Handbook - 9th
Edition carries this traditional,
highly technical reference work
into its fifth decade. Completely
reworked and updated in 1996, the
handbook incorporates new tech-
niques, components, and methods
introduced in recent years in the
hydraulics industry.

Through figures, tables, graphs,
and text, the handbook presents MI
details on hydraulic principles,
power components, valves and fit-
tings, hydraulic fluids and filtration,
system design and control, monitor-
ing and maintenance, special stan-
dards and training, and typical
applications. A final section includes
a buyers' guide of equipment manu-
facturers, with contact information.

The book is distributed by
Elsevier Science Ltd. The cost is 125
pounds (US$200).

Another valuable reference work
for hydro professionals is the Pump
Users Handbook - 4th Edition, a
428-page, hardcover book published
in 1995 that emphasizes correct
interpretations of pumping require-
ments by both user and supplier.

The highly technical handbook
incorporates new pumping tech-
niques and technology in this fourth
edition, yet continues to offer the
basic information and data about
the subject that made the first three
editions popular. Designed for use
by experienced engineers, the hand-
book discusses the principles of
pumping, hydraulics, and fluids,
and defines the various criteria nec-
essary for pump and ancillary
equipment selection.

Distributed by Elsevier Science
Ltd., the handbook costs 95 pounds
(US$1521.

Project assessment and
finance

The U.S. Department of Energy has

published International Etter.
Outlook 1997, an assessment
international energy markets
through 2015 and an analysis
energy-use data from 1970 to 1990

The book provides projections of
energy use, carbon emissions, a
oil production through 201 -
Following those, the book forecasts
the prospects for hydroelectric ana
other renewable resources, oil, natl.'
ural gas, coal, and nuclear power.

In the section on hydro and othelli
renewables, the book says, generally,
that low world prices for fossil fuels
will continue to constrain develo.
ment of renewable energy sources.
Specifically, however, the book sans
environmental factors encourager
development of hydro and other
renewables, particularly in weste
Europe. Similarly, in rural areas.
developing countries located far from
institutional grids, hydro and win
generation will play significant role*

The book is distributed by the
National Energy Informatio
Center of the U.S. Department
Energy. The cost is US$16.25, which
includes shipping and handling. di

R.J.A. Goodland, a member of thew
Environment Department of The
World Bank, presented Environs
mental Sustainability in the Hydro
Industry: Disaggregating the De-
bates, during a joint workshop o.
IUCN — The World Conservation
Union and The World Bank Group,
April 10-11, 1997, in Gland, Swit-e
zerland. The goal of the paper is to
separate the various debates thata
embroil hydro and specify ways tow
make hydro environmentally sus-
tainable. The 42-page paper in-.
cludes five parts.

Part 1 discusses means of ap-
proaching sustainability, which is toa
select better dam sites in the firstle
place. Such selection involves inte-
grating environmental and sociala
criteria into traditional economic W
least-cost sequencing.

Part 2 suggests that normal proj-
ect level environmental assess-
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huge, untapped potential.
The report sr am trio, rem

must lie increased throughout the
region either through construction of
new prouicts or refurbishing and
upgrading existing projects. Hydro is
considered a viable option because it
is clean, renewable. and sustainable,
Funding for work in the region is
available, on a pruject by project
b isclitoni the World Bank and the,)

ean Bank for Reconstruction
ektdopment (EERY)).

. the general overview,
inder of the document con-ic

argues. Is that people that are reset- •ndividual profiles of the
tled must be shown to be liNternofT,\-,IN:allergy sector in each country, includ-).
promptly after their movu. tv\\NTelatant political, social, and eco-

n Part 5, Goodland argues that nonic influrmation. Details. about
all power sector technologies must specific rAliahilitat ion or greenfield

absorb external environmental an-tela4tfic:,ounnty-Profile,

p lay by th e same economic ries, _:).rcuLctirinderatollsideration
by the

power projects, he saysj ipust :World /punk tor FEED are included

damage costs, including thuo§e'01.7>or-ta copy of the document, con-
greenhouse gas emissions, rlit-th: tact the National Technical Infor-
less means the promotion of' coal mat ion Service. The cost is US$44,

ments, which often seek to lower a
dam or move it upstream. succumb
to tile proven good site.

In Part 3. Goodland says the
hydro industry needs to foster
"transparency and participation,"
which means showing that conser-
vation is well in hand and that elec-
tricity pricing is adequate before
new capacity is contemplated.

Part 4 discusses the largest
ative effect of hydroelectric riall-51-k
resettlement of a poptrItittn. TVs ,
area, he says, requires thEcino-
attention. The bottom -.41ge,

power plants, an environmentally
retrogressive course,

To receive a free copy of dm
paper, write ITY,A Goodland tit 5-
5043, Environment Department,
The World Bank, Washington, Dr
20433 CSA: 11: 202-473320:h
Fax: .11 202-4770565. Enclose a
stamped. self-addressed. 9-inch ip
12-inch envelope.

The C.S- Trade and Development
Agency has produced a document
detailing opportunities for supply-
ing equipment arid services in cen-
tral and eastern Europe and the
new independent states. The docu-
ment was presented in May 199(3 at
a two-day conference in St. Imins,
Missouri, in the United States.

Power Pnjject Opportuniths< Hi

Central and Eastern Enrope ow/ thc
New Independent Statesixigans
a general overview of the power gem
eration situation in the 15 countries.
Though thermal generation domi-
nates, hydroelectric generation rep-
resents more than 20 percent of
output in most areas and represents

The U.S. Trade and I /evelopment
Agency Mai\ akso has produced
what it calls a briefing hook t itled
rhitomtructure Mport unities ii

Southeast AHda.- The document,
presented during d 'FDA conference
on the sulaect di Sag Francisco in
a o tie I 990, presenIS profiles of
ddrastruct prumets in the
energy and transportation sectors
in Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia. the
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand.
and Vietnam.

Ily(lropower plants are among the
specific projects being considered for
development in each country. The
largest section of the book contains
prdepth profiles of each country,
including its political arid economic
background, trade and industry
organizatumal setup, factors affect-
ing trade mid investment, taxation
and customs, its financial structure,
and local sources of financing,

The book is hstrihuted by the
National Technical Information
Senare. The cost is CS$49.

The International Finance Cor-

potation tIFCI, a member of the

lished Financing Pricatc In Ira
structure, a history of the Ifvf-s
experience with private infrastruc-
ture transact km, in developing
countries from 1966 to 1996

The report summarizes the pri-
mary ItSSIM:-z -,tructuring prpject
finance and mtmagement of project
risks based on financing
approvals hy the IEC, in 40 develop-
ing countries ITT in recent years
has become (Ow of the major
financiers of private infrastructure
projects in the developing world

The hook states that private par
ticipation and financing of infra-
i.tructure has accelerated in recent
years because of the generally poor
performance of state-owned monop-
olies, combined with the rapid glob-
altza t ion of world economies. In
addition to greenfield projects, gov-
ernments also have begun to focus
on privatizing existing asset>,
which has generated demand for
technical mid advisory assistance

Experiences IN financing hydro-
ff Prnli“I- 1:1H11(IfH LH

t'NpUril'nceS
hook, hut no single hydth protect io
singled out for HRH-Mind examina-
tion The unpin ance of' the book
nes in it> iinaly su mines. fuemeing
is. arranged despite remote lo-
cations. low -income and risky
environments. unstable political sit-
uations. and negative environ-
mental pressures

The book, awn lable in English.
French. Spanish, Japanese. Chi-
nese, and Arabic. is distributed by
the Office of tlo. Publisher. The
World Bank It costs US$7.95, plus
US$8 for shipping and handling.

A Directory of Financing Son ITS'S
EUrelg n Ell crgy Projects has

been produced by the U.S .
part ment of Energy. The directory
focuses on projects in the Russian
Federation, Ukraine, India, China.
and Pakistan, The soft cover docu-
ment reviews programs that offer

•
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financing in the five locales from
inul tiiaterril organizations: pu ic.
private,, and quasi-private invest-
ment funds: U.S. government agen-
cies: and local columercial and state
development hanks. Though nu le
ished in September 1995, Fred H.

Abel. project manager for the direc-
tory, said the listings and informa-
don — particularly addresses and
telephone numbers — should
remain viable for some years.

The directory's market-specific
information is organized by country
Each country section follows a proj-
ect cycle: pre-feasibility. feasibility,
project finance. co-financing, trade
finance. technical assistance, and
t raining.

A free copy is available from the
ffkiee of National Securit y Pol icy.

I...S. Department of Energy
A publication that applies direefly

to India's need for private invest-
ment in its development of addi-
tional energy capacity was released
in late 1995 by the U.S. Agency for

32 HEV,

International Development's Office
of Energy. Environment. and
Technology The puhlication. Tia
Fitumf tug ( opcl)itzt, ihciwy,

Ito:Hutt ions to Proralo A/Turnafire.
midresses

.1 primary issue, the reluctance of
the government of India n, pledge
national credit for private power
project financing.

The publication states that the
primary problem is the generally
poor credit of' the State Electricity
Boards, which are the primary buy-
ers of power from independent
power producers. Ministry of
Power suggests alternatives to gov-
ernment guarantees. They include
combinations of security arrange-
ments based on letters of credit.
escrow accounts, gmarantees of per-
formance and pavnient access to
annual funds transferred :0 the
states trom the central government.
and balance sheet finaneinff

The study describes how these
alternative security packages can 


he implemented and the abilit y ol)6serne of the institutions to proya
credit support. A conclusion is di.
despite their poor financial condi-
tion, State Electricitr Boards a
exiiected to provide tile large.
amount of credit support for Mde-
pendents. Through 2003. the hoar
should be able to provide credit su
port for between 10.738 Nlw and
14.049 :qv, of new power. In ad
don, an estimated 21.750 mw o
power could be financed from export
credit agencies and 1k3.758 .

by Indian financing institutions
through 2002.

The report says those levels •
support still leave India substan-
tially short of its forecasted capac-
ity needs into the next century le
reach tne primer level, the report
says. India must undertakeocos
nonlid reform in genera! and powe
sector reform in particular. In this
reform process. the credit qualito
of State Electricity Boards wi
rise to acceptable levels. ••



The report is distributed at no
charge by the U.S. Agency for

I T \

velopment Information Services
Clearinghouse.

Operations and maintenance

A survey of hydropower producers
throughout the world resulted in
the publication, Report on Hplro
Operations Best Practices. The
report was delivered during the
HydroVision '96 conference in June
1996 in Orlando, Florida, USA.

Combined. respondents to the
survey own and/or operate near-
ly 700 conventional hydro and
purnped-storage plants with 2,141
units with a total generating capac-
ity of over 73,000 ntw. The average
age of conventional units was 45
years and of pumped-storage plants
was 27 years. Respondents n-pre-
sent hydropower producers in
Brazil, Chile, Australia, Ne\t
Zealand, the U.S., and Canada.

For the survey, information was
gattitired on operations and minnte-
nance budgets, staffing levels.
awl practices. The 50-page report
showed that respondents spent al,
average of nearly LISS:3.4 million
per plant on operations and mainte-
mincci, tind an average or fiS$17,109
per megawatt of capacity O&M
costs averaged netarly one-half cent
U.S. Jper kilowatt-hour.

Text in the report, with support-
ing tables, outline both average and
specific practices in the operation of r
plants of widely varying capacity
and ownership structure.

The O&M Benchmarking Survey
can be purchased for US555 from
FICI Publications.

The Handbook of Condit to,
Monitortng is a 603-page hardcover
book published in 1996 that details
the methods and devices used to
monitor the condition of machinery
and products. The book consists of
lengthy, in-depth essays about all
aspects of the teclinology, written
by experienced professionals.

Of direct interest to the hydro
professional are separate chapters

systems, hydraulic systems, electri-
cal machinery, turbonmchinery, cor-
rosiori. and the environment Other
chapters discuss the management
benefits from condition monitoring
equipment, including fault diagno-
sis. reliability-centered mainte-
nance, anti maintenance manage-
nnmit techniques.

The book is distributed by
Elsevier Science Ltd The cost is
11/ ) pounds IUS$] 76

The 1997 updated version of
Hydro Wheels- A Guific to Malt:-

itHog Impronwg HydD, Units -
Sn'ond Elialun was released in May
1997 The book, by hydro industry
consultant Thomas Spicher, pre-
sents specific solutions to general
prohlems in hydro wheel (turbine
runner' maintenance

Maintaining the informal, prac-
tical tone of the hook. Spindler
writes in a cautnmary Mtroduction
Him the solutions presented in the
hook tio work, but that the analysis
Or ;HP: problem depends on im
ottervant individual at the job site
Some Wits !nay require more than
one application ihr a complete cure

The focus of the hook Is on pre
vent mg cavitation damage to run-
ner blades. and how 0 repair the
damage when it does occur. Other
sections exannne,prmper inspection
procedu res:-toafings: lubrication
systems, andznaintenance program
enhancement.

The book is distrihuted by HCI
Publications. The cost is US65.

Computer Software

Cr,Mpti ter Mudd ni IVatcrshed
Elvdrolo,1:y, released in 1995. is a
1.111 -page hardcover book that
provnles a comprehensive account
or some of the more popular coal-
put (-T's models of watershed hydrol-
ogy. The “uthor and edii or is Vijay
P. Singh, PhD, professor and coor-
dinator of. the water resources pro-

gram at Lotlisiana State Uni-
versity,

nowt' s nook is an overview oi
watershed hydrology. but the bulk
of the Imok closely examines 13
software programs written bv tintir
developers. The hook was intended
as a research tool for practicing
professionals and a textbook for
graduate students.

A companion. Computur Al(4els
of Wu rsh ed Hydrology CD. is
also available. Both the book and
CD are available from \\rater
Resources Publications. The book
costs US$95 and the CD costs

w ith a discount available
.ts a package. Postage tind han-
dling costs are 1:1-1SSIin the DSA,
Eiit4,75 in Canada, and UStit6 in
other countries.

The Norwegian company, Nor-
consult, markets a soh ware pro-
gram t hat opi i the efficient
operation of hydropower plants.
biirAid Tit is: designed ha hydro-
electric facility operators, but its

gm feature can be used le.
consult ing and design engineers
Tann product eat and economic

phats
araitt.tie \view planning new

fir up,(2-r:1111111(-xklini::: pholts
doter)

mini! optimum) unit load
v Him one plain or iti »

cascade. opt 111111111gIlly senuence of
starting and stopping mats, deter-
mining optimal reservoir regula-
tion based On a power price
prognosis and upstream inflows,
and determining generation value
by simulation with input in the
form of flow or power output.
lissAld has an MS  Vindows-based
HSU!'int erface.

The program is distrdmted by
Norconsult. The cost is 120,000
lt miner Norway U8$16.162 for
the general soft Wil re license or
25.MOMkroner INorway
for each plant mode; in the system.

Two computer programs devel-



oped in Austria and Norway are
designed to assist hydro plant own-
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ers considering refurhishment
"Software aims to help in planning
for refurbishment  HP11. " • '
1996, pages 40-424

Engineers at t he In st it tit e for
Waterpower and Pumps at the
University of Technology Vienna
are marketing R EVE X, whh•li
helps evaluate the physical condi-
tion of older hydro plants. The

prom-aIII assesses 'Minya( brs-

prohinins, suds as nmintenance

the plarifs significant Danis,
mots Each component is givttn ii

numher reflecting its physical
state, ;aid those nutulu•rs are com-
piled to reach t he assessment or
the plant its a whole.

The program is distrihuted itS

How much can you
afford to spill?

—ANIL
rol ondbIling ant(

I Len Asti

en, Link ic sitCly Yak(

Additional SIAN/ services us
hydrology and mu foorology
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International Consulting Services

Pre-feasibility and feasabday studies
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I turthet Iritnrr,It'un
II Cfr

0

the Institute Mr Waterp i :nid•
PutlipH tTniversi•r or 'ft thm 4
\ imaut

r i lit second program. PT( ilter.•
evaluates optimum refurbishment
intervals Mr Inglehead Francis tor-
Miler,. generators, penstocks, and •
I ranstbrmers. The software can
determine tlw proper time interval •
het Ween rethrhishim•nt based on
the amount of lost efficiency caused
hy wean the price of energy. and 0
the prevailing interest rate.

A coninwrcial v•rsion or the pro-
gram is bemg developed. hut a ID
price has too heert est:OW:411AI
Inflict lippliries on the progralirs
ttwillithility to SINTEF Industrial fill
:\ lanagenient.

'Ile European Atlas gr Small-
scale Ilydropower Resources, a •
computer software program called
ItydrA. Al 1\1arch 1997 became tom-
Inerelally liVaillible kr1.1.1e ill Spilitt •
and t he l.niti-d Kingdom

Th e Atlas enahlits local inithori-
ties, water resource planners. and
potential investors to assess the

hydro - Mallets tit a given site 'see

ft tasihilits of developing small 0

-sii„wkirepackage can MTh assess
ItHropt ....rt. pomp! i a ' " ///1)114 ao

	

The :04:- nicer's:rah 1 ethods
ler est i mat mg t he nrag Ili liVer ip un,:t(2(al site and stan-
dard engineering design procedures
fir est i nutting generation potential 0
for a range or common turbine
types. Thy program is established
on licrorsoft \Vinciows :3.1.

A Hecund production phase Mr
t Ile Atlas, which will develop it Mr
as, in Austria. Bel:turn. Iceland. •
and l'ortag.d. is I low underway and
scheduler', tor (HM11)11'11,11 ir, ...\1:11'ult
21, 1999. The development is being •
limited ity TM- Etiropettit Com-
nitssion.
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HYDRA OFFERS RAPID ASSESSMENT
OF HYDROPOWER 	 POTENTIAL

A team ii the Institute of Hs droMes
Wallingford. UK. has e ree,..ntls corn
pleted the des elopment of a softss are
package which can estimate the hs dro-
power potential at any location in Spain
and the United Kingdom. The package.
which has been given the name
"HydrA"(Hydropower Atlas). was de-
veloped on behalf of the European
Small Hydropower Association
( ESHA) with funding from the Com-
mission of the European Communities'
Altener Programme (DGXVII ). Aimed
at hydropower consultants, electricity
utilities, environmental agencies and
potential investors, the package will en-
able the user to rapidly assess the fea-
sibility of proposed small-scale hydro-
power schemes at gauged or ungauged
sites. Incorporating grids of hydrologi-
cal response derived from the extensive
regional analysis of river flow and spa-
tial data, the software provides reliable
estimates of the hydrological regime.
thus obviating the need for prolonged
and expensive hydrological surveys at
unsuitable sites.

head condMons Hi- the site. Standard
ofter,gurna; ens eiope- l or 8 turbine
ty pes are then used to determine u, hich
turbines are operable under (he stated
conduit1ns. The flow duration curve is
used to estimate the amount of water
available while accounting for the de-
sign now (provisional rated flow), the
minimum turbine flow and the residual
flow requirements of the river. This in-
formation is (hen combined with the
floss-efficiency curves of the selected
turbines to derive estimates of maxi-
mum and average annual power output.

A workshop to publicly launch the UK
version of the software is to be held on
20-21 March, 1997 at Water Training
International. Tadley Court, Near Read-
ing, Berkshire. The workshop will pro-
vide a comprehensive introduction both
to the HydrA software and the princi-
ples of estimating hydropower potential.
Speakers from the European Union.
ESHA and the UK Environment Agency
will relate the overall aims of the HydrA
project to global. European and national
policies on renewable energy.

•
•
•
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G. REES

Institute of Hydrology

Centre for
Ecology & Hydrology

Maclean Building
Crowmarsh Gifford
Wallingford
Oxfordshire OX10 8BB
United Kingdom

Tel +44 (0) 1491 838800
Facs +44 (0) 1491 69

HydrA is a PC-based package which
runs under Microsoft Windows version
3.1, or above, on a PC with a minimum
configuration as follows:

Processor: 386/20 MHz
RAM: 2 Mb (preferably 4 Mb)
VGA or EGA monitor
Floppy disk drive: 3.5 " DD

To initiate the assessment procedure
bar a scheme at an ungauged site, the
user is simply required to enter the
coordinate pairs defining the upstream
catchment boundary. The software
then uses I km square grids of aver-
age annual rainfall, potential evapora-
tion and hydrological response to cal-
culate the mean flow and the synthetic
flow duration curve for the site. For
sites where river flow data is available.
the software allows the ordinates of the
observed I low duration curve to he
entered manually. Once the hydrologi-
cal regime, described by the flow du-
:Man curve, is established. the user is
required to cuter the design flow and

HydrA is the outcome of a three year
applied research project undertaken by
a consortium of partners including the
Institute of Hydrology, Wilson Energy
Associates Ltd. (UK) and INTECSA
(Spain). The next development phase,
which is already under way, will see
HydrA developed over the next three
years in other parts of Europe. The ge-
neric nature of the methods used means
that similar applications could be devel-
oped beyond the European Union. Coun-
tries which have shown early interest
include Albania, Lithuania, Slovakia.
India. Nepal. Fiji and the Philippines.

Further information concerning the soft-
ware or the workshop can be obtained
from the:

Software Helpdesk
Institute or Hydrology,
Wallingford. Oxfordshire.
OX 1081313. t Jnited Kingdom:
tel: +44 (0)1491 838800:
las: +44 (0)1491 692424:
E-mail: sondes ioh acark

1 99 ESHA inf o r 12,
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ATLAS EUROPEO DE RECURSOS MINIHIDRAULICOS

La versilm FialaEspana del Ade!: Eurapea
de Recur.o. Mindirdraulicos es ya
aperaiisw la altima beta ha sido

ensav ada con exuto y e11breve se
procedera 1 sO lanzamienta comercial.

Para ella se celebraran en breve, unas
jornadas de trabajo. en lugar y fecha aun
no determinados. En dichas jornadas,

cuyo objetivo es difundir el programa a
la mayor escala posible, se explicaran las
himitesis y métodos de calcula utilizados
en su desarrollo y se mostrara como

funciona.

El Atlas, ha sido desarrollado para ESFIA
(European Small Hydropower Associa-
tion), par el Instituto de Hidrologia del

Reino Wilda, coma on paquete de soft-

ware con inerins desplegables, llamado
HydrA. Wilson Energy Associates Ltd.,

G.B. ha caordinado el proyecto,
financiado con fandas de la DirecciOn

General de Energia (DG XVII) de la

ComisiOn de las Conmnidades
Europeas, en el marco del Programa

ALTENER.

El software se suministra en disquetes de
3.5" D.D., y ha sido disefiado para

funcionar en un Ordenador Personal
trabajando en entorno Microsoft Win-
dowsT", versiem 3.1 a superior, con los

siguientes requisitos minimos:

Memoria: 2 Mb,preferiblemente 4 Mb

Procesador: 80386 a 20 MHz

Disco dun): 20 Mb

Tarjeta GraticatVG.A. EGA a caturd
disqueie...) DI)

El espectro de mum los mend*, se

extiende desde las grandes empresas
consultoras hasta :went), ingenigos no

familiarizados con el diseno de
aprovechamientos hidro-electricos. pera

con cierta practica en el uso de
ordenadores.

El software se ha disefiado para que sea
robusto, compacto, cantopor el mimero de

disquetes de instalación coma en las
exigencias de memoria, Heil de instalar.

utilizando un proceso de instalación

controlado por memis y disponible en varios
idiomas (per el tnomento inglés y espanal

El objetivo del programa es evaluar el

potencial de generaciOn de un
aprovechamiento utihzando nes procesos

consecutivos: evaluacion de las
caracteristicas de la cuenca, calculo del

regimen de caudales y estimaciOn de
potencia instalada y electrieidad

generada en afia hidraulico media.
El usuario empieza por defi nil el

perimetro de la cuenca correspondiente

al aprovechamiento objeto del estudio.
introduciendo una serie de pares de

coordenadas (en nuestro pais cordenadas

UTM).

El madula de caracteristicas de cuenca.
superpone este perimetro sabre cada una

tla lasbase, de dab), celulares I celdas de

I km\ I km). carrespan &cute, a

preciputacidn. evaporaciOn CM( run-

C1011del suelo ( figura I. CAL til,[
amomaneamente el caudal media 1,1

respuesta hidrolOgica de Ia cuenca

El madulo de evaluaciOn del regimen de

caudales selecciona, a partir de la
respuesta hidrolOgica, Ia curva sin tetica

de caudales clasificados ( CCC) que

caracteriza el aprovechamiento. curva

que es escalada con el valor del caudal
media. El programa perm i te en este

estadio, calcular el caudal para on a

probabilidad de que sea i gualado 0
excedido, y viceversa

Introduciendo el valor escog ido coma
caudal de diserio. y la altura del salto. el

programa situa el punt() definido par est..
par de valores sabre el grafice(figum 2

Cc envolventes operacionales Ce cada
una de las turhinas soportadas por el

programa y determina cuales de entre
ellas pueden utilizarse en esa hipOtesis.

El programa soporta las signiente.
turbinas:

Cross Flow (a Banki )
Francis de camara abierta

Francis de eiimara espiral
Kaplan

Semi-Kaplan

Helice

Pelton

Turgo

El mcidulo de potencial energetico calcula

la potencia nominal de cada wrbina y su

producción anual, basandose en el agua
turbinada que viene definida por la parte

utilizable de la CCC: caudal de disena,
curva , caudal ecológico y caudal minima

Monica - uno u otro segón sea el uno

mayor o menor que el otro
( figura 3).

El Manual del usuario que es tambien un
libro de referencia tecnica, esplica en

detalle las hip6tesis en que se apoya el
prograrna y los rnetodos de calcula

utilizados. lo que permite al usuario
trabajar con conocimienta de c ausa. sabre

tad° si quiere hacer uso de dams locale,
cluele permitan aulnentar la precisibn de
la, salidas, en ver de utilizar una caja

neara tprocechrniento siempre utihrable
en [oda cam)).

Id programa estri actualmente disponible
taro cl Reim) r Undo y para I rrspana. •

zone util do to CCC

% de tempo en que el caudal es excedido

Figura DeOnicion de la zona oil de la CCC
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503 


Hence
Pelton •
Turgo

El mOdulode potencial energetico calcula
la potencia nominal de cada turbina y su
producci6n anual, basandose en el agua
turbi nada que viene definida por la parte s
utilizable de la CCC: caudal de diseno.
curva , caudal ecológico y caudal min imo
técnico - uno u otro segOn sea el uno
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HYDRA - RAPID ASSESSMENT OF SMALL
SCALE HYDROPOWER POTENTIAL •

•
Gwyn Rees •

INTRODUCTION

\ team at the Institute of I lvdrologv. N1allinglotd. IX, has

rig Oillpkted the de \ elopment of a sof tsvare package

Hag can est unate the small-scale In dropower potential

\ \V) at ans location in Spam or the 1 K. I he software.

named I Is& A was des elopdd on behalf of the European Small

lvdroposver \ ssoeiation (Ftif 12\ with I unding Iron] the Tom

mission of the European Communities' %I :HONER Pro

g i attune (I \ II)..1 lined at hvdroposver consultants, elm

gots utilities. ens iromnental agencies and potential Imes

tors. the pa( hag]. iinable liser to rapolls assess the

leasihilits of proposed small s] ale Its &opus\ s( brines -it

gauged or ungauged sues

DESCRIBING THE
HYDROLOGICAL REGIME

To des elop a hydropower scheme, it is essential to delermnw

whether there is sufficient discharge. or flow , in the riser to

&fie the turbines. An effective technique to chariwterize the

temporal satiation of flows is the flow-durafion curve. The;

identifies the proportion of time a gRen flow is exceeded and

Igoe ides a means of determining how much of the asailaide

55,arr resource can he 11tilli 11% 11111/1111•6of different sizes

\ here long records id measured riser flows are as adable 0.

m near. the site. Ilydr \ allows the obsersed floss duration

ClIrs r 1111/1• (1111.611(lduattly. loweser. ;It mans proposed sins.

no floss records are as adable and dierefore a method of dens

we a synthetic llow-duratum curse is required. II \ drA Juror

prorates a regional flow i•stimanon model wille II allows the

floss duration curse to he estimated ill any impinged site iii

Spdili The I. h. I he model is densed from 1.xlensixe statisOcal

anal national riser Rose data and catchment characters •

Ifni, roe studies -g the 111,11110e (If I Isdrolop indicated

Tx the plisse al pionerties of sods. by ( owl-offing the sum 410

age and transmission of water, are very important 111 Hilo

1-1111112 hydrulo ra ;i1 characteristics of a ( aichment It svas

found 'Fed I h fink (do be categorized into 29 discrete groups so
11.11!“,"!L1 111 116 1: 1161/1.(1g11.111-csp0111.6.11115 dasslf115611011

ss1111.in whirred in as the I Isdrology of Sod '1\ipes (IIOS1')

classil [canon. svas Maeloped Imo a national database contain

mg tie ntapottion )!-• I lay s for men- ell of a I kin' •

gi id H. I IT suosequelit resean h. igiblidgid in III Re

pen no. !elated to the loss flow response of gauged

can Ithiciits. 1 his gark resnded that the 0 9 3 (the floss ex •

(ceded lie 0511-, of Ma tune). is nen standardized ( i.e. expressed

as d percentage ttl the mean Him ). could int used as the key
b/s1 statist lor estimating the flow-duration cone at iii

unganutol site. \ litho anate regression models, derived bv re-
lating the ohsen Vh5 to the proportion of HOST 727

K hewn went then used to estimate the standardized
y on5 for ea( h krir grid cell in the LK. A new version of the

1./95 gnd hosed on an impronid IR/ST classification' and

forget time-series data. Is incorporated in the K sersion of so

Hu. Frir \ sof ware smidar inultisdriani regression rehmon

shms 1, dens iid in mainland spain hs relating the obsersod

TIO0 1511 110V1 statistic and the sods for 10$ catchments. The

relatumships ere 115Pli to dense a I knr grid of standardized •
12011 int inagdand sumowill] h innuporated in the Spanish

unplegaTtation the \ satt‘vare

I l RP-rift IS ,:ko Siloss rd that the gradient of the flow

Minn nil: (wise (enrolled Iu the catchment low floss re

Ths,

%
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For Spain, an alternative approach using a calibrated form of the

Budyko equation was used (Buds ko and Ziihenok. 1961. refer-

enced in Doogeh where the AE is related to SAAR anti PE by:

AE = SAAR:I expt IRsA

Thus, the equation lot runoli bet

Runoff = SAAR . exia PE sAAR

HYDROPOWER ESTIMATION

I las ing estahhshed a characteristic flow duration curve for tile

site, the software then deternmies how 11111511of the ss ater

can he used for power generation 1 u-st, I he residual flow, or

the minimum flow- that is to he len in t he riser, must be en

teired by the user. Anv flow alio% e tills value timid be used for

generation However. no turhitie is abb. to operate efficiently

in all conditions Many (3111onls (terme upwards front ahout

title of their design 0-smell discharge I lie laryer the rated

discharge chosen. the larger the cut -elf ut lass flow. WIti11/1

t he software, the rated dist harge Is furin set at the

les el of the mean flowv alt liouidi he altered in the

IISet I he Ilser is also required to mum t Ott( It.lotts

anulablii at Illy sue I le -Miss art outams 10.0.0.t pill al

::  (Elste, .  11( is lies 


IlldriS is a pc "Huh rims under Alicros.

15indow s version 5 1 or above It is the produit of a three

year applied reiseatu h pr000 t undermken by a consortium of

partners Including the Institute ot I lvdrologs. dson Enerdli

Associates I.td ilki and IN I ELSA (Spain/ 1 he next deveW

opulent phase. funded hy the European thnoMs ALTENER

programme. svill see I ndr deseloped in Austria. Belputs

Italy and Portugal. The generic nature of the methods meal"

that similar applications could be des eloiasd elsewhere. Conn

tries which has& sloiwn (silly interest include Albania, Lithu.

Ills. Slovakia. India Nepal. I 11] and the Pluhppmes

With AI.I ISNEB autittriir to lel I ItSSe the uptake of renew

aide energs sm rces iii the I unspent I mon. the I lydrA soft

svare will he publicly available front 251 \ laro h 1997 at a st

mimed price of EC' ti:551]) further information can.

obtained from the Software I lelpdesk at the Institute of Hs

drology 55 al lingford. (hfordsinn °Alf l 813II UK, 'Eel. ±sh
14d1 858B0o: Fax —44 14Q1 002 I21-: Email soltdes ac Mir
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Softwarepackageputs
smallhydroonthemap

The Institute of Hydrology in the UK has developed asoftware package to assessthe
hydrological and power potential of small hydro sites acrossEurope. Karen Crokerand

Gwyn Rees* explain the principles behind the programcalledHydrA.

T he Altener Committee

of the European Union
and the European
Small Hydro Power

Association (ESHA)are keen to
promote investment in small
run-of-river hydro power
schemes. Such schemes can
provide a reliable source of
energy, especially in remote
areas, provided that the
hydrological conditions are
suitable. However, in such
remote locations, the
availability of reliable measured
flow records is severelylimited.

To address this problem a software
package has been developed by the
Institute of Hydrology on behalf of
ESHA, providing an automated procedure
for assessing the hydrological potential of
a site. Once the hydrological
characteristics have been determined, the
feasibility of developing small hydro
schemes in these areas can be evaluated.
The software is currently operational in
the UK and Spain and a version covering
Italy will be available in 1998.

Called the Hydro Power Atlas (HydrA),
the software is a menu-driven package
which incorporates regional flow
estimation models and databases of
climate and hydrogeological response
characteristics. The automatic estimation
procedures are ideal for the rapid
hydrological assessment of sites for
regional planning and for hydropower
assessment at gauged and ungauged
locations. The program enables the
user to:
Compare the power output for different

turbine types at different locations.
Suggest preliminary designs for the sites,

including the most suitable turbine and
capaciry.

Select key sites for more detailed
investigation.

Potentially reduce expenditure on
unnecessary hydrological surveys.

Various hydrological principles are
incorporated into HydrA. The hydrology
of a catchment is an important factor
when considering whether a site is a
suitable location tor a small hydro power

-
scheme— there must be a reliable source
of water to drive the turbines. Withina
catchment, the rainfall and evaporative
losses are important in determining the
total available water resource, whilethe
soils and underlying geology will
influencethe way in which the catchment
responds.

A generally accepted method for
characterising the hydrological regimeis
to determine the cumulative frequency
distribution of flows expressed as a
percentageof time that the specifiedflows
are equalled or exceeded. This
relationship is more commonly referredto
as the flow duration curve and, although
it does not convey any information about
the sequence of flows, it graphically
represents the complete range of flows
from low to flood.

The flowduration curve can be derived
directly from daily flow data by assigning
daily flow values to class intervals and
counting the number of days within each
class interval.The proportion of the total
number of days above the lower limitof
any class interval is then calculated and
plotted against the lower limit of the
interval. If the flows are normally
distributed, plotting the points usinga
normal probability scale for the frequency
axis and a logarithmic scale for the flow
axis, will define the flow duration curves
as a straight line. In addition, plottingthe
flow axis as a percentage of the mean
flow enables catchments of differentsizes
and with different climatic conditionsto
be compared.

In the areas that might be
suitable for hydro power
development, such as remote
upland areas, gauged flow data
is not available for deriving the
flow duration curve– altemative
techniquesare required.

The shape of the flow
duration curve is a function of
the catchment hydrogeology.
This observation has been used
to form the basis for developing
an estimation procedure at
ungauged locations.

Previous studies have
identified that the key flow

statistics required for the estimation of
the flow duration curve at an ungauged
location are the mean flow and a
standardised low flow statistic (expressed
as a percentageof the mean flow). In the
UK, the Q95 flow (the flow equalled or
exceededfor 95% of the time) is the low
flowstatistic most commonlyused by the
water industry. However, in drier
countries such as Spain and Italy, the
Q90 provides a more reliable low flow
statistic (the Q95 in these countries is
oftenzero).

Ungauged locations
In order to be able to implement the
designprocedures in ungauged locations,
it is firstnecessaryto identifythe extent of
the catchment, by defining a catchment
boundary, and to determine the physical
characteristics of the catchment. The
catchment boundary is overlain onto
maps of the relevant catchment
characteristics. Averagevalues of rainfall
and evaporation can easily be calculated
and the fractional extent of each soilclass
within the catchment can be determined.
The soil classescan then be grouped into
hydrogeological units, based on similar I
characteristics and similar low flow
responses.

At ungauged locations, the long-term
mean flow can be estimated directlyusing
a simple relationship incorporating the
annual average rainfall and the potential
evaporation, scaled by the catchment
area. A simple linear model relates the

40 International Water Power & Darn Construction March 1998



standardised low flow statistic to the
fractional extent of each hydrogeological
unit.

Since the shape of the flow duration
curve is controlled by the hydrogeological
response of the catchment, by grouping
together flow duration curves derived for
gauged locations with similar
hydrogeological characteristics, a family
of flow duration curves can be derived.
These curves represent the typical
response of catchments with different
geologicalcharacteristics.Therefore,at an
ungauged location, the selection of
appropriate curves can be determined
based on the magnitude of the
standardised low flowstatistic.

The principles of hydro power
estimation
Once the overall flow conditions have
been determined for the site of interest,
either from gauged data or estimated
from catchment characteristics, the

In the Windows environment, HydrA
can give an estimation of catchment
average rainfall

designer of a small hydro plant must
choose the turbine types that would be
appropriate for the site, then identifythe
range of flows within which the turbines
,can be operated.

Manufacturers produce operating
envelopes for different turbine types,
which indicate the range of head and flow
conditions within which the turbines will
operate. For the proposed site, the
selection of the appropriate turbine types
can be determined from the operating
envelopes based on the head and flow
conditions.

The range of operational flows for
turbines is determined by an
environmental minimum flow (which
must be maintained in the river to sustain
fish life) and the requirements of
downstream users. In addition, the
minimum operating flow of the turbine
needs to be taken into account. No
turbine can operate efficiently in all
conditions — below a certain percentage


of the rated flow, the turbine efficiency
decreases rapidly as the discharge
increases. The rated flow and minimum
turbine or environmental operating flow
(whichever is greatest), when marked on
the flow duration curve, definethe usable
part of the flow range. A first
approximation of the average annual
energyoutput and power potentialcan be
determined by integrating the usable area
under the flow duration curve.

The way in which this can be achieved
is to divide the usable part of the flow
duration curve into vertical incremental
strips, for example at 5% intervalson the
probability scale. The gross energy for
each strip can be calculated,
incorporating the flow, the specifiedhead
and the known efficiencycharacteristics
of the turbine and the individual
components (ie gearbox, generator and
transformer). The gross annual average
energy output is then the sum of the
energy contributions from the individual
strips.

However, the net
energy output will be
lower, to take into
account periods when
the turbines will not be
operational, due to
maintenance and
repairs. A similar
approach can be
adopted to calculate
the annual average
power.

By comparing the
energy, power output
and capacity, the
designer can then
determine the optimum
turbine type and
capacity for the site.

HydrA has been
designed to run on a PC with Microsoft
Windows. Within the software, the
estimation of catchment characteristics,
the derivation of the flow duration curve,
the selectionof the turbine types and the
calculation of the power potential are
undertaken separately through a seriesof
modules.

The software incorporates raster
databases of rainfall, potential
evaporation and the hydrological
response of soils, plus regionally derived
models, which enable the physical and
hydrological characteristics of the
catchments to be identifiedautomatically.
This capability is of particular benefit to
designers with little hydrological
expertise.

The only pre-requisite for the
estimation at an ungauged site is for the
user to define the catchment boundary
from topographic maps and input the co-
ordinate pairs into the software. An
example of the estimation of catchment
average rainfall is illustrated in the
diagram above.

The software also incorporates
recognised operational envelopes and

efficiencycriteria for eight turbine types:
cross flow; Francis open flume; Francis
spiral case; Kaplan; semi Kaplan; Pelton;
propellor;and Turgo.

Automatic estimation procedures can
be appliedto all user-defmedsites. Once
the catchmentboundary has beendefined,
each of the modules can be run
sequentially. However, where gauged
climate statistics or flow data are
available,the catchment or flow analysis
modules can be bypassed and the next
module can be run using the available
data. Each module can be accessed
through icons from a toolbar or from
pull-downmenus.

Data can be entered and edited
interactively by the user through
a seriesof dialogue boxes and templates,
or it can be retrieved from an existing
file.

The results from the separate analysis
modulesare displayed on the screen and
can be printed or written to a file for use
in the other modules and applications.
Such a flexible approach means that the
results can be transferred to different
software packages for further
investigation,such as exporting the power
resultsforeconomic analysis.

The output is presented such that it is
possible to compare the energy, power
and capacity output for each of the
selectedturbine types, thus enabling the
designer to determine the optimum
turbine type and capacity for the site.
This means that the initial assessment of
the potential of selected sites for small
hydro power schemes can be achieved
rapidlyand efficiently.

HydrA was formally launched in
March 1997, and since then has been
used by consultants, regulatory bodies
and universitiesthroughout the UK and
Spain. Regional models for use in Italy
were completed during 1997 and have
been incorporated into the program.
Documentation for the software is
currently in preparation, and it is
anticipatedthat the new package will be
releasedlater this year.

Similarapplications
Due to the general nature of the design
models, similar applications can be
developed for any country. Within the
current phase of the project the coverage
of the Hydro Power Atlas is being
extendedto include Austria, the Republic
of Ireland,Belgiumand Portugal.

Additionally, current plans include
developmentof the software in India and
Nepal, and interest has been shown by
organisations in Albania, Slovakia, Fiji
and thePhilippines.

*Karen Croker and Gwyn Rees work
at the Institute of Hydrology in the
UK. Tel:+44 1491 838800, Fax: +44
1491 692424.
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In the Windows environment, HydrA
can give an estimation of catchment
average rainfall

designer of a small hydro plant must
choose the turbine types that would be
appropriate for the site, then identify the
range of flows within which the turbines

cleternuneme optimum
turbine type and
capacity for the site.

HydrA has been
designed to run on a PC with Microsoft
Windows. Within the software, the
estimation of catchment characteristics,
the derivation of the flow duration curve,
the selection of the turbine types and the
calculation of the power potential are
undertaken separately through a seriesof
modules.

Marcia 1,,/, and since wen nas peen
used by consultants, regulatory bodies
and universities throughout the UK and
Spain. Regional models for use in Italy
were completed during 1997 and have
been incorporated into the program.
Documentation for the software is
currently in preparation, and it is
anticipated that the new package will be
releasedlater this year.

Similar applications
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3-7 February
An international conference Renewable Energy -
Small Hydro is to be held in Hyderabad, India, organ
ued by the International Association tor Small I lvdp,
and ',is insored hy CHIP.

( (nomC L J Varela Member Sec retta 3 Central Mead ot
Irrtaatfin and Poker Malt ha Mars. Chanafiapart Nei, 074-
11(1)21 India (Tel +91 I I qui 5)84. 190 +91 11 301 6 (4

clap@ clepdel uuner In(

10-14 February
A Symposium on Gases in Aquatic Ecosystems is tu
be held at Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA, as pan 01 the
annual meeting of the American Society of Limnology
and Oceanography. The two one-day sessions will cover:
Sediment-Water Interactions: and, Water-Atmospherc
Interactions.

l'ontact Dr Robert C Streagl.U.105. Bo+ 25046 Maato op4 (
Denier CO 80225. USA ( Tel + I 303 236 4993. Fat 1 as( 2 in

5034. E mail rstnegl(teupts r

24-28 February
The Fifth Nile 2002 Conference will take plac e in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia.

(I Habib Khoury. Hydrosult Int . 333 ('asand(th latti
Suite 410. Montreal, Quebec 1141/ 2M5 Canada (Tel s 14 484
9973. tar +1 514 484 5298)

27-28 February
A workshop on Repair of Ageing Concrete Structures
is to be held in Montreal, organized by the Canadian
Electrical Association.

Contact( CEA Repair of Ageing Conc rete Structures Wortolotp.
1 Westmount Square. suite 1600. Montreal. Quebec H3/ 21'9 Can
ado (Tel- 514 937 6181. lax +1 514 9376498)

28-29 February
Powerful Strategies for Acquiring Foreign Energy
Assets will take place in New York City, USA.

Contact( Registration Dept . Center for Business IntelligenEt
70 Blanchard Rd.. suite 4800. Burlington, MA 01803. ItSA (lel
+1 617 270 6200: Fa+- + 1 6/7 270 6276: 1-2-mail reel%
oar (+1clanta corn).

11-12 March
The 2nd Annual conference on Successfully Develop-
ing Private Power in India will be held in Washington
DC, USA.

Contact. Registration Dem ('enter for Busmen Intelligence
70 Bhmchard Rd., suite 4800, Burlington, MA 01803. USA Elia
+I 617 270 6200: Fax +1 617 270 6216: E-mail reel<
irar9fichnescom).

12-13 March
A WEC Regional Energy Forum is to held in Stras-
bourg, France, entitled: "Is Europe going to be short cut
energy? Securing energy supplies for Western Europe:
what risks'? What strategies?"

'attract WEC French Member Committee. Madame J ( 'auto
(191 433 1 4042 6526: Ea, +33 1 4744 5673,

19-21 March
The 18th IAHR International Course - Inverse and
Stochastic Groundwater Modelling is to he held in Zu-
rich, Switzerland.

t'onlan Dr F Stauffer. Institute of Hydrianechanwc and Witet
Re tout( et Management. ETH.Hanggerberg. 0-1-8093 bum
Sbt (t:rt land (Tel- +4 1 1 633 3079/ 3075, tor +41 1 633 1061
E-mail candler@ ihw baum eth+ch I

Hydropower 6 Dams Issue One. 1997

20-21 March
Successfully Developing Private Energy in Cohunbia
will be held in Miann, Florida, USA

( 'orate t Pep Center Sir Blames, Intel/acme.

Beak latld 8,1. Pate 480a, B9rEngtae. MI )/stir.
/r; 4/ 6/7 2.70 6200 t 6/7 2 7(t 62 I O. I Will I

(patina-0 chieet  oat)

20-21 March
An International Conference on Ground Anchorages
and Anchored Structures is to be held in I .ondon. /K.

Contact Carol CInn, Mamas 7elfara Confer-en( et. ICE. 1
Great George Street. London SW P 3AA. UK (frI 4 44 171 839
9803, far +44 171 233 1743)

20-21 March
A technical workshop to promote small hydrop</wer and
the use of a new soli ware package to assess potential
schemes ("PC Hydropower Atlas for EK & Spain-) will
be held in Nonh Hampshire, UK.

Ointair Institute of II  drology Software Helpdesk. Wilang.
fad. awn 0610 81111,UK (Tel +44 / 49! 692432. fat +44 /491
692424. titItdel(a9oh or aft)

25-29 March
The 6th International Conference on Geosynthetics,
will he held in Atlanta, GA, USA.

Conlact Danette R Tema I1-A1. 345 Cedar Street. Slate 8011
Sr Pad MN 55101-10M. ISA tre9 +1 617 222 2S08. hit + /
612 2228215)

26-27 March
The Fourth Central and Eastern European Power Indus-



try Forum, CEEPIF 97, will be held in Warsaw, Poland.
Contact CEEPIF 97. Ills Kreijke 5/ Marar Gretenenboom.

PerinWell. Kaap Hourndreef 30. PO Box 9402 3506 GA' Utrecht.
77;e Netherlands (lel 31 30 26 50 963. Ell +31 30 21,50 928.

elly@pennwell corn)

7-8 April
Successfully Developing Private Energy in Mexico
will be held in New York City, Florida. USA

eanract Regittration Dept Center far au«ness Intelligent r.
70 Blanchard Rd . pare 4800. Burlington. AM 01 803. US A
(791 +1 6 /7 270 6200. Tat + 1 617 270 62/6. 1.nanl
registrar@ chitin COM)

7-10 April
A conference on Maintenance and Refurbishment
of Large Motors and Utility Hydro- and Turbo-
Generators is to be held in Florence, Italy.

Contait. Jan Stem, URI. 3412 Hillviets Avenue. Palo Alio.
Caltforma 94304.1395. USA ( Tel: +I 415 855 239(1, +I 4/5
655 8759)

12-17 April
The World Tunnel Congress 97 and Exhibition, with
the theme "Tunnels for People", including thc 23rd HA
Annual Meeting, will take place in Vienna, Austria.

Cowan: ICOS Oungress Organisation Senwe, Johannesgaste
14, A-1010 Wen. Austria (Tel- +43 1 512 8091. Fax +43 I 512
9091.80)

15-1 7 April
An International Symposium on Ground Freezing
and Frost Action in Soils is to he held in Lula Sweden.

Contact Prof Sven Knariton. Luletl Uneerpri <if Te( hnologl
Dept al (7ft-a Engineering, S-971 87 laded. 85 etlen (Id +46 420
91332. fin +46 920 72075)

17-18 April
A European Workshop entitled Low-Ilead Hydro-
power: New approaches & Innovative technologies
will he held in London, UK.

Contact 17'hrwer Led The Warren, BP-0111011NRoad,
Ituat R027 OPR. Ilk (Tel +44 118 973 (kr+ h,n +44 118 473
(i820. E-mad hydroCaltpoicerert uk)
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PS/ MINI HYDRO: POLICYAND PRACTICE
the most effective, and will usually
dry out a small high speed machine in
a few hours. A I MW 10 pole
machine might take 12 hours.

Manufacturers have different strate-
gies for dealing with an alternator
which has been flooded, as opposed
to merely exposed to condensation.
The bearings must obviously be


renewed. Some recommend cleaning
and drying using hot air, and ethers
prefer the machine to be returned for
steam cleaning and drying.

The long-term reliability of a mini
hydro alternator depends on appro-
priate management of condensation
in the alternaton Even anti-condensa-
tion heaters will often be no guaran-




tee of safety for shut downs of more
than 72 hours in severe conditions.
To avoid costly mistakes such as the
examples described here, mainte-
nance procedures must clearly set out
when and how insulation tests should
take place. and how drying should be
carried out. - Andy Brown, Dulas Ltd,
Machynlleth, Powys, UK.

Rapid assessment of small hydro potential

Example of a screen

image from the

HydrA system.

showing rainfall

distribution in Spain

A new software package is available
which is designed to assist local
authorities, consultants, electricity
utilities and potential investors in
assessing the feasibility of develop-
ing hydropower schemes. Designed
on behalf of the European Small
Hydropower Association (ESHA), by
a consortium of partners including
the Institute of Hydrology, Wilson
Energy Associates Ltd (UK) and
INTECSA (Spain), the 'European
Atlas of Small Scale Hydropower
Resources' enables users to obtain
estimates of catchment details, flow
characteristics and the generating
potential for a site rapidly and effi-
ciently. Software packages for the
United Kingdom and Spain are
already available and a package for
Italy will be available shortly

Available as a menu-driven soft-
ware package named HydrA, and
designed to run on any personal com-
puter running Windows 3.1 or above,
it incorporates grids of standard peri-
od average annual rainfall, potential
evaporation and low flow statistics
(Qa5 in the UK and Qso in Spain).
Regional models are used to enable
designers with little hydrological
expertise to obtain climate character-
istics and synthetic flow duration
curves for locations in the UK and
Spain. The models have been derived
from extensive statistical analysis of
national river flow data and catch-
ment characteristics.

Where gauged flow data (the coor-
dinates of the flow duration curve)
and climate statistics are available,
then the flexibility of the software 


allows these values to be used in the
calculation of power output instead
of the estimated values.

When the flow conditions for the
site have been determined, the next
step is to calculate the generating
potential for the site. The rated dis-
charge is provisionally set at the level
of the mean flow, although this can
be altered by the user. In addition,
values of minimum flow and design
head defined by the user are required
for the identification of suitable tur-
bines for the site.

The selection of turbines is done
automatically within the software,
using recognised operational env-
elopes for eight different turbine
types. Standard procedures are imp-
lernented within the software for cal-
culating the power output and gener-
ating capacity from the usable part of
the flow range for the selected tur-
bines. The final output from the soft-
ware is a report giving estimates of
gross and net annual average output
(MWh), maximum power output
(kW) and rated capacity (kW) for
each selected turbine type, with the
option to display the turbine flow
efficiency curves. At all levels within
the software, the data can beoutput to
a file for export into other software
packages, and the graphical informa-
tion can be output to a printer.

The European Unioas ALTENER
programme, which is committed to
increasing the uptake of renewable
energy sources in the European
Union, has funded the second stage,
which is about to produce HydrA for
Italy and will go on to see HydrA
developed in Austria, Belgium, and
Portugal. The generic nature of the
methods means that similar applica-
tions could be developed elsewhere.
Countries that have shown interest
include Albania, Lithuania, Slovakia,
India, Nepal. Fiji and the Philippines.

With funding from the UK
Department for International Deve-
lopment, The Institute of Hydrology.
in collaboration with the Alternate
Hydro Energy Centre I Roorkeei, and
the International Centre for Inte-
grated Mountain Development, will
embark over the next financial year.
on a project to develop regional flow
estimation techniques for hydropow-
er assessment in India and Nepal.

A workshop aimed at existing and
potential users of the HydrA software
will be held at the Water Training
International Conference Centre in
Tadley, UK, on 4 and 5 lune, 1998.
This will give an overview of the
hydrological and technical proce-
dures necessary to estimate a site's
hydropower potential. The HydrA
software is available at a subsidized
price of ECU 400. Further informa-
tion can be obtained from the
Software Helpdesk at the Institute of
Hydrology. UK. Fax: +44 (0)1491
692424: E-mail: sofndev@ioh.ac.uk.-
G.kees and K. Croker Institute of
Hydrology Wallingford, Oxon, UK.
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Mini Hydro Power Group
This supplement is compiled by the Mini

Hydro Power Group IMHPG), which is

an association compnsing the

following organizations:

The Swiss Centre for Development

Co-operation in Technology and

Management iSKAT)

The Association for Appropriate

Technology I FA KT I, Germany

The Intermediate Technology

Des elopmeni Group ilTDG). UK

PreiekhConsult I PC Germany

Editorial Committee
A P Brown iCo-ordinating Editori

A Doig !MG i

R Sfetzler I FAKTI

B Oen!! SN ATi

T Scheutzlich ;PC

The Nupplement o funded by thc --

Ens ironmeni. Forestry and Energy Section

Sw is, De  elopment Cooperation
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• FRESHWATER RESOURCES

I 995/96 highlights Lebanese Hydrometry (for Litani

River Authority and British

Partnership Scherne). Advice on

rehabilitating river flow monitoring

and data processing facilities for

the Lebanon, plus provision of

computer database software and

assistance with publication of a

national hydrological databook -

Contact. Kevin Sene

Combining hydraulic design and

environmental impact

assessment for flood defence

schemes for MAFF involved the

integration of the physical habitat

model PliABSIM with standard

hydraulic design models including

ISIS HEC-RAS and Mike-11. The

PlIABSIM software has also been

enhanced and further objective

techniques developed for the

Environment Agency to select

representative PHABSIM study

reaches

Contact Craig Elhon

A flow gauging station near Berrut

Naturalised river flow records. The

development of a consistent

automated method has been

developed for the Environment

Agency's Anglian Region, initially

for assessment of the yield of the

Ely Ouse transfer scheme.

Contact Ana). Young

European atlas of small - scale

hydropower (for EU Altener

Programme). HydrA, the software

implementation of the atlas, has

been completed, providing a tool

to estimate low flows and

hydropower potential at any site in

Spain and the llK

Co tact. Gm Rees

EMI 1M F

mEEME / 1.mA €1
m.

AMEla NM.

ISM

	 I

Catchment co crage rattlftili deru,ed with the llydrA sofiwari,
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programming. Ihe design work will be based upon II Is

\\later Information Sy!,11111 whiyll is a highly gener-

alised system tin' handling spatial and rime series data and

it is already being used for the LOIS project.

For further information about this project, please contact

Roger Niore at the Instiinte of Hydrology.

HYDATA news
HYDAFA is now in use in rhe lionner Soviet Republics

and a Russian version ot HYDALA is being prepared.

Meanwhile 11\11)AliA (and other 11 1 soliward is also

moving into South America. Kevin Down from Ill has

been to Brazil to provide [raining and reLlinlical support

for new Iherti..lhiS has enabled a regional training centre

to bC esrablished at tile Institut() de Pcsquisas I iidLittlicas.

The solaware has been translated into Portuguese and

Spanish.

VI"

7-"

0 •

ab•

NO/C(1(14nd baso A.:11roildhlthibiur,

Lurwm global me of H1Dt -1

The HYDAIA utilities IFIIMERGh, liPIDOUT and

117TRAN) will soon be available as a ser — at a discount

price. Ihey will of course still be available singly.

• New
hydropower

6 f5 i package

Ely d

neyv PC Soltwaie package

is asailable for planning [less hydropower sherries. The

European Small Hydroposyer Association (11511A) has

asked IH to disseminate the software in the lib and

Spain.1 he package. ealled I Itch A, insorporates methods

Itir deriving flow duration stoves at unganged sites Lind

ptovides .1 111C,1115cf using these ,Utees .h‘eNS the

IYasibility of des eloping small hydropower schemes.

HydrA workshops will be held in March 1997.•
WIS in Malaysia
[he Malaysian I hiinnage and Irrigation )epartmem has

LOIIIIIIISSIONt'd a neW hydrological informarion system

•From consulting engineers Sved Mohammed Hooi danBinnie (nosy called SMEIBL Fhe Institute of I lvdrology

will he undertaking the design work and (1 1-M, ihe

(technical University of Malaysia will undertake the

•
Software Open Days
Soliss art: Open Days will be held an the Institute of Flvdrologv on .30 and 31 January 199-. I here will be presenta-

tions. software demonstration,' and the chance to order software -at a discount. Information Libotii this will be

available on the \VW \LX1and lull details will be sent to all IIi sotissare risers nearer the time. Contasd th 110w to

ensure your invitation.

•
•
•
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Software & Support Survey

"flunk k it c%efl ne ho ii mpleted and returned

thu atwire sales support sun e
ed \-( itli cxdusile Hi fth,cnku

I len. :ire sonic it Mc 'lui\eV litiilili4s:

	

said nu s (mid ish connnue

ret ing the ne sletter in the tuture Likey. Ise.

;du JIll lifilt it von v‘ -.lined more information on

current II I \\ are ollerings — so a current

soltware list vi ill he included N\ int this nev stetter

sunny til Vou prtivided some g(“ ill ideas for hthire

ne\\ slellers \\ ill hear these in mind

h er Thr, of you rated the level ol ',It\ ICC pre ided

w the Software Support section as good I Iowe

1.1'is does /10/ iniph that the other 31 ga e an

"utiateeptal-fle" rating —its just that quite le \\ did

nut inniment culler  \ it\ b(11 we hope to iinpune

on till ise figures iinvw.

More informat on

lior more information ak tut II I stiltware

please rental the ompon below ()ECKintact

software Sales & Support at the addra-is

(11ix

Update

t het I tall Of 1)(RI expressed Wi interest in contnhuting

suggestions or (liniments on funny des elopment

prt iducts. while iver NM, were interested in joining a

user .gn atp. \\ were yen pleased at this level tilinterest

ink] will lie oinsiclering how best hi resp<md.

Interestingly. despite ill the media It )(ins tIll c-mail :ind

the Internet. the vast majority ol von expressed a

prelerence for using the post rather than deem ink-

communication. h ir Ixitli receiving newsletters and

parncipating in user gtows. so that is what NVe \`‘ ill

nmtuitac iii uw.

Institute of Hydrology
Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10 81313
TeL +44 (0) 1491 838800
Fax +44 (0) 1491 692424
E-tnaiEsoftdev@ioh.acuk

or \ isit us at tiur Vairld Wide \\ el) pages:

http://www.nwLacuk/ih

Please inchicata your area(s) ol intetest hck

Contents

LOIS forthcoming CD-ROM series

HYDATA — Windows version &
training

New
LOIS
CD-
ROMs

Brochures on the World Wide Web

flood . maw series i il ti )-12( )7\Isia( intaining the major findings

)I1-1 nne ( NNW .'s lar;aest thematic ptugrammes —

the I _Lind t ki•An Interact run stud will J)e

\ ,11))mural April next \ car 'the project has studied

the movement ( it chemicals In im tltei:incl ocit intn the

deep ocean, and has assemhIcd a majona dleetit n of

CIIVIV(mmumil llita spanning tile tenestnal. freshwater.

111)11)Ineand atmosphenai ccMix/tient`, IC HI) Nphere

Inure \\ ill he one E.D k )1-ciic hi component ol InIS. plus

citit <ii SCICUIC( I Model I-CS(Ills. 1.11C data on each (li)ts ill

lx asseml iled intoa siniale file structure with numerical

data presenkA I in \\ ilel'i-nsedl tile lormats )( icumentaik iii

tiles xvill :kat ompany the clata

ol the :inns ol U )ISiit is to ruK pn Kicsses that en iss

tkialitonal tomponent lit iundarics. 'lite outputs hum rk CI)

iii )Cids Call 101111the inputs to estuanal Int )(Ids. NIK

lest ItS are irk luded tt i ru111.ix NAI ir k in the arca iii()) walnut;

idtair U As nici i i hat runArt, in{ miellers can c(Illipilka

tisci Its xWli di( ice itchieved rh .

Windows Micro-FSR
estimation

Launch of IHACRES — new product

Micro LOW FLOWS retrieval service

IH software with Windows 95 & NT

River Flow Forecasting System (RFFS)

New software deal for higher
education

SWIPS — release of Version 2.0

Hydra — Hydropower assessment

Software & Support Survey results

gr( ivdrolog\-

( :hMale change

:ngincering i tvin dogy

if it ids

)niiil\\:ttei iii kRhng

lvdrit-ecologs

Italny(Aver

Please send me a lin h.hure Ii

I kiln meteorolop

itivhives, etc.)

Remit.fie SCIISIng

t 'dun Ii \ C!tiiltgy

us 0 Water qualit\

\\ 'Ater resources iglus. IcAN flt as )

1:1 ( )ther 	

Please jimwide Mill ter ink inkation ut software

pnklucts for higher education

HY14ATA

Windows version

Miiwk on the \\ilidhiixs tersit in id I hd MIA is tit wi at

the Ixita-testing phase and the softy, arc is due tE igiloti

genera felCIISe I )\ tails hi())8

initial release will include /s1 ( )) the functiu inalit%

til ihiu titirent I X .rs version as \\ ell :is stitiieel )111plelely
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FRESHWATER RESOURCES

Understanding and modelling hydrological processes are •
aesential .1br estimating the vatial and temporal (Retribution

of freshwater resources A wide range of innovative

commissioned studies has been carried out throughout the

world. including resource assessment at the continental,

country and basin scale, hydropower design, habitat

assessment and estimating river flow distributions at/he

European scale. In response to resource and environmental

pressures on permeable systems, new initiatives have focused

on undemanding both water quality and quantity pathways

between ground and surface water systems.

Freshwater
resources

ESTIMATING WATER
AVAILABILITY FOR SMALL-
SCALE HYDROPOWER
PRODUCTION

A key aspect of the design of a

small-scale hydropower scheme Lc

to determine the hydrological

conditions at the proposed site.

Many potential sites are in remote

areas, where flow measurements

— upon which an assessment

could be made — are limited or

unavailable. The Institute of

Hydrology has recently developed

a PC-based package, which allows

not only the hydrological

characteristics but also the

hydropower potential to be

determined at any site. The

package, HydrA, is the result of a

three-year research project funded

by the European Small

Hydropower Association (ESP&

through the Altener programme of

the European Union (DCAVII)

The software builds on existing

techniques for assessing

hydrologic-al regimes that have

been developed by the Institute of

Hydrology over many years. The

techniques focus on the estimation

of flow from catchment character-

istics at ungauged locations and

have previously been applied to

the IH Micro LOW HOWS

software, a tool used extensively

within the UK water industry for

catchment management and water

resource planning purposes.

Through the development of

HydrA, the techniques have been

applied to other parts of Europe.

The software has already been

completed in Spain, Italy and the

New PC-based software

to assess hydropower

potential at any site
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FRESHWATER RESOURCES
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For Italy: Important obstacles arise for the autonomous
production, as a result of the lack of coordination between
the various fields of the national legislationand between the
latter and the
local one. Considerable difficulties arise regarding the
establishment of hydro plants,due to the opposition by local
interest groups which takeadvantagein thiscaseonce more
of specific unco-ordinated norms. As a result, they often
succeed in blocking or delaying for long time periods the
establishment of such plants (UNAPACE).

All aforementioned obstacles could be easily overcome by
the establishment of a common general framework, within
each Member State.
This framework could determine the licence procedures
(building/operation) as well as the quali-fications to be
satisfied by a plant for obtaining such a licence.

It was precisely that need i.e. for the existence of a general
framework, that led CEC/DGXVII to theestablishment of the
new ALTENER Programme,aimingata greater penetration
of the renewableenergysourcesintheEuropeanCommunity
and their integration into the internal market.

3. The role of the European Small Hydropower
Association (ESHA)

In the perspective of the aforesaid further development of
the small hydropower in the EC, the European Small
Hydropower (ESHA) wasestablishedin 1989,asan initiative
of the Directorate General for Energy (DGXVII) of the
Commission of the European Communities.

The primary objective of this Association is to represent the
interests of the small hydro equipment industry in Europe
(i.e. to the general public, nationalgovernments, the EC and
other organizations), to encourage the exchange of the
relevant technology and promotetheexport of the european
expertise throughout the world and finally to study and
analyze the relevant environmental, legislative, technical
and economic problems.
This objective involves the lobbying of local authorities,
national governments as well as the Commission of the EC
for the removalof theaforementionedbureaucraticobstacles
and the standardization of the regulations, valid in the
different Member States.

ESHA can then very well play the role of the promoter/
coordinator of the independent electricity production, inside
and outside the European Community, regarding the small
hydropower, in close collaboration with all national
associations. The unanimousapprovalof all the ECMember
Statesto re-introducesmallhydroinThermie94wasachieved
recentlythanks toa timelyco-ordinationofall ESHANational
Delegates and the submission of a proper argumentation to
the CEC/DGXVII. This proves the idealposition of ESHA to
be the unique lobby for the promotion of small hydropower
inside EC.

If we consider the liberalization of the energy sector of the
Eastern European countries and their current actual will to
establish the independent electricity production, the
importance of that role of ESHAfor the small hydropower in
Europe is clearly understood.

Thus, ESHA has been establishing contacts with Eastern
Europeaswell ThirldWorldcountries(e.g.Rumania,Poland,
Georgia, Brazil, Costa Rica...), supplying them with all the

European expertise they need in their effort to
establishorbetterdevelopthe independent electricity
production.

In this framework. ESHA established last year a
close collaboration with the Ministry of Energetics
and Fuel of the new Republic of Georgia.

Today ESHAhas 300 full individual members and
some 100 full corporate members throughout EC,
aswell asadozen ofassociatemembers in the other
countries. All existing national associations in EC
are represented in its Governing Board.

Every two (2) years an international conference,
called HIDROENERGIA, accompanied by an
exhibition of small hydroequipment is organized in
collaborationwith the relevantnational associations.
11offers to participants from all over the world a
unique opportunityfortheexchange of experience in
small hydropower, includingappropriate technology
transfer to the developing countries. All new
developments in the smallhydro field as well as the
operation experienceare reported and discussed in
those conferences.

The first two conferences took place sucessfully in
1989in Madridand in 1991in Nice, while the third is
now taking place in Munich.

Furthermore,ESHA carriedout for the account of the
Commissionof the ECaComparative Study on the
existing legislation for the small hydropower in the
various Member States as well as the Layman's
Guidebook on how to develop a small hydro site,
while it has already elabo-ratedthe first phase of the
European Atlas of SmallHydro Resources.

ESHAconsidered alsotheenvironmental impactsof
the small hydro plants, one of the problems faced
currently by small hydropower producers. In this
connection, they adoptedthe DGB method (debit de
garantie biologique) whichwas elaborated by Hydro
M, a French engineeringfirm (already adopted and
used by EAF)and submittedit to the CEC/DGXVII.

Furthermore, ESHA distributed to all national
associations a special questionnaire on the various
subjects which interest EC autoproducers/future
investors (i.e. licencing procedures, tariffs,
environmentalconstrainsts,etc) in their exchangeof
information.Closecontactswith relevantassociations
in theEFTAcountries (e.g.Switzerland, Sweden)will
enlarge the scope of this information.

Inaddition, ESHAhas recentlysubmitted to the CEC/
DGXVII a proposal foranew study in the framework
of the new ALTENER Programme, regarding the
establishmentof a commoninsti-tutional framework
for the small hydropowerin Europe. This should be
realised through the development of a set of
procedures-guidelines for the licencing of small
hydroelectric plants.

A quarterly newsletter, the ESHA Info, is distributed
in 2000 copies all over the world, promoting in the
best way the European expertise in this energy
sector.
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• A word from
George BABALIS•
Le mot de• Georges BABALIS

••


ENGLISH

The last Governing Board meeting of
ESHA took place as foreseen in Brussels
on 19th April 1993.
Dr Ch. Jehle of the Future Energies
Forum was invited to represent the
German organisers of the Hidroenergia
93 and to give exhaustive information
regarding the organization of the
Conference.
The course and activities of the
Association as well as its financial
situation were presented by Messrs H.
Baguenier, President et G. Babalis,
General Secretary.

Thanks to an efficient coordination of
the work of all the national delegates
who put pressure on the members of the
Thermie Committee, the re-introduction
of the small hydropower in the Thermie
94 programme was unanimously
approved in Copenhagen on 28-30 April.
On the occasion of a later meeting held
in Brussels early in June, the Committee
fixed the maximum installed capacity at
5 MW. The programme supports
innovatory and dissemination projects.
The call for tenders is expected to be
issued by the end of July 1993. ESHA
would like to thank the national
representatives for their interest and
help in this matter.

The first phase of the European Atlas of
small hydropower has been completed
and the final report has been submitted
to the CEC/DG XVII. The DGXVII have
asked Prof. Wilson to make a
presentation of the Atlas project in the
DGXVII premises. It took place mid
July. This was also a good apportunity
to present our arguments in favour of
the second phase.

The Environmental Impact Study of
Epsilon will finally be submitted to a
workshop of experts on the initiative of
ESHA. We remind you that this study
has been commented by Mr Mustin
(Hydro M) on behalf of ESHA thanks to
financial support from EAF. This
workshop will be organized jointly by
ESHA and the DGXVII and will take
place in their premises in Brussels by
September. ESHA has already started
to contact national associations and
other individuals to draw up a list of
experts to be invited.

The final programme of Hidroenergia
93 has been issued. It is presented in
three languages : French. English and
German and has been already
distributed to all the members. A special
registration fee of 990 Dm is offered to
ESHA members.

A questionnaire on the administrative
procedures, tarifs/buy-back rates and
environmental constraints in force in the
different member-states has been sent
to the national associations. Several
answers have already been received.
The exchange of this information will
help the associations to strive for their
interest more efficiently.

The SwissAssociation of autoproducers
(ISKB/ADUR) have declared their
interest in organizing the Hidroenergia
95 in Switzerland. ESHA is awaiting the
official proposal.

A delegation of the Swedish Association
of auto-producers (SERO) led by their
President. Mr Soderberg after having
visited Bavaria also paid a visit to
Scotland from 13 to 20 J une. They were
received by Messrs Tom Douglas and
Douglas Henderson who informed them
on the state of the independent electricity
production from small hydro in Scotland.

Mr Jean Cayrol, the managing director
of the company Argentine (France), took
opportunityof his visit to Central America
to meet the competent authorities for
energy and informed them on the state
of the small hydro in the EC as well as on
the role of ESHA. He also represented
ESHA in a meeting for the establishment
of a small hydro association for Central
America (FECAPPE). This association
is grouping four countries until now :
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and
Nicaragua.

After having met with the representatives
of IWB and the DGXVII officials in the
premises of DGXVII on 23rd July 1993
on the subject of our study proposal in
the ALTENER programme. it was finally
decided that ESHA would sign the
contract with the DGXVII and that the
work of main-subcontractor would be
assigned to IWB (through an internal
contract). IWBwould then be responsible
of the choice of its partners.
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Hidroenergia looks at world
of opportunity

About 300 participants attended
the Hidroenergia 95 Conference
September 18-20, 1995, in Milan.
Italy. The European Small Hy-
dropower Association and the
Italian Federation of Scientific
and Technical Associations
(FAST — Federazione delle
associazioni scientifiche e tec-
niche) organized the fourth
international conference. DO
XVII, the European Commis-
sion's Directorate General for
Energy, and others, supported
the conference.

Participants heard reports
on developments in small hydro
and on operational experience,
and discussed the future of
small hydropower projects in
Europe and around the world.

More than 40 papers were
presented at the conference,
which featured sessions on four
aspects of small hydro: 1) eco-
nomics and politics; 2) technol-
ogy and engineering; 3) environ-
mental effects; and, 4) the world-
wide market, European pro-
grams, international cooperation,
and financing. Most of the papers
contained information specific
to European sites, innovations,
and strategies, although some
papers did address topics involv-
ing Argentina, Brazil, India,
Mexico, and Nepal.

One thought-provoking
paper discussed a new way
of assessing an apparently suit-
able site for development by
using the "European Atlas of
Small-Scale Hydro Potential"
computer software developed for
DG XVII. A non-technical devel-
oper using the software, in one
hour, can obtain a good first
estimate of installed capacity
and annual energy production

Conference Report

for any site on a river in Spain
or in the United Kingdom. These
countries are the first to be in-
cluded in the system, which will
be expanded to include Austria,

IIDPOENERGIA95
Belgium, Greece, Italy, and
Portugal. Other conference pre-
sentations of interest covered
accidents in small plants, mainly
due to poor design or inadequate
investigation, and a computer-
assisted technique for the de-
sign of fish ladders.

Henri Baguenier, president
of ESHA, was among invited
speakers who addressed the con-
ference. Others invitees included
Brian Leyland of Leyland Con-
sultants, New Zealand, and Ken
Boyce of the United States Fish
and Wildlife Service.

Baguenier spoke of his per-
ception that the energy situa-
tion is changing. The quest for
energy efficiency is a top prior-
ity, and Europe needs to diver-
sify from fossil fuels, he added.
While many businesses in the
European hydro market are now
working in developing countries,
Baguenier said, conditions also
are favorable for development of
small hydro in Europe.

Twenty-five exhibitors dis-
played their products and ser-
vices at a concurrent exhibition.

Proceedings are available for
200,000 Italian liras (US$130)
from FAST, Plazzale Morandi 2,
Italie-20121 Milan, Italy; (39) 2-
76015672; Fax: (39) 2-782485.
—By Eric Wilson. Wilson Energy
Associates Ltd. vice president of
the European Small Hydropower
Association.

Peruca Dam Remediation
draws international interest

More than 250 people attended
the International Conference on
the Peruca Dam Remediation
September 20-23, 1995, in
Brela, Croatia.

Croatian National Electricity
(Hrvatska Elektroprivreda) and
the Croatian National Commit-
tee on Large Dams organized the
conference to disseminate de-
tailed information to dam engi-
neers about the remediation of
the rockfill-type dam. In January
1993, former Yugoslav Army and
Serbian paramilitary troops oc-
cupying the dam set off explo-
sives in the dam's grouting gal-
lery and on the spillway. dam-
aging the dam. Remediation
work began later that year,
and was completed in Septem-
ber 1995.

Conference participants view-
ed a videotape that presented
the dam's basic technical charac-
teristics and the conditions under
which the explosions occurred.
Participants later visited the dam
to view the scale of the remedia-
tion for themselves.

Peruca Dam, on the Cetina
River in southern Croatia, is 63
meters tall and 450 meters long.
It forms a reservoir that supplies
water to a 40-mw powerhouse.
Remediation work involved
placement of a plastic concrete
cut-off wall in the center of the
dam, which features zoned cross
sections. Both ends of the dam
were reconstructed according to
the dam's original design.

Conference work was orga-
nized into three sections. Ses-
sion I included presentations
on the project's role within the
Cetina River power generating
system, its occupation and at-
tempted destruction, and the
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TheDirectorVisualizes...

Wiorld's ' Ecological Capital' is being shared by 6 billion people

nhabiting the earth, who are generating 30 trillion dollars of

global GDP in their quest for a better quality of life.

It is doubtful whether the societies are following the principle of

'caring and sharing', in order to ensure a good quality of life also for

our future generations. Regenerative potential of nature is not uniform

and unlimited and so also its 'carrying capacity' and the 'assimilative

capacity'.

In respect of energy needs of humanity it has to be realised that :

Energy is required to make available man's fundamental needs for

survival.

Environmental stress on human communities due to deprivation of

basic energy based facilities is simply unbearable. A cognizable seg-

ment of humanity dies of hunger, heat, cold, floods and droughts.

Energy needs of man entail significant borrowings of natural re-

sources and in turn refunding pollution and emissions.

However, there are some forms of natural resources which are re-

plenished by the continuum of nature's self-propelled phenomena like

the hydrological cycle, tidal waves etc.

The intriguing question therefore is how best to borrow from the

'basic life support system' locally and preferably tapping the renewable

streams so that the energy needs are met without irreversibly exhaust-

ing the 'resource base' and without impairing the global environment. At

the present juncture, the world needs more environment doers and not

merely environment lobbyists.

Revered Ramakrishna Paramahamsa used to say " Don't preach

concept of God to a hungry man, feed him first '. Similarly, a poor man

deprived of basic energy supply cannot be made to think of global envi-

ronmental benevolence. For him the very survival of life comes first,

then the improvement of quality of life.

A sustainable energy development strategy therefore would have to

balance between the survival question of poor communities and the

quality of life of not only the present day global population but also the

coming generations. Decentralised renewable streams seem to hold

local solutions with positive global ramifications. .

.‘k. `

" TreesaretheEarth'sendlesseffort
to speakto thelisteningheavens"

- RabindranathTagore
(FirstAsianNobelLaureate in Literature)

EarthDay(22 April) is an occasion for all

of us to reflect on what we are doing to

protectour epyironment It is time to

torinsdea goodquality

of life rb era-

stewardsofour r water, and our

land,andbe proud to pass along a safe,

cleanworld to our children and our

children's children.

Dr B.S.K. Naidu The Earth is in Your Hands



Symposium

HydrologyOfUngaugedStreams

India REPSO sponsored

"International Symposium on

Hydrology of Ungauged Streams

in Hilly Regions for Small

Hydropower Development" was

organized by Alternate Hydro

Energy Centre (AHEC), University

of Roorkee on March 9-10, 1999 at

New Delhi.

Welcoming the delegates,

Dr J.D. Sharma, Director, AHEC

:

At,

-

5unigural Session of the hoenuitional Simpocium
Vidmlogs presided tIVer In Dr Bharat Singh.

s-Vire Lrhancellor Roorkee. .4HEC
'nil India REPSO officioR.

appreciated the foresight of India

REPSO in sponsoring the

symposium on this important

subject.

Dr B.S.K. Naidu, Director,

(REPSO) explaining the background

of the Symposium, pointed out that

complex hydrology of hilly streams

coupled with scanty discharge data

available is a constraint to conceive

commercially viable small

hydropower projects, which can be

minimized by utilizing modern

computer modelling techniques.

While introducing the theme

and structure of the Symposium,

Shri A.K. Goel, Program Manager

(Small Hydro) expressed the

necessity to bring associated

development and research activities

on a common exchange forum to

assess the state-of-the-art in this

sector.

Inaugurating the Symposium,

Dr Bharat Singh, Prof. Emeritus, and

Ex-Vice Chancellor, University of

Roorkee emphasized that utilization

of the modern techniques co-relating

rainfall, run-off, catchment

characteristics and the measured

discharge data anywhere in the

basin may minimize the risk of

hydrology in setting up small hydro

projects on streams having little or

no observed discharge data.

The symposium was attended

by 70 delegates from UK,

Canada, Germany, Nepal

and India including

professionals from

organizations like ICIMOD,

NHPC, MNES, NIH,

UPJVNL, AHEC, UOR, IITO,

JNU, UNESCO etc.

Chairing the session on

'Small Hydro Power Potential

Estimation', Dr Naidu

reminded the international audience

that India is a unique monsoon-

blessed country near the tropics and

at the foot of snowy Himalayas. Its

rivers are influenced by monsoon

(twice in some states) and snowmelt

besides heavy sediment loads

making the hydrology extremely

complex.

Dr Alan Gustard of Institute

of Hydrology. Willingford, U.K. in

his presentation described the


development of regional hydro-

logical models, which can be used

to estimate flows at sites where

recorded data is not available.

Gwyn Rees of Institute of

Hydrology, U.K. demonstrated

HydrA software package, which

allows the user to rapidly derive the

flow duration curve. Dr S. Dem utt of
Institute of Hydrology, Germany

threw light on issues of

regionalization of low flows using a

river network approach. ,

Mr Francis Vitez of LADCO,

Kathmandu demonstrated hydrology

software 'Hydest' developed for

generating hydrological data and

flow duration curve for small

catchments in Nepal. WhileMr Chris

Kinsley of Canadian Center for

International Studies & Cooperation,

presented the software 'IMP'
developed in Canada for

hydrological estimation of ungauged

streams.

In his concluding remarks,
Dr S.M. Seth, Director. National
Institute of Hydrology. Roorkee
emphasized on technical co-
operation amongst all concerned.
The vote of thanks was proposed by
Shri Arun Kumar of AHEC.

Welfrenotiocti etperls from different parrs of llw n rid

1","'"onfong on the UnUfileneS% livdmlogs
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A toughtime

for smallhydro

2010: this would be impossible without a I
concomitant growth in small hydro.

But small hydro was similar to other
renewables in one respect, Baguenier
noted. In a privatised market it would
need support, to ensure that investors
would have a suitable rate of return.
Market economics alone would not meet
the objective of increasing the proportion
of renewables in the energy mix.

Janet Wood reports from IWPODC's Small Hydro '98 conference

Small hydro is under pressure, Henri

Baguenier said when he opened
discussions at Small Hydro '98
(held in Athens, on 16-18 Novem-

ber). Baguenier, president of the European
Small Hydro Association, noted that in
Western Europe the electricity supply
industry was mainly a grid market, 2nd
conditions were unfavourable to develop-
ing small hydro. The electricity price was
set by the market, and this was dominated
by fossil fuels which were becoming
markedly cheaper and more efficient.
Small hydro could not compete on a price
basis with these other forms of generation.

Meanwhile, Baguenier said, there was
less overt support within the European
Union for small hydro. Other forms of
renewable energy were given more
resources and small hydro was in danger
of being passed over in the Union's
programmes. One important role of
ESHA was to lobby for the small hydro
community and ensure that this long-
established and reliable source of
renewable energy was not discounted.

Some other speakers also had warnings
for the small hydro community. Hans
Peter Hack, for example, noted that in his
home country of Germany new regu-
lations were about to be introduced on
residual flow that were likely to affect the
economics of small plants, and similar
regulations were likely to be considered
Europe-wide.

But despite these warnings, the mood of
the delegates who met in Athens was
positive. There were many small hydro
plans to be discussed: in the host country,
Greece, for example, Kostas Vasilikos
from the Centre for Renewable Energies
explained that an extensive programme
was under way. Twenty projects together
providing some 17.3MW were already
completed, hesaid, and a further 110 —
adding another 197.2MW — were at 


issue. It was evident that in Greece, at
least, a traditional grid company was
showing an interest in new forms of
generation: the Public Power Corporation
(PPC) had set up its own holding
company to pursue renewable energies,
according to PPG's representative John
Stefanakos, and the company would also
be pursuing small hydro.

A similar story was heard from other
parts of the world. From Pakistan, Riaz
Ahmad Khan of the Ministry of Water
Power explained how small hydro power
was being developed in the mountainous
areas of the North West Frontier
Province. Dikendra Raj Kandel of the
Lamjung Electricity Development Co
explained how his company was setting
up projects intended to ensure that local
people co-operated and had full
involvement with the plant. In Lithuania,
delegates heard from Miha Pisljar that
while the number of small hydro plants
had been decreasing until the mid 1990s,
feasibility studies were now under way
for up to 40 new plants.

If small hydro had some challenges in
the short term, Baguenier said, in the long
term its advantages were overwhelming.
He said small hydro was 'still the first
renewable energy used to generate
electricity' and in evidence he cited the
more than 10GW of capacity in operation
in Europe, providing some 35TWh/y. In
comparison, he noted, wind power
capacity worldwide amounted to no more
than 6GW, and he pointed out that lkw
of wind capacity provided considerably
less energy than IkW of hydro capacity.
Small hydro's long history may make it
appear to be an industry from the past, he
said, but that could not be so, because it
was vital on meeting the world's needs for
renewable energy. In example, he noted
that the European Union intended to
double its renewable energy capacity by

Refurbishment opportunities
Speaking about the history of hydro
power in Greece, PPG's Stephanakos
noted that Greece had in fact had more
small hydro projects in the past than are
currently in operation. However, in the
years after World War II these small
projects had been bought by PPC and
closed down in favour of large-scale
central generation. Delegates from other
countries told the same story: in Russia,
for example, there were said to be more
than 3000 small hydro projects that had
been shut down in the past 40 years,
representing an unknown capacity
reserve. Several delegates had experience
to relate about projects that were
enabling long-disused plants to be
brought back into operation, notably in
Germany and Lithuania.

Delegates were optimistic about the
opportunity represented by this huge
reservoir of small hydro plants.
Conference chairman George Babalis,
previously secretary general of ESHA and
now with PPC, explained why such
apparently obsolete plant represented
opportunities. 'The nightmare of small
hydro investors is administration', he
said, 'and the situation was getting worse
and worse'. In France, for example,
gaining authorisation for a small hydro
project takes an average of six years.
Refurbishment is not always free of this
burden, he said, bur in many cases the
load is substantially lighter.

The future
After three days of discussion, delegates
left Small Hydro '98 knowing that there
was much work to be done to ensure that
small hydro achieved its potential. But
they left with positive news.

Although the EU had to be reminded of
the value of this renewable resource, there
was widespread support for reviving the
many hydro plants now lying idle.
Innovative new financing solutions were
being examined, such as plans to operate
13 plants as a singe BOT project in
Armenia, and the cost of developing new
hydro schemes was being reduced by
software tools such as the British Institute
of Hydrology's hydro 'Atlas'.

Small hydro does need support, George
Babalis said in his closing remarks to the
meeting. And if countries arc serious
about their plans to introduce renewable
energy they will have no choice but to
give it the support it needs.

•
• Delegates to Small HYdrss'98 wee still deep In discussion as the conference closed. The conference

convenes again — for the eighth time — in October 2000. More than (our years after the decisions were
taken at Wmand Kyoto to Increase the proportion of renewables used in energy production, we WI have the
duller, to measalre Progress toward those goals and consider the best ways to ensure that smati Intro can
Pin its part. la many counties the pace of privatisation of the electricity suety Industry will be inmeasing,
and we will be able to pass on the experience from those operating small hydnypunts in as open grid
system. There will be new developments in teciumiso, new ideas In financing, and new exPerierica horn
those building and revising small hydro plants.

To register your Interest and teethe a Call for Papers, contact lill Creenhalgh or, tel +44 1322 277788,
fax +44 1322 276474, e-mail: coaham...slawilmIngtorscoak
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Annex F

List of customers who have purchased the HydrA
software

UK

SEPA (North Region) (Dingwall)
SEPA (North Region) (Aberdeen)
British Waterways
Environment Agency (Midlands Region)
Scottish Agricultural College
Environment Agency (South West Region) (multiple copies)
Liverpool John Moores University
Oxford Brookes University
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Dement Hydroelectric Power Ltd
NEL

South West Water Services Ltd
Ryder Environmental
Dougall Baillie Associates
Newinills Hydro
ADAS

Hydro Energy Developments Ltd
Caledonian Energy Ltd
Dr R A Cotton
Dulas Ltd
Scottish Power (multiple copies)

Robert Cuthertson & Partners
Environment Agency South West (site licence)
Camie Consultancy
National Power (site licence)

SPAIN 


Aluminios Cortixo

Institut Catalan d'Energia
Hidroener

Hidroconsa



a_

\

Centre for Ecology & Hydrology

Component Instinites
Insatute of Freshwater Ecolcqy
lastoute of Hydrology
Insuhee of Terreratal Ecology
Institute of Virology & EnvIronmental Microbiology

• Natural Environment Research Council




